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This thesis \^Ld res ses a number of sampling related problems, 

including parameter variability,   which result from the practice of 

estimating I-O models from primary data.     The work will be very use- 

ful to anyone planning or evaluating such a model.    The work may also 

be of interest to those dealing with I-O models estimated by other pro- 

cedures.    Those interested in the more general area of stochastic 

linear systems may also find the procedures useful. 

The  sampling distributions of the estimated direct coefficients 

are examined for a stratified random sampling procedure in which 

either of two types of data (purchases or sales) may be collected.     The 

properties of asymptotic unbiasedness and consistency are shown,   and 

large sample approximations to the variances and covariances are 

given.    The approximations are shown to hold for small samples if 

purchases data are used,  and estimating formulas are presented.    It 



is argued that purchases data are preferable to sales data on five 

counts?    1) elimination of small sample bias in the estimated direct 

coefficients;    2) cons istency with the goal of minimizing aggregation 

bias;    3) elimination of the need for  "balancing" a transactions table; 

4) ease of handling capital expenditures; and    5) lower variances for 

the estimated direct coefficients. 

The distributions of the estimated inverse matrix elements and 

elements of the estimated solution vector are examined and shown to 

be biased,  but consistent.    Expressions for the bias,  variance,   and 

covariances of these elements are derived,  but found to be of no 

practical significance.     The bias is generally indeterminate,   and the 

variances and covariances,   even if approximated to an arbitrary and 

unknown degree,  require prohibitive computational resources to be 

estimated. 

A procedure for approximating     100(l-a)%   confidence regions 

for the direct coefficients matrix,  the inverse matrix,   and the solution 

vector is presented.    The "quasi-confidence regions" are developed 

consistent with the estimated joint distributions of the direct coeffi- 

cients.    They are readily applicable and provide a technique for gen- 

erating interval estimates for solutions to I-O models where,   pre- 

viously,   only point estimates have been possible. 

Formulae for optimum sample allocation and minimum sample 

size are also presented,   and the application of the theoretical work to 

a small model for Tillamook County,  Oregon is reported. 
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INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS ESTIMATED FROM PRIMARY 
DATA;   SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS AND 

PARAMETER VARIABILITY 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

Over the past four decades,  the use of input-output analysis has 

become common in addressing problems of national,   state,   and 

regional economies.    I-O analysis has enjoyed widespread profes- 

sional attention.    The literature abounds with books     and journal 

articles on the subject.    This thesis focuses on a set of problems 

which have not received adequate attention in the literature.    The 

problems arise from the practice of constructing I-O models with 

primary data from a subset,  or sample of the economic actors in the 

investigated economy.    These problems include the variability of the 

parameters and solutions to such a model,   and other sampling con- 

siderations such as the type of data to collect,   stratification criteria, 

and optimum sample allocation. 

I-O Analysis 

The following discussion of I-O models and their analytical 

applications is intended to acquaint the reader with the concepts, 

notation,   and terminology necessary to follow the arguments of the 

thesis.     Those wishing a thorough introduction to the subject should 

consult a work,  or works,   intended for that purpose.    Three such 



works are:   Hollis B.   Chenery and Paul G.   Clark,   Interindustry 

Economics [Chenery and Clark,   1965]; Harry W.   Richardson,  Input- 

Output and Regional Economics [Richardson,   1972];  and Wassily 

Leontief,   Input-Output Economics [Leontief,   19 66]. 

An input-output model is a simplified mathematical representa- 

tion of an economy.    It provides a descriptive document showing the 

interrelationships between the component economic sectors,  but its 

primary use is as an analytical tool.    It can be used to forecast levels 

of economic activity under known or projected future  conditions,   and 

it can be used to analyze the impact on the  local economy of known or 

anticipated changes in current conditions. 

The basic 1-0 model relies on three assumptions:    1) the 

economy can be divided into a number of sectors,   such that each 

commodity is the only product of a single sector,    2) the level of 

inputs used by each sector depends only on that sector's output,   and 

3) the combined effect of carrying on several types of production is 

equal to the sum of the individual effects.    Based on these assump- 

tions,   the following system of equations may be written to describe an 

economy? 



a,1x1+...+a,.x. + ...+a,   x    +b,   -x, 111 Ij  j In n        1 1 

a.,x,   + . . .   + a..x.   + . . .   + a.   x     + b.   = x. (1-1) 
ill IJJ in n i i 

a   .x,  + . . .   + a   .x. + . . .   + a     x    +b    = x 
nil njj nnnnn 

The economy has     n     sectors.    The output of sector     i     is     x. 

(i =  1. . .n).    The     a..'s     are the direct input coefficients.     They 
ij  

identify the amount of sector     i's     output used to produce a unit of 

sector     j's     output     (i,j =  1.. ■ n).     That is,   sector     i's     output is 

used as an input to sector     j's     production process,   and thus the 

term input-output analysis ■      The terms     a. .x.     then identify the total 
—  ij  J 

amount of sector     i's     output required in the production of sector 

j's     total output,      x..     The total endogenous or intermediate demand 

for sector     i's     output is     2.   .  a..x. .    The     b.'s     represent the 
J"1    ij  J 1 

exogenous or final demand    for sector     i's     output.     These demands 

arise from outside the     n     endogenous  sectors of the model.     The 

equations specify that each sector will produce just enough to satisfy 

the final and intermediate demand for its output. 

The model derives from assumptions about the nature of produc- 

tion processes in the economy.     The dimensions of the variables in 

system (1.1) are,   in principle,  physical dinaensions .    In practice, 

they tend to be monetary.    The use of monetary values can be 



interpreted as choosing the physical unit of measurement for each 

sector's output as that quantity which is sold for some fixed monetary 

value,   say $1 [Leontief,   1966,   p.   137].    In this case,   the numerical 

values of the physical and monetary measurements will be identical. 

For the remainder of this thesis,  monetary diraensions will be 

assumed. 

It should be noted that changes in relative prices will cause 

changes in the direct coefficients if monetary units are used.     This is 

in spite of the fact that the model's assumptions rule out the possi- 

bility of input substitutions in physical units.    The reason is that the 

physical units (i. e. ,   $1 worth of any commodity) change with the price 

change.    If prices do not change proportionately (i. e. ,   relative prices 

change) there will be disproportionate changes in the physical units of 

measurement which correspond to monetary units,   and the     a. .'s    will 

change.    For example,   let the price    of commodity     i     double while 

all other prices remain unchanged.     The unit equal to $1 worth of 

commodity     i     is now one-half of its previous amount,   while $1 

worth of all other commodities is unchanged.    Consequently,   since the 

physical amount of sector     i's     output required to produce one 

physical unit of sector     j's     output is unchanged,  the dollar amount of 

sector     i's     output per dollar of sector     j's     output is doubled for 

all sectors     j =  l...n,   j 4 i.    Thus     a..     after the rise in price will 

be twice its value prior to the rise.    By the same line of reasoning, 



a..     will be one-half its original value,   after the price rise,  for all 
J1 

i = 1. . .n,   i 4 i-    The value of     a..     will,  of course,  be unchanged. 

Since,   in practice,   it will not be possible to define  sectors so that 

each is made up of firms using identical processes to produce identical 

outputs; defining meaningful physical units of measurement will be all 

but impossible.    The practical advantage of using monetary units thus 

outweighs the inconvenience of having     a..'s     which change when rela- 

tive prices change. 

For each sector,      j,      in system (1.1) there is a column of 

terms,      a,.x.. . .a   .x.,      identifying the cost of (or physical use of) 
!]  J nj   j 

the output from each sector     i,    i =  1. . . n,      needed to produce     x.. 
J 

In addition to these,   each sector must use goods and services from 

sources outside the particular economy being modeled.    These 

leakages maybe written,   for each sector     i,    i.x..    The leakage coef- 
  J  J  

ficient     i .     has an interpretation similar to the direct input coeffi- 

cient,      a...    It is the value of required goods and services from 

outside the system,  per dollar of output of sector     j.     (The physical 

interpretation follows,  where the unit is a conglomerate of all goods 

and services  supplied by outside sources,   combined in constant pro- 

portions to reflect that each is used in fixed proportion to sector     j's 

output.    As before, the physical unit is defined to have a value of one 

standard monetary unit,    $. )   The total input requirements for sector 



i     are     2.   J a., .x. + i.x. = x..     The value of inputs required,  per 

dollar of     x.,      is 
J 

Z"      a.. + i.  =  1     (j = 1. . .n). (1.2) ::_. a.. +i. = 1     (j = l...n). 
i-1     ij        J 

This property is simply stated here-    It will be proved later. 

System (1.1) may be rewritten in matrix notation as 

AX + B = X. (1. 3) 

A     is an     n x n     matrix with the     ij element being the direct 

input coefficient,      a..,    from (1. 1),   above.    X     is an     n x 1     column 

vector with the     i element being     x.     from (1. 1),   above.    The 

th 
n x 1     column vector     B   has     b.     from (1. 1),   above,   as the     i 

i 

element. 

The analytical uses of input-output models follow from system 

(1.3),   rewritten as 

X = (I-AJ^B (1.4) 

The  system has a unique set of sector outputs,   X,    for a given set of 

final demands,      B,      if and only if the matrix    (I-A)     is non-singular. 

It is clear from the definition of system (1. 1) that     A _> O..    Condition 

(1. 2) insures that     2.   .  a..  <   1,    i = 1. . . n.     Further,  for any 
i-l     ij  - 



real-life economy,   at least one sector will have a strictly positive 

i.. . Thus     A > O,    Sn .  a.. <   1    (j = 1. . .n),      and     £n .  a.. <   1 
j - i=l    ij  - i-l    ij 

for at least one     j.    It has been shown [Solow,   1952;   Fisher,  F. M. , 

1962] that,  given these conditions 

-1 oo n n 
(I-A)      = I + S     .  A     and   A    -* O   as   n— <». (1. 5) 

n=l 

Thus a unique,  non-negative    solution,      X,      exists for any non- 

negative final demand vector,      B. 

The elements of     (I-A)     ,     a./s,      are the direct and indirect 
ij 

coefficients.     They identify the full amount of sector     i's     output 

needed to support each dollar of final demand met by sector     j.     That 

is,   as sector     j     produces a dollar of output for final demand,   it 

requires inputs from other sectors,   some perhaps (if     a.. > 0)   from 

sector     i.     To produce each of the inputs required by sector     j 

requires further production by other sectors,  which leads to still 

more production requirements.     The total output required of  sector 

i,      after all these interrelationships have worked themselves out,  is 

a..      (i,j =  l.-n).     This may be seen more easily by combining 

condition (1.5) with equation (1.4) to get 

In 1 
A > O    implies     A    >0     (n=l...«>).     Thus     (I-A)"     >0 

and for     B > O,    X > Q.     (O    is the null matrix or vector. ) 



X = B + AB + A2B + . . .   + AnB + . . .    . (1.6) 

Each term on the right hand side may be thought of as a "round" of 

effects stemming from the production required to meet the final 

demand,      B.    To meet the initial requirement,      B,      requires 

further output of    AB,      the first round effect.     To meet the input 

2 
demands of the first round,  the second   round effect of     A(AB) = A  B, 

is required.    Similarly the     n round effect,    A  B,      is the input 

s t n 
requirements of the     n-1 round.    As     n —*■ <*>     A    —•" O.     This 

implies that the     n        round effect also goes to     O     as    n 

approaches     "o. 

For any known or estimated future level of final demand,  the 

model can be used to predict the level of output for each sector (and 

for the entire economy) required to meet that demand.    In addition to 

this forecasting use,   I-O models are commonly used to analyze 

impacts of changing final demand on each sector and on the total 

economy.    It follows from the above discussion that a change in final 

demand of     AB     will result in a change in output of     AX     such that 

AX = (I-A)~lAB . (1. 7) 

While not commonly used, the fact remains that prices are also 

uniquely determined in the I-O model. In fact, the problem of deter- 

mining the prices in the system is the dual of the problem of 



determining the levels of output-    Consider the linear programming 

problem 

mm        2J        X . x. 
J"1    J   J 

s-t. (I-A)X > B (1. 8) 

X > 0 

Here system (1. 3) has been modified to allow production of any 

sector to exceed the final and intermediate demands for its output. 

Also,   an objective function is added to establish a criterion for select- 

p 
ing an optimal set of outputs,      X*.    We set     i.      equal to the value 

of leakages,      i.,      per unit of output of     x..     Then     i? = i.p.   , 
J J J J   Jj 

■where     p is the price of  a unit of the conglomerate input from out- 
j 

side sources.    The objective is to minimize the total value of leakages 

from the economy subject to the constraint that output must at least 

meet     B     and the intermediate demands.     The solution to problem 

(1. 8)   is   exactly the   same   as   the   solution to   system   (1.3)  where 

strict  equality  between  production and   final  plus   intermediate 

demand was   imposed 

X* = (I-AJ^B 

The dual of problem (1. 8) is 



10 

max       S.   , b.w. 
1=1     11 

t. (I-AJ'W <   Lp (1.9) 

W >  0. 

The solution to (1.9) is 

W* = [(I-A),]"1LP' = [(I-A)"1],Lp, 

and the constraints hold with strict equality,   so that 

w* - S.   ,  a..w.*  = if       (i =  1. . . n) 
3 i=l     ij    i J 

(1.10) 

Now,   in a competitive economy,  where each sector faces 

exogenously determined prices,   the marginal cost of each sector's 

output will be constant and equal to average cost-     For each sector, 

profit maximization will result in 

P. = Sn      a. .p. +iP (j =  l...n). 
j i-l     ij*i        j 

It follows, then, that the solution     W*     to problem (1.9) is the vector 

of competitive prices for the modeled economy. 

Recall that,   if the     a-, 's     are measured in monetary units,   the 

physical production relationships   still hold,  with the physical units 



11 

now being the amount of each product valued at one standard monetary 

unit-     That is,   if monetary units of measurements are used,   all prices 

must equal unity.    The condition     2.       a.. + i . =  1,      stated without 

proof earlier,  follows immediately when monetary units are used. 

Another interesting result of using monetary units follows 

from the solution to problem (1.9).     This result, 

S?.   a.J.  = 1 (j =  l...n), (1. 11) 
i-l     ij   i 

will be used later,   in Chapters III and IV. 

Non-Sampling Errors in Applied I-O Analysis 

The purpose  of this  thesis   is   to   examine   the  nature   and 

implications of sampling errors  in I-O models based on information 

2 
from less than 100% of the firms    in an economy.     These are not the 

only errors that may exist in an actual model.    Before describing the 

nature of sampling variability,   or sampling error,   some discussion 

of other types of error is in order. 

2 
When ambiguity will not result,   the term "firms" will be used 

in place of the more cumbersome  "economic actors",  or a listing such 
as   "firms,   agencies,   and households". 



12 
Specification Errors 

The most obvious source of error in any model ip misspecifica- 

tion of the interrelationships that constitute the model-    In principle, 

one could,  for any alternative,   "true" (e.g. ,  non-linear) set of inter- 

relationships,   identify the discrepancy between a proposed model and 

the "true" model,  or rea^l world.    I-^O models rely on very simplified 

assumptions about the nature of production processes and requirements 

in an economy*  and somei such error may be expected to exist. 

Unfortunately no empirically meaningful way exists for identifying 

these errors,  and in practice they must be judged significant or not so 

on the basis of one's perception of the model's predictive accuracy. 

i 3 The model s coptimon use    in regional economic analysis is indication 

that,  for many researchers,  the model's predictive accuracy has been 

acceptable.    Little else can be said about this type of error.    Since 

every indication is that the model will continue in its popularity, 

attention should be focused on those errors that can be identified 

and/or controlled, 

3 
In the past eight years,   six county mQdel3 have been constructed 

in Oregon,   alone.    See [Reilijig,  Gibbs,  and Stoevener,   1973], 
[Stoevener,   et al. ,   1972],   [Collin,   Youmans,  and Stoevener,   1973], 
[Bromley,  Blanch,  and Stoevener,   1968],   [Youmans,   et al. ,   1973], 
and [ives and Youmans,   1976],    Borque and Cpx's inventory [Borque 
and Cox,   1970] attests to the widespread use; in other areas as well. 
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Incorrect Data 

One such set of errors are those associated with incorrect data. 

If information supplied by firms to construct an I-O model is  in error, 

then errors will exist in the resultant parameters and solutions.     The 

matrix     A     in system (1.3) will be replaced by an estimated matrix 

A = A + U,      where the elements     u..     are data related errors in the 
lJ 

estimated coefficients   a...    When the model is used to identify a solu- 

tion     X = (I-Af ^ = (I-A+UJ^B     it will yield     X = (I-A)"^.    The 

■** r'**-! S^ -IT 
error is     X - X = L(I-A)     -(I-A+U)     JB.    This can be shown to equal 

[I-A]"1[U"1 + (I-A)"1]"1[I-X]B     following Park4 [1973].    He identifies 

the impact of such errors on income multipliers generated by I-O 

models.    Park concludes,   "The question of how to estimate these 

error vectors is the subject of further investigation" [Park,   1973, 

p.   402J.    It is not surprising that the errors in     X     are a function of 

the unknown error matrix     U,      which,   if it were known,  would elimi- 

nate the problem.    Also,   if     U     could be estimated by a matrix     E, 

with some unknown residual     R     (i. e. ,    U = E + R,    where     E     is 

known),   it follows that replacing     U     with     E     in the error expres- 
s's 

sion is equivalent to replacing     A     with     A = A - E.     Thus the 

4 
Actually,  Park's procedure would yield 

X - X = [(I-A-Uf ^(I-Af^B = [I-A]-1[U"1-(I-A)"1][I-A]"1B.    The 
difference reflects a preference for using the known matrix   A   rather 
than the unknown,    A. 
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expression for the solution errors is empirically useless,   since it 

can only be used if the errors in the     a./s     are known or can be 
ij 

estimated.    In either of these cases the     a..'s     maybe modified 

accordingly,    correcting  any error that the cumbersome expression 

could identify (and leaving any that it could not).     Thus,  errors that 

remain in the best information available for estimating the     a. ..s     are 

unknown and their resultant solution errors are unestimable;   if one 

wishes to correct them,  he must use a data collection procedure that 

minimizes the likelihood of such errors going undetected.    This point 

will be addressed later in Chapters II and VI. 

Aggregation Bias 

The second major type of error results from aggregating firms 

into  sectors.    Ideally,   each sector is composed of firms which pro- 

5 
duce an identical,   single,     product by identical processes.     Models 

with sector definitions strictly adhering to this  ideal could have 

thousands,  or even tens of thousands of sectors.    In fact,  many sec- 

tors would be single firms,  or even divisions of firms.    The practical 

difficulties of constructing a model of such detail are all but insur- 

mountable.    The time required to obtain the necessary information 

5 
Multiple products would only be permissible    if they were all 

produced by the same process  (i. e. ,  the same set of   a. .'s   holds 
for all). 1J 
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from any one firm would be very greatj   and the cost would be 

prohibitive (especially from the point of view of the firm providing the 

information).    It would be impossible to protect the confidentiality of 

information provided by any firm that was isolated as the only firm 

in a sector.     The management of the data would be tremendously 

expensive,   and the use of the model would be so cumbersome as to be 

avoided by all but the most dedicated of its potential users. 

In practice,   the model's assumptions must be compromised to 

some extent.    If constructing a model is to be more than an academic 

exercise,   it must be done so as to make the model useable for some 

known or anticipated applications.    In this respect the size of a model 

must be manageable,   and some amount of heterogeneity among firms 

included in the same sectors must be accepted.    When this is done, 

errors known as aggregation bias are introduced into the model. 

Theil [1957] develops this concept and derives an expression 

for the aggregation bias in terms of the direct coefficients matrix for 

the  "ideal" model,  the final demand vector for the   "ideal" model,   an 

aggregation matrix with all elements being zeros or ones,   and a 

matrix with all non-zero elements being (for the base period in which 

the model was  constructed) the fractions of each aggregated sector's 

output produced by each of its component "ideal" sectors.     This 

expression can be written as a power series expansion similar to the 

one shown in equation (1. 5) above,   and he defines the   "first order 
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aggregation bias" as the first order terms of the expanded version of 

the full expression of bias.    He then sets out four cases under which 

the aggregation bias or its first order approximation will be zero. 

The first of these is that,   if all firms aggregated together have homo- 

geneous input structures  (identical direct coefficients) with respect to 

their requirements from all sectors in the aggregated model,   there is 

no aggregation bias.    His other three cases,   as well as two others 

later identified by Morimoto [1970],   all define conditions on the final 

demand vector that result in zero aggregation bias or zero first order 

aggregation bias.    As Theil points out,   "In general,   it is not possible 

to impose the conditions of [the four cases mentioned above].    The 

final bill is considered exogenous and,   therefore,   beyond control', 

and no way of grouping the firms to industries may exist which satis- 

fies the homogeneity conditions" [Theil,   1957,  p.   120].    In the com- 

mon event that none of Theil's or Morimoto's special cases hold, 

neither the aggregation bias nor its first order approximation can be 

identified without detailed knowledge of the unknown "ideal" model. 

Aggregation bias and,   its first order approximation,   can be 
identified for the reduction of a large known model down to a smaller, 
more manageable,   version.    Optimum aggregation patterns for such 
reductions have been proposed using the first order aggregation bias 
of the small model relative to the large   [Fisher,  W. D. ,   1958] and 
[Neudecker,   1970].    The bias of the large model relative to the 
"ideal" is,  however,   still unknown. 
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As with the data errors discussed earlier,  aggregation bias is, 

in practice,   unidentifiable',  unless the  "ideal" model is known.    The 

only way of dealing with it is to prevent or minimize it when defining 

the aggregate sectors.    As noted above,   aggregation bias can be 

eliminated if an aggregation scheme can be found to yield aggregated 

sectors composed of firms with homogeneous input structures.     This 

is not always (perhaps never) possible,  but it does  suggest that 

aggregation of firms with similar input structures will be desirable 

if perfect homogeneity cannot be achieved.     That this is so is easily 

shown.    The expression for the first order aggregation bias for 

aggregate sector    I     is [Theil,   1957,  p.   118,   eqn.   (8. 6)] 

STS.    Tb.(aT   T-aT   .).    The subscripts     I     and     J     refer to aggregate 
J    jeJ    j    I,J     I,] 

sectors,   and the subscript     j     refers to  "ideal" sectors,  or firms. 
X. 

Also,      a      = 2.       rr^ a     ,      a weighted average of the     a    's     of 
1J        j e J X j   Ij Ij 

firms in sector     J.    Clearly,   aggregating firms with similar input 

structures will tend to keep the first order aggregation bias lower 

than alternative schemes. 

Sampling Variability in I-O Models 

As with aggregation bias,   sampling variability is the result of 

procedures that,  because of practical constraints,   are less than ideal. 

As mentioned above,   practicality dictates that non-homogeneous firms 
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be grouped together into sectors.     This results in a sector's direct 

input coefficients being weighted averages of the corresponding 

coefficients for its component firms.    The weight for each firm is its 

share of the sector's base period output-    With homogeneous firms the 

weights are irrelevant,  but with non-homogeneous firms they are 

critical.    Ideally every firm's production activity should be monitored 

for the base year-    This way the desired average coefficients for the 

aggregated sectors could be identified.    The essence of the aggrega- 

tion bias problem is that the relevant weights for firms within a sec- 

tor will not remain constant over all final demand vectors.    The prob- 

lem of sampling variability arises because the average coefficients,   if 

estimated from a sample of less than 100% of the firms in a sector, 

will not remain constant over all possible samples. 

Collecting data on the production processes of firms in an 

economy accounts for a major (probably the major in most cases) 

portion of the cost of constructing an I-O model.    Budget constraints 

will typically eliminate the possibility of sampling the entire popula- 

tion of firms,  and,  as noted above,   sampling less than the entire 

population introduces variability into the parameters of the model. 

The matrix     A     will be estimated by the matrix     A,      whose 

elements     a..     are random variables with distributions determined 

by the sampling procedure employed.    The direct and indirect coef- 

-1 ~  -1 
ficients matrix,      (I-A) will be estimated by     (I-A)     ,      and 
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X(AX)     will be estimated by     X = (I-A)"1B    (AX = (I-A)" 1A B). 7 

Thus,   the elements      a..,      of     (I-A)     ,      and     x. ,      of     X,      will 

also be random variables. 

Sampling variability is the focal point of this thesis.    The 

questions raised are-.     1) what are the distributions of the estimated 

direct coefficients,      a. .'s?      2) what are the distributions of the 

inverse elements,     'a./s,      and solution elements,      x.'s ?     3) how 

should limited sampling funds be allocated among the sectors from 

which samples must be drawn,   and what sampling resources (budget or 

sample size) are required to achieve some desired degree of reliabil- 

ity in the parameters of the model?    An additional question of whether 

to collect information about a firm's sales or its puchases is also 

addressed,   although the arguments are not solely related to the ques- 

tion of sampling variability.    In examining the distributions of all 

randona variables     (a./s,   a..'s,    and     x.'s)     attention will be limited 

to the means, variances,  and covariances. 

In Chapter II the nature of the variability in the direct coeffi- 

cients,      a..,      is examined,   and arguments are presented to show 

that collecting purchases data from sampled firms is preferable to 

collecting sales data. 

7 ^ 
For the remainder of this thesis the vector     X(X)     will imply 

either the output vector     X(X),      or the impact vector     AX(AX). 
Also     B     will represent either     B     or     AB. 
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In Chapter III the distributions of the direct and indirect 

coefficients,      a..,      and the solution elements,      x.     are examined. 

The approach fails to yield practically estimable values of the param- 

eters of the distributions,   and an alternative technique for generating 

confidence regions for the solution vector,      X,      is presented in 

Chapter IV. 

In Chapter V formulae are derived for optimally allocating a 

limited sampling budget among the populations from which firms must 

be sampled.    Formulae are also derived for the minimum sampling 

budget,  or sample size,   required to achieve some specified minimum 

coefficient of variation in the parameters of the model. 

Chapter VI is a report on the application of the procedures 

developed here to a small model of Tillamook County, Oregon.    The 

work is summarized and conclusions are drawn in Chapter VII. 
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II.    SAMPLING VARIABILITY IN THE DIRECT COEFFICIENTS 

Sampling Distributions of the   a.. 's 

As stated above,  the problem of sampling variability in input- 

output models arises from two  conditions:     1) practicality requires 

that a less than ideal aggregation of firms be used,   causing sectors 

to be composed of firms with non-homogeneous production processes, 

and causing the aggregate direct coefficients to be average coeffi- 

cients for the aggregated firms,   and   2) the information used to esti- 

mate the direct coefficients  is obtained from less than 100% of the 

firms in the economy.    For any given sample size there are a finite 

number of possible samples that may be drawn.    The total number of 

possible samples,  and the probability of drawing each,   is determined 

by the procedure followed in selecting firms to include in the sample. 

For each possible sample,  there is a set of values for the direct 

coefficients.     Thus the sampling procedure,  by defining the probability 

of observing each possible sample of some given size,  will define a 

probability of observing any set of estimated direct coefficients.     A 

sampling distribution will exist for the estimated direct coefficients. 

The mean,  variances,   and covariances of these distributions will be 

determined by the procedure used to select the sample of firms,   the 

type of information collected from each sampled firm,   and the proce- 

dures used to estimate the direct coefficients from the data collected. 
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The sampling procedure assunaed throughout this thesis is 

stratified random sampling.     It has been noted that the aggregation of 

firms into sectors will require that heterogeneous firms be grouped 

together.     The greater the heterogeneity,   the greater the variability 

of data collected from firms within a sector,   and the greater the vari- 

ances of direct coefficients estimated from that data.    Firms in 

heterogeneous sectors will be stratified into groups within the sector 

•which are more homogeneous than the sector as a whole.    This will be 

done to reduce the variance and bias of the estimated direct coeffi- 

cients .    As will be discussed later in this chapter the basis for strati- 

fication will depend on the type of data collected and the estimators 

used. 

The question of what type of data to collect is one of choosing 

between two alternatives;  purchases data and sales data.    Both types 

of data require the value of a firm's output,   sales to firms outside 

the modeled economy,   and purchases from firms outside the modeled 

economy.    The difference is in how transactions between firms in 

different local sectors are recorded.     The direct coefficient   a.,    is 

the amount of sector     i's     output needed to produce a unit of sector 

j's       output.     By sampling firms  in sector     j,    the total output of 

sector     i     can be estunated as     Q..    The total amount of sector     i s 
J 

output used to produce sector     j's     output may be estimated in either 

of two ways'.     1) sampled firms in sector     j     may be asked the value 
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of their purchases from firms in sector     i,      and the total for sector 

j     estimated from the sample data;   and    2) sampled firms in sector    i 

may be asked the value of their sales to firms in sector     j,      and the 

total for sector     i     estimated from the sample data. 

The question of which type of data to collect has been addressed 

in the literature,  but attention has been concentrated about the ques- 

tion of whether firms can best answer questions about their sales or 

their purchases.    Hansen and Tiebout [1963] preferred sales data on 

the assumption that firms would be more aware of their sales patterns 

than the sources of their inputs.        Clark and Fletcher [1974] cite 

opinions which agree and disagree with Hansen and Tiebout,  before 

relating that their experience collecting both types of data,   in a small 

rural area in Wyoming,  led to exactly the opposite opinion.    They 

attempted to test which of two models (each using a different type of 

data) was more consistent with a third model.    The third model com- 

bined the first two,  relying on the authors' impressions of which data 

was more accurate when differences had to be reconciled.     The test 

did not show either type of data to be superior.    Their preference for 

g 
The intersectoral flows model they used for California differs 

from the input-output model in that the direct coefficients are ratios 
of sales between sectors to the selling sectors total output.     (Other 
differences also exist,  but this is the only difference relevant to the 
point to be made here. )    The conclusion of a later section of this 
chapter is that,  for a number of reasons,   the use of purchases data is 
preferred for input-output models-    Most of these arguments would 
support the use of sales data in the intersectoral flows model. 
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purchases data was based on the observation that firms had an easier 

time providing purchases data,   and that purchases data was more 

likely to be backed up by records and less likely to be guessed at. 

Harmston and Lund [1967, p.   67] also report that their experience was 

for businessmen to be able to provide purchases information easier 

and more accurately than sales information.    The opinions as to which 

type of data is preferred are inconclusive,   and seem to be quite sub- 

jective.    Later in this chapter a series of,  hopefully objective, 

arguments are presented to show that purchases data are superior to 

sales data.    These argupaents require,  first,  that the appropriate 

estimators,  for both types of data,  be established and properties of 

their sampling distributions be examined. 

To my knowledge,  the distributions of the estimated direct 

coefficients has not been examined in the literature.    Quandt and 

Simonovits both assume that some properties of the distribution of the 

a. .'s     are known,   and they proceed tp explore the implications of 

variability in the     a. .'s     on the inverse matrix and solution elements, 

a..'s     and    "x.'s     [Quandt,   1958,1959-, Simonovits,   1975].    Karaska 

examined the impact of aggregation on variation of the direct coeffi- 

cients of   Isard's   Philadelphia Model [Karaska,   1968].    He concluded 

that increased aggregation would increase the variability of the direct 

coefficients,  but his statistical procedure^ obscured the idea that the 

direct coefficients were randona variables with identifiable 
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distributions.    Harmston and Lund discuss the general problem of 

sampling and indicate that two  sources of sampling error are, 

".   .   .   error due to bias;   .   .   .   [and] random sampling error" 

[Harmston and Lund,   1967,  p.   7l].    That is,   the estimated param- 

eters will differ from the true values for two reasons',    the expected 

value of the estimators may not equal the true values of the param- 

eters;   and the actual estimates observed will vary about their 

expected values.    They did not,  however,   go  into any specifics about 

what sampling procedures are desirable or what the properties of the 

resultant estimators would be. 

In the remainder of this section,   the stratified random sampling 

estimators for the direct coefficients,   and the properties of their 

sampling distributions,  will be investigated for both the purchases and 

sales data cases.    In each case,   the local economy will be assumed 

to be aggregated into     n   sectors.    Each sector     j    (j = 1. . . n)     will 

be disaggregated into     L.     strata.    The strata are differentiated by 

the subscript     h,   (h = 1. . . L.). 
J 

Estimating from Purchases Data 

If purchases data are to be used,  each sampled firm will 

provide,  for a specified base period:   the value of its purchases from 

each local sector; the value of its leakages (imports and transfers to 

governments and individuals outside the modeled economy); the value 
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of its output; and the value of its sales outside the modeled economy. 

The following notation is used: 

N    :    population of sector     j,      strata     h 

N.:    population of sector    j;    - ^v^i N 

n., : sample size drawn from sector     j,      strata    h 

q    : production of the     k sampled firm in sector     j, 

strata     h 

- i e       k -^  jh     k   / q., : sample mean of     q., ;    = *-•,     ,  q..  /n., 
jh jh k = l  njh     jh 

Q., : total production of firms in sector     i,      strata    h 

Q    : mean production of firms in sector    j,      strata    h; 

Jh     Jh L 

Q.: total production of firms in sector   i:  =2, J, Q., 
J J h = l    -jh 

k 
ijh: 
k th 

y.     :    purchases by the     k sampled firm in sector     j, 

strata    h,      from all firms in sector     i 

— i rk-^jhk/ y.... :     sample mean of     y.., ;    - 2J 
J     y      /n., 

ijh r 7ijh k = l 'ijh    jh 

Y... :    total purchases of firms in sector     j,      strata     h,      from 

firms in sector     i 

Y.., :    mean purchases of firms in sector     j,      strata     h     from 

firms  in sector     i;    = Y.., /N.. 
ijh     jh 

k th y   .   :    purchases by the     k sampled firm in sector     j, 

strata     h,      from all firms exogenous to the model 
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n. 

- •■ r       k - v  fa     k     / y   ., :     sample mean of     y  ., ;    - 2j
1     ,  y   .,  /n., 

•jh r '.jh k=l '.jh    jh 

Y ., :   total purchases  of   firms in sector     i,      strata     h     from 

all exogenous firms 

Y ., ;   mean purchases of firms in sector     i,      strata     h     from 
•Jh 

all exogenous firms;    = Y   ., /N., 

By definition and the above notation 

L.       L.        L.    _    L.    __ 

ij   h = l  ijh  h=l  jh   h=l  jh ijh  h=l  jh jh 

(i,j = 1. -.n) 

and (2.1) 

L.       L.        L.    _    L.    — 

j   h = l  .jh  h = l  jh   h=l  jh .jh' h=l  jh jh 

(j = l...n). 

(For the remainder of this thesis,   equations involving leakages,  which 

involve merely replacing the subscript     "i"     by     ". ",      will be 

assumed without writing them down. )   The  stratified random sampling 

estimators of the     a..'s     (and     i.'s)     are: 

L. L. 

'ij      Jh=l ^h^jh7  Sh=l--jh"1jh ^' = :B'=lNihWShilN1hV       (i.J--l.-..n). (2-2) 

First,   we examine the expected value of the     a.. s .    Note that 
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L. L. L. 

^ _    h=l    ih^nh    n   h=l    ih^h _     h=l    ih ^nh    n^h/     . 
a. .-a.. ^.jj 

13 iJ L. L. 
S   J    N    a S   J    N    a 

h=l iNjhqjh h=l ^jh^jh 

(i,j =  1. . . n). 

Following Cochran [1963,  pp.   29-3 1],   if     n.,       is large relative to 

N., ,   q..     will approximate     Q.,     (h =  1. . .L.;   i =  1. . . n).     Therefore, 
Jh      Jh Jh J 
L. L. 

Sh=l Njhqjh     Wil1 aPProximate     ^ij NjhQjh = Qj    (j =  I- • -n).    Sub- 

stituting this approximation into equation (2.3) yields the approximation: 

L. 

^ •       h-1     ih "'iih     n   ih        ..   . .        . 
a..  - a.. =  4r ' L-J—    (1, j = 1. . .n). (2.4) 

ij        ij Q. 

The expectation of    a.,     may be written 

E(a..) = E(a..-a..) + a..        (i, j = 1. . .n). 
iJ 13     13 13 

By (2.4), 

/\ 

1*1 h-1     in    iih     i.i   ih 

But, 

E(a..)=    " ■"    X|"     *'   '"       +a..     (i,j =  l...n). 

L. 
E[2 J    N., (y.     -a..q., )] = S.  ^     Y..,    - a., sj    Q      = 0 (2. 5) 

h-1     jh 'ijh     ijnjh •        h-1    ijh        ij     h-1     jh 

(i, j =  1. . . n). 

Therefore, 
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E(a..) =  a..        (i,j = l...n) 

and 

E(a..) — a.,   as    n.,   -* N.,     (h = 1. . . L.j i, j =  1. . . n). 
ij y Jh Jh 3 

If the     n., 's     are not large relative to     N., ,      can the approxi- 

mation    Efa..) —  a.,     be justified?    This question can be answered 

following Raj [1968,  pp.   86-90].    If    R = X/Y     is the ratio of two 

population totals,  Raj's Theorem 5. 1 states,   "In simple random 

sampling,  the bias of the ratio estimator     R - S     /S      = y/x     is 
y.     x. 

given by    B($) = -[E(x)]"   CO.V($,X). "   The following corollary to this 

theorem can be proved following the same proof as the theorem itself: 

Corollary 2.1.     If     R = y/x     is an estimator of     R = Y/X   such 

that     E(y) = Y     and     E(x) = X,      then the bias of    "R    is 

B(R) =  -[E($)]^1Cov(R,x) 

Proof: 

or 

and 

Cov(R,x) = E(Rx) - E(R)E(x) 

= P(9) -E(^)E(x) 

= Y  - E(R)X 

[E(x)]"1Cov(R,x) = Y/X - E(R) 
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B(R) = E(R)  - R = -[E(x)]"1Cov(R,x). 

With stratified random sampling,      E(y.., ) - Y..,       and 

E(q., ) = Q.,     (h =  1. . . L.;   i,j = 1. . . n)j      and 

L. L. _ L. L. _ 
EC2,-, N.,y..u ] = 2   J    N.,Y..,       and     E[E   J    N., q., ] = S, J . N., Q., . 

h=l     jh'ijh h=l     jh   ijh h=l     jh^jh h = l     jh   jh 

Corollary 2. 1,  therefore,   applies to the estimator   a.,  (i. )   given in 
J      J 

equation (2. 2),   and 

, L. 
B(^..) =E(^..)  - a.. =  -— Cov(a..,SJ    N.,q.,) . 

ij ij iJ Q. ij      h-l     jh^jh 

If     ^ a..     and     S, J    N., q..      are uncorrelated,      a..     is unbiased, 
U h=l     jh^jh ij 

regardless of whether the     n., 's     are large relative to the     N., 's. 
L Jh jh 

The term     2, •'    N., q.,       is the sample estimate of the total 
h=l     jh^jh 

output of sector     j.    Consider a sector with a single strata     (i. e. , 

L.  = 1)     and a tendency for larger firms to have either larger or 

smaller than average (for the sector) rates of usage of the outputs of 

some other sectors.    Thus,   samples drawn from this  sector will show 

association between the size of the estimated sector output,      N.cf., 
J   J 

and the size of some     a..'s.    In this case,      Cov(a.., N.q.) ^0     for 
lJ iJ      J  J 

some     i.    If such a sector is stratified,   grouping firms with similar 

production processes into strata,  the absolute value of 
L. 

Covfa. .,£   *    N.,q    )     will be reduced,   toward zero.    This will be so 

because,   grouping firms with similar production processes into 
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strata will tend to eliminate the association between the sample 

estimate of each strata output     (N., q., )     and that strata's estimated 

coefficients    - (N., y,., 7 N., q., ).     This may be seen from 
jh ijh      jh jh 

L. L. L. 
i...SJ    N., q., ) = E(2..SJ    N., q    )  - E(1.)E(S, 2, N., q.,.) ij     h-1     jh^jh ij   h-1     jh^jh ij h-1     jh^jh 

L. 
S   2. [Ett-N.-q., )-E(a..)E(N.,q., )] h-1 ij   jh^jh ij jh^jh 

substituting 

where 

L.        N., y... 
*    = s   J    lk   Mk  
aij        k=l     L. 

lk/iik 

iiVjk 

is strata     k's     contribution to     a..,      yields 

L. L.        L. N-J-'u 
Co^ij'shii N

jhV) = sh'i sk=i Cov( L -W- 

With stratified random sampling,   sample statistics from one strata 

will be independent of sample statistics from another;  the co variance 

terms on the right hand side of the above expression will be negative 

for h^k.     For h=k)  the right hand terms may be rewritten 
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Cov [(■ 
Njhqjh Ni jh^jh 

h=l    jhHjh J      J . 
>• Vjhl 

If stratification has eliminated (for each strata,   h) association 

between N.. q'.,    and   (N , y.., / N., "q.,  ),   these covariance terms are 
jh jh jh'ijh'    jh jh 

positive.     The offsetting positive and negative elements of 
L. 

Cov (et.. ,   S.    . N., q., ) tend to reduce B(a..) toward zero.    Thus,   with 
ij h=l    jh^jh' ij' 

Q 

careful stratification,   the approximation       E(a:..) = a.,    (i, j = 1. . . n) 

may be used,   even with small sample sizes. 

If   E(a..)ia..,    the variance of a..,    V(a..) = MSE (£..) = 

2 
E(a..-a..)   .      Once again following Raj [1968,   pp.   88-90] 

E(a   -a..)   =E 

rS, J
1 N.uy...   - a..Su J   N., q    ' 

h=l     jh7ijh      ij  h=l    jh jh 

S    J    N    q 
h=l    jh4jh 

=E 
"S,J .  N., y...   - a..Eu\ N.,q., 

h=l     jh^ijh        ij   h=l     jhnjh 

Q.+ 6. 
J       J 

where 

6.  =S. J    N    q      -  Q. 
j h-1     jh jh j 

Perfect stratification would,   by definition,   insure all unbiased 
'S'j^'s.     In practice,   however,   perfect stratification may not be achieved 
Thus,   the approximation is used. 
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E[f(e)] = E 

L. L 

h=l     ihyiih       U   h=l     jh^jh 
Q.+es. 

J     J 

If the Taylor's series expansion of     f(9)     about the point zero is 

generated,   and its expected value taken at     0=1,      the result is 

E(a..-a..) 

• • 2 

Q2 

L. L. , 
.s, 2, N.,q., r6.] 21i:['Sh=lN^llh-HI!h'lN|h^lh» J_ 

Q 
J 

(2.6) 

L 
j     ivT     rr     ^^21 3E[(S   3    N.,y.., -a..S   ±    N., q., )   6. ] 

h-1     ih  iih     n    h-1     ih  ih      i jh  iih     ij   h= 1     jh  jh      j 

Q4 

J 

The first right-hand term of (2. 6) is used as an approximation 

to the variance of     a...     That is 

-    i2 

V(t..) 
h=l     ih^ijh     j.i   h=l     jh^ih-1 

(2.7) 

Q. 
J 
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L- 7 
E^Ji N., (y... -a..q., )] h=l     ^^h     xjV (ifjsl...n) 

J 

The other right-hand terms of (2. 6) will be decreasing,  with the rate 

of decrease being greater the lower the magnitude of     6.     relative to 

Q..     To follow Cochran's approach [1963,   pp.   30-3 1] one would,   as 

was done in examining     E(eL..),      rely on     n.,      being large relative to 
1J J   L. 

N.,     (h =  1. . . L.,   i =  1. . . n).    In this case       S      , N., q.,       could be 
jh j h-1     jh^jh 

assumed to be approximately equal to     Q.     and     6.     would be 

approximately zero.    Then,   all but the first term on the right-hand 

side of (2. 6) will tend to zero,   and approximation (2. 7) results.     This 

result is also achieved by squaring and taking the expected value of 

the right-hand side of approximation (2.4). 

From result (2.5),   it follows that (2. 7) may be rewritten 

, L. 
V(a..)=   — V[SJ 1(N.,y.., -a..q., )]     (i,j=  l...n) 

ij Q2 h-1     jh'ijh     ij^jh 

j 

k k k ~ — — Let the variables     d..,   = y...   - a.-q..      and     d..,   = y...   - a. .q.. 
ijh      7ijh        ij^jh ijh      7ijh        ij^jh 

(h =  1. . . L.,   i, j =  1. . . n).     Then 
J 
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1 L- 
V(£..) = -^ V[S, J    N;   d... ]      (i,j =  1. . .n) ii _ 2     l   h=l     ih nh J 

ij        Q
2 h=1     jh ijh 
j 

1     rJ-l 2^ L- =  -T[2, J    N., V(d.., )+S, \ _. N.. N.,   Cov(d.., ,d... )] 2      h-1     jh       ijh       h,k-l     jh   jk ijh     ijk 
J h^k 

(i.j = 1. -n) 

Since stratified random sampling is used,      d..,      an^i    d...    h j k 

will be independent statistics from two independently drawn samples, 

and     Cov(d.., , d... ) = 0,    h =/ k.    The approximate variance simplifies 
ijh     ijk 

to 

v,tiJ
)i^[z:h=iN'hv<V1 <i'J = 1---»>       (2-8) 

j 

where     d...      is the sample mean for strata     h,      sector       i,      of 
ijh ^ J 

the deviation of firms' actual purchases from sector     i,    from the 

amount the average coefficients,      a..,      would predict that they would 

purchase.    This can be estimated from sample data,   as will be shown 

in the last section of this chapter. 

The covariances between     a./s     in different columns has 

already been determined to be zero since they are estimates from two 

independent samplings.     The covariance of the     a. .'s     within the 

same column will not necessarily be zero.    Recall that,  with careful 

stratification,     "a.,     will be approximately unbiased,   and we can write 
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CovfoS,.) = E[(2..-a..)(a,.-a,.)] d-J^  =  ! ■ • • n) ij  ij ij     ij      ij     ij 

L. _ L. 
(Sv,-iN-hd--v,HS, £    N.,d ... ) 

h-1    ifl  nh      h-1     ih  iih ,..„_, x 

The same procedure used above to approximate     V(a..)     will yield 

L. 
Cov(2 2    ) =— [S   J    N2,   Cov(d... ,d,.. )] (2.9) 

ij  i2       Q2
      

h-1     Jh l3h     l2h 

j 
(i, j,i  =  1. ■ • n) 

This also can be estimated from the sample data. 

Estimating from Sales Data 

If sales data are used,  each sampled firm will provide,  for a 

given base period:    the value of its sales to local sectors and to out- 

side firms',   the value of its output',   and the value of its leakages-    In 

addition to the notation used above,  the following is introduced. 

k th z.     :    sales by the     k sampled firm    in sector     i,      strata   h 

to all firms in sector     j. 

z., .:    sample mean of     z.. .;    = S        z      . /n.. ihj ihj k= 1     ihj      ih 

Z., .:   total sales by firms in sector   i,      strata    h    to all firms 
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in sector     j. 

Z., .:   mean sales of firms in sector     i,      strata     h     to all 

firms in sector     i;    = Z., ./N., . 
ihj      ih 

Again,   by definition,   the     a..'s     may be written 

L. L. L. _ L. _ 
a.. = 2,   '   Z       /S   I    Q.    = S   '    N., Z., ./S   J    N.   Q. (2.10) 

ij h-1     ihj      g-1     jg h-1     ih   ihj      g-1     jg   jg 

(i, j =  1. . . n) 

and the stratified random sampling estinaators will be 

L 
= 2 Si,-i N-^-v72   -i N-   q-      (i.j=l--.n).     (2. li; h-1     ih  ihj      g-1     jg^jg 

By following the same arguments used above,   it can be shown 

that,   if     n.        is large relative to     N.      (g =  1. . . L.,   i =  1. . . n), 
L Jg Jg J    J 

2 
g 

, N. 'q.       will closely approximate     Q.     and =1     Jg  Jg J 

*.. -        ]    L ..  - a.. =— [S   _l    N., z., .-a..S   3    N.   q.   ]     (i,j =  1. . . n) 
ij ij       Q        h-1     ih  ihj     ij   g-1     jg^jg J 

E(t..) =   a.. (i,j =  1. . .n) (2. 12) 
ij iJ 
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Vfo.) = 
Q. 

J 

7 E[Z.  ^ N., z., .-a..S   J   N.   q.   ]' 
2 h-1     ih  ihj     ij    g-1   jg^jg 

L. 
=   — [V(S,  "    N., z., .)+af.V(S   J    N.   q.   ) 

02 h-1     ih  ihj       ij        g-1     jg^jg 

L. L. 
- 2a.. CovfS*    N.,z.u.,S   *    N.   q.   )] 

ij h-1     ih   ihj      g-1     jg^jg 

Q. 
J 

=   — [S   I    N    V(z      )+S   ' N.,N      Cov(z      ,z      ) 
2       h-1     ih       ihj       h,i-l     ih   i£ ihj     ilj 

Qj hit 

+ a 
2„:Li    .2 _.,_    .   ,     2    L 

..S   J    N.   V(q.   ) + a. S   J,_1  N.   N., Cov(q.   ,q    ) 
ij    g=1     Jg        Jg ij    g'f"1     Jg   Jf Jg     Jf 

g^f 

L.        L. 
- 2a.. S*    S   J    N.-N.    Cov(z., .,q.   )]     (i,j=l...n). 

ij     h-1     g-1     ih   jg ihj   njg 

Because stratified random sampling is used,   variables from different 

strata will be independent,   and the first two co variance terms drop 

from the approximation of    V(£i..).     Also,  only those elements of the 

third covariance term for which     h = g     and     i = j     will remain. 

r 

vG..) 

Q 
7 [2, t. N2,V(i., .)+a2S   J    N2 V(q.   )]     (i,j =  l...n  i^j) 
2      h-1     ih       ihj       ij   g-1     jg     ^jg 

J 

=   <     "T ^u1! N?, V(z., .)+a?.S   J    N2 V(q.   ) 
\    Q2       h=l     ih       ihj       ij    g=l     jg     Mjg 

(2. 13) 

2 
2.a..S   *    N.,   Cov(z., .,q., )]     (i - j) 

ij   h -1     ih ih j     j h 
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The bias of     a.,     when sales data is collected can be determined 

in the same way as when purchases data are used. 

L. 

B(S..)=  -^ Cov(      hT
=1     lh  ^   ,S   2.N.   q.   )     (i.j=  l...n) 

13 Q. L. g"1    Jg Jg 
] S   J,  N.   q. 

g=1     Jg   Jg 

For     i ^ i,      the numerator and denominator of   a.,   are from different 
J ij 

strata and,   thus,  independent.     Consequently,  there will be a strong 
L. 

negative correlation between     a..     and its denominator,      2      , N. "q.  . 
ij g=1     Jg  Jg 

B(^..)     will be positive and will approach zero as     n.       becomes 
ij Jg 

large relative to     N.      (g =  1...L.,   j=  l...n).    For small samples, 
Jo J 

however,   approximations (2. 12) and (2. 13) will not be reasonable for 

off-diagonal     (i ¥ j)   a. .'s.    For     i = j,      stratification can reduce or 

eliminate     B(a..)     by grouping firms so that,  within each strata,  there 

is little or no association between firm size and the fraction of output 

sold to other firms in the same sector. 

The Case for Purchases Rather than Sales Data 

The ability of stratification to reduce or eliminate bias in the 

a. .'s     when purchases data is used is an obvious advantage of pur- 

chases over  sales data.     This returns us to the question of the relative 

merits of the two types of data. 
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Reduced Small Sample Bias of the   a..'s     y 

The ability to use stratification to minimize or eliminate small 

sample bias in all direct coefficients when purchases data is used has 

already been noted as one advantage to using purchases data. 

Consistency with the Goal of Minimizing Aggregation Bias 

Another advantage of purchases data can be seen by comparing 

equations (2. 8) and (2. 15).    Since the decision of what firms to group 

into sectors  rests with the model builder,   sector definitions can be 

determined in a way that will effect the variance of the     a..'s.    If 

purchases data are used,   sectors would be defined to achieve the 

lowest values possible for the   V(d      ^s.     This would be accomplished 

by grouping firms with as nearly similar production processes as pos- 

sible.    Recall,  from Chapter I,  that this grouping will also be 

desirable from the standpoint of keeping aggregation bias to a mini- 

mum.    When sales data are used,  the sector definitions that are best 

for minimizing the     Vfai. J's     will group firms of similar size and 

sales patterns.    This will keep the     V(z... J's     and     V(q.   )'s     low, 
ihj Jg 

but only a happy coincidence would make such a sector definition con- 

sistent with the objective of keeping aggregation bias low. From this 

standpoint,  purchases are again preferred. 
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Eliminating the Problem of "Balancing" a Transactions Table 

Another distinction between the two types of data is related to 

condition (1.2),      2.    .  a.. + l    =  1.    The problem of achieving this 
i= 1    ij        J 

condition for the estimated    "a..     and     i.'s,      when sales data is used, 

can best be seen with the transactions table in Figure  1.    The elements 

of the first     n     rows and columns are the estimated transactions 

between sectors (sales from row sector to column sector).     The 

st (n+1) column is the sales of the     n     sectors   to firms outside the 

st 
modeled economy.     The     (n+1) row is the     n     sectors' leakages 

from the modeled economy.    The column sums and row sums are both 

estimates of the total outputs of the     n     sectors.    If a complete 

census of accurate information were obtained the corresponding row 

and column sums would be equal.    With information from a sample 

of firms,  however,   there is no  reason to expect this equality to hold. 

Now the     ct. .'s     and     i.'s     are equal to the     ii and      .i ele- 
ij J J J 

ments of the table divided by the     i row sum.     Then   2.       a.. + I . J i=l     ij j 

is the ratio of the     j column sum to the     j row sum,   and will 

equal one     (j =  1. . . n)     if and only if the corresponding row and col- 

umn sums are equal.     The standard practice for guaranteeing condi- 

tion (1.2) is to force equality between all corresponding row and 

column sums by making adjustments to the entries  in the transactions 

table.     This procedure,   known as  "balancing" the transactions table, 
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is arbitrary in that there are an infinite number of combinations of 

changes which may "balance" any table.    It also invalidates the sta- 

c-    i. tistical properties of the     a., s     discussed above. 

Ll Ll - Ll Ll 
Sh=lNlhZlhl   •••    Sh=lNlhZlhnSh^lNlhblh = Sh=lNlh^lh 

L L L _ L 

h= 1     nh  nhl h= 1    nh  nhn     h=l     nh  nh h=l     nh  nh 

L L 
1   ,T     — ^   n 

Sh=lNlhy.lh   •••    \=lNnhy.nh 

Figure 1.    Transactions table using sales data. 

When purchases data is used it is relatively easy to insure the 

accounting condition that each firm's output be totally distributed as 

payments to local sectors or leakages.     That is 

2.   .y..,   + y  .,   = q.,      (k =  1. . . n    ",  h =  1. . . L."*,   i =  1. . . n).    (This also 
i=l'ijh      '.jh     njh jh j 

provides a check on data consistency by letting only exactly off- 

setting errors go undetected. )   From this condition on each firm,   it 

follows that 

2.       y.       + y = q (h -   1. . . L.;   j =   1. . . n) 
i-l  'ijh      '. jh      njh j 

L. L. L. 
s° i  Si.J,  N.uy..,   + S,  J    N., y   .^  = S^ J , N., q.,       (j =   1. . . n) i=l     h=l     jhyijh        h=l     jh'.jh h=l     jh^jh      J 
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and condition (1-2) is insured.     Thus,   with purchases data,  the 

problem of having to modify the statistical estimators by "balancing" 

a transactions table is eliminated",  and purchases data is,  once again, 

preferred to sales data. 

Ease of Capital Expenditures Correction 

The timing of some purchases is not perfectly related to a firms 

output.    For instance,   a sawmill does not buy just enough logs each 

day to produce that day's output.    Large discrete purchases of 

material inputs will tend to work themselves out if a long period of 

observation is used.    A year is a typical period of observation for an 

I-O model.    It is convenient since it coincides with standard record 

keeping procedures,   and it is long enough that,  for most inputs,  prob- 

lems of discrete purchases can be ignored. 

Capital purchases,  however,   are timed so as to present a 

problem for any reasonable observation period.    There is no reason 

to expect capital purchases (even for a 100% sample) to adequately 

represent the value of capital goods used up in producing a given 

periods output.    This problem is commonly handled by letting capital 

purchases be included as leakages and sales of capital goods as sales 

to final demand. 

It is a relatively simple matter,  if purchases data are used,  to 

have total purchases from each sector divided between capital and 
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non-capital purchases.     The     y.     's     in the above arguments become 

non-capital purchases rather than total purchases,   and no major 

problem results in estimating the     a., s     and     i. s.    Estimating base 

period final demand will be a problem,  however.    It will require that 

firms be able to identify the total value of their output that was sold to 

exogenous firms,  plus the capital goods component    of their sales to 

local sectors.     The capital goods component of final demand may be 

impossible for firms to identify.     For example a manufacturer may 

not be able to distinguish between sales for periodic maintenance and 

sales for capital stock replacement. 

The problem of selling firms' inability to distinguish between 

capital and non-capital sales is compounded n-fold when sales data are 

used to estimate the direct coefficients.     To get around this problem, 

some information about capital purchases  can be obtained along with 

the sales data and a purchases data "capital transactions table" can 

be used to modify the sales data "total transactions table".    This is a 

complicated procedure,   and identifying the statistical properties of 

the resultant    ^..'s     would be a formidable task. 

An alternative to the above procedure,  which eliminates the 

problem of identifying the capital sales component of final demand, 

when purchases data are used,   is to include the cost of capital goods 

with other purchases.     This takes capital sales out of final demand 

and puts the value of capital goods used back into the     a., 's.     The key 
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here is that the terms  "capital purchases" and  "capital sales" are 

replaced by the term "use of capital goods".    This is done by asking 

firms to identify,  first,   their total purchases from each sector-    They 

are then asked to identify the capital purchases included in that total, 

allowing non-capital purchases to be identified.    Finally,   they are 

asked to identify their depreciation on all capital goods that are 

furnished by each local sector.    This becomes the  "cost of the capital 

goods used" to produce their output for the given period.    The total 

cost of goods and services furnished by any sector to produce a firm's 

base period output will be the non-capital purchases by the firm plus 

the cost of capital goods used.     These values would then be used as 

the     y... 's     in the above presentation. 

Clearly,   selling  firms would not be able to identify the 

depreciation of the capital goods they have,  over the years,   sold to 

local sectors',   and this alternative would not be of any benefit if sales 

data are used.    Because of the relative ease of handling problems 

associated with capital expenditures,   purchases data are,  once again, 

preferred to sales data. 

Lower Variances for   ci. .'s   U 

It has already been shown that purchases data is preferable for 

small samples because small sample bias can be avoided.    In addition, 

the estimated variances for the    'a-- 's     can be compared for the two 
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types of data when large samples are drawn.    While this comparison 

does not definitely favor one type of data over the other,   the informa- 

tion which is non-neutral with respect to the two suggests that 

purchases data will be expected to provide estimates with lower vari- 

ance than sales data.    To make the comparison,   equation (2. 8) is 

rewritten in a form similar to that of equation (2. 13).    Subscripts 

"s"     and      "p"     have been used to distinguish between variance 

estimates using sales and purchases data.    We have,  then 

—  rv.    J     NT2 "W^T? 2^1        2 V(£..)    =   -7 IX3. Nf, V(y.., )+a .2   J    NT, V(q.J 
ij p       Q2       h=l     jh     'ijh      ij   h=l     jh     ^jh 

L. 

^iA'iV^^ijh'V1 (i'j = 1-"n)    (2-8a) 

4" [S, !, N?, V(2., .)+a?.S   J    N2 V(q.    ).]     (i,j =  l...n  i 4 j) 
Q2       h-1     ih       ihj       ij    g-1     jg     Mjg 

j 

V(^..) =^ 

Q 
\ [Sv,-i N2, V(z., .)+a2.Z:   J.N2 V(q.   ) 2       h-1     ih       ihj       ij    g-1   jg     njg 

- 2a .2   \    N2    Cov(z., .,q., )] (i = j) 
ij   h-1     ih ihj   ^jh J 

(2. 13) 

It has been noted that different sector definitions and stratifica- 

tion patterns may result for the two types of data,  but that sector 

definitions which group firms with as similar as possible purchasing 

patterns will be desirable for keeping aggregation bias low.    For this 
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reason,  variance comparisons are made assuming identical sector 

definitions for each type of data.    To further facilitate the comparison, 

identical stratification of firms within each sector is assumed,  but no 

specific stratification pattern is assumed. 

Consider,  first,   the diagonal elements of the direct coefficients 

matrix     (i = j).    The difference between the two variances is 

1 L-        ? 
V(S..)     -Vf£..)    =   -J&.l    N.,[V(z., .)-V(y.., )]} JJ s jj p       Q2       h-1     jh jhj 'jjh 

J 

2a..       L. 
—11/v.   J .2 

^2^h=lNjh
[COV(SJhJ,V)"COV(9JJh^jh,1} 

j 
j = 1. . -n. (2. 14) 

All right-hand terms not enclosed in brackets  are     >  0,      and the 

sign of the difference in variances will depend on the bracketed terms. 

The first bracketed term is the difference between two variances of 

sample means from the same strata.    If the  sample sizes are the 

same for both types of data collection,  the sign of the first bracketed 

term will be the same as the sign of the difference between the vari- 

k k 
ances of the     z., .'s     and the     y.... 's.    In general,  with sectors 

defined to group firms with similar input coefficients,   one would 

expect greater similarity of purchases within a sector than sales 

within a sector-    Stratification,  however,   can be used to increase the 

similarity of intrasector sales in each strata,   and there is no sound 
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basis for expecting a tendency for the sign of the first bracketed term 

in (2. 14) to be either positive or negative.    The first term in braces, 

then,   sheds no light on the sign of the differences     V(a..)     - VCa..)   . 
JJ s jj p 

The second bracketed term in equation (2. 14) may be rewritten*. 

[Cov(2.h.,q.h)-Cov(y..h,q.h)]=N/V(q.h)[p(z,qWV(z.h.)-p(y,qNV(y..h)] 

The terms      p(z,q)     and     p(y, q)     are,   respectively,  the correlation 

coefficients between     z., .     and     q.. ,      and between     y..,       and     q., . 

Since no argument was found to contradict the position that there was 

no tendency for either     V(z.1 .)     or     V(y... )     to exceed the other,  the 

second bracketed term in (2. 14) will tend to have the same  sign as 

p(z,q)  - p(y, q).    With sectors defined to group firms with similar 

production processes,   and with stratification to further the 

homogeneity of grouped firms,  the correlation coefficients     p(y)q), 

for each strata,   should be quite high     (=1    in the ideal case).     This 

will not necessarily be so for     p(z, q),      which will be negative,  for 

example,   if intrasectoral sales are a small part of a sectors total 

business, and larger firms leave this market to smaller firms.    On the 

whole one may expect that     p(y,q) > p(z,q),      and the second 

bracketed term in (2. 14) is negative.     Thus,  the only information 

which sheds any light on the question suggests that purchases data will 

tend to yield estimated direct coefficients with lower variance than 

sales data. 
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For off-diagonal elements of the direct coefficients matrix, 

1 L-         7                          L-         7 
V(£..)     -V(l.)    =   -7 [S   ', Nf, V(z,, .)-S   J Nf.Vty..,)] 

ij s             ij p           2 h-1     ih       ihj       h-1 jh     ■'ijh 

j 

^'Vi^-'VV1 (2-15) 

j 

(i,j =  l...n)    (i 4 j). 

Here,   again,   the right-hand terms outside of brackets are all     > 0. 

A general evaluation of the sign of the first bracketed term is impos- 

sible.    The problem may be understood by examining Figure 2.    This 

gives,  for a two strata selling sector,      i,      and a three strata buying 

sector,      j,      a breakdown of transactions between each pair of firms, 

one from sector '   i     and one from sector     j.    Each cell represents 

the transactions between one such pair of firms.    The value of    a., 

would be the sum of all the cells in the table,  divided by the total 

output of sector     j.    Summing across any row gives the total sales 

that one firm in sector     i     made to all firms in sector     j.    Summing 

down any column gives the total purchases that one firm in sector     j 

made from all firms in sector     i.    The row sums for any strata in 

sector     i     represent the values of     z., .     that may be observed in 
ihj 

that strata.    Similarly the possible values of     y..,      that maybe 

observed,  for any strata of sector      j,      are the column sums for the 
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firms in that strata.    Clearly,  the variability of the     z-u-'s     an^ t^ie 

y.., 's      will depend on how their common totals are distributed among 

the cells.     There is no a priori  reason to believe that this distribution 
L. L. 

will favor either     2,  1
1 N., Vtz.. .)     or     2   J . N., V(y. ., )     with a lower 

h=l     ih       ihj h=l     jh     ■'ijh 

value than the other.    Once again,  the neutral position is taken that 

the first right-hand term in (2. 15) yields no useful information for 

evaluating the difference between     V(a..)       and     V(a..)   . 
ij s ij p 

Strata 

firm      1     2 

1 

N 
il 

1 

2 

N 
i2 

1       r -I        r 

N..      1     2 . . .   N.,      1     2 
J1 J2 

y.., s 

_i     i_ 
k       'o y.., s 

N. 

k 'c 
y---i s 

k   , z        s 

z        s 
12J 

Figure 2.    Relationships between purchases and sales data used to 
estimate an intersectoral direct coefficient   a... 

By the same arguments offered above there will be a strong 

positive correlation between average firm size in a sample,      q., ,    and 

average purchases from each local sector,      y.-u-    Thus,  for 
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intersectoral direct coefficients,   it is also argued that purchases data 

will tend to yield estimates with lower variance than sales data. 

Further,   this argument is stronger than the one for intrasectoral 

coefficients,   since there is no term in the intersectoral variance dif- 
Li       2 

ference corresponding to the term     S      , N..   Cov(z., .,q., )     in the 
h= 1     ih ihj     jh 

intrasectoral case. 

On the basis of the above arguments,   one can not conclude that 

purchases data will in fact,  for any specific I-O model,   yield esti- 

mated direct coefficients with lower variance than sales data.    All the 

information which can be brought to bear on this issue,  however,   sug- 

gests that there is good reason to expect that lower variances will 

result from purchases data. 

The five arguments presented above all favor purchase data 

over sales data.    I am aware of no argument which favors sales data, 

and,   as a result,   the use of purchases data is strongly recommended 

over the use of sales data.    In the remainder of this thesis,   any dis- 

cussion requiring specific knowledge about the distributions of the 

a. .'s     will be presented for a model where purchases data have been 

collected. 

Estimating Variances and Covariances of the    a..'s 

Equations  (2.8) and (2.9),   above,   give approximations to the 

variances of the     a./s     and the covariances between the     a..'s     and 
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ai. .'s     in the same columns.    Sample estimates of these variances 

and covariances can be generated from the purchases data used to 

estimate the    "S./s     (and     i.'s). 
ij J 

Variance of   a.. 

Recall equation (2. 8). 

= J- rvLJ   -2,^ '(a..) =  -j [S   J    Nf,V(d.., )]     (i,j=l...n) (2.8) 
ij        Q2

       h-1     jh       ijh 
j 

Since each     d. is the mean of a statistic generated by a simple 

random sample of strata     jh,      its variance is [Cochran,   1963, 

pp. 22-23,   Theorem 2. 2] 

V(d..,)= (1-^)8^       /n.,   =sj      (— -TT") (2-16) ijh N..       d...      ih        d...     n.,       N., J jh        ijh     J ijh      jh jh 

(h =  1. . .L.;   i,j -  1. . .n) 

where     S. is the variance of     d.., . 

d.., N., -1 k-1       iih      iih 
ijh jh 

where     D..,       is the population mean of     d.., . 
ijh r   r ijh 
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Cochran [19 63,   p.   25,   Theorem 2.4] also shows that 

s2(d.., ) = (-J-r) sj!1. (dk., -5.   )2 

ijh n-v," lc_ ^        ^ 

is an unbiased estimate of     S . 
d 

2 
Now     s   (d.., )     requires the unknown,   true value of     a..     in deter- 

k — 2 
mining     d. ,       and     d... •    It is necessary to approximate     s   (d.., ) S        ijh ijh y ^ ijh 

by     s   (d. ., ),      where the known value     a..     replaces the unknown 
ijh ij 

2 
value     a...    Now     s1  (d.., )     is  readily calculated from the sample 

A 
data,   and     Q.     can be used in place of the unknown     Q.     to estimate 

J J 

V(a..)     as 

s2(3..) =  "jtsj. N2,$2(d..,)( — --^-)]   (i,j =   l...n)      (2.17) 
xj        ^2      h-1     Jh ijh     n.h     N.h 

Covariance Between   a.,    and    a,. 
    ij         Ij 

Recall equation (2. 9). 

Cov(a..,a,.) = -7 [S. ^    N.,   Cov(d.., .d... )]   (i,j-l...n)     (2.9) 
ij     ij 2       h-1     jh ijh     ijh 

Q 
J 

To evaluate (2.9),   an equation similar to (2. 16) is needed for the 

covariance between the means of two statistics generated by a simple 
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random sample. Before developing such an equation, two preliminary- 

results must be established. 

There are        C     (= N!/(N-n)!n!)     possible samples of size     n 

which can be drawn from a population of     N     units.    With simple 

random sampling,  each sample has a probability of     1 /^C       of being 
JN    n 

drawn.    Let     z.     and     w,      be values associated with units     i     and 
J k 

k     (j,k =  1. • -N)     in the population.    Also let     z.     and     w       be those 

values of     z     and     w     observed on the     i and     h units 

(i,h =  1. . . n)     in a sample of size     n.    Any unit,   and consequently any 

z.     or     w.     will appear in exactly    „„.   ,C      ,     of the possible samples- 
J J 7N-ln-l 

Thus the expected value of the sums,      S.       z.     and     2 w, ,    over 
i=l     i h=l     h 

all possible samples     t     (t -  1. . . ^TC   )     is c N   n 

C C 
wvn .  _  ,_! . ^N   n .   N-l   n-1 ^N 
E(S._    z.)-(———) S z = 2       z. 

N   n N   n J        J 

or 

E(2n      z ) = | 2N     z.      and      E(lf      w, ) - £ Z^      w (2. 18) 
i-l     i        N     j-1    j h-1     h        N     k^l     k 

Similarly,   any pair of units     j     and     k,      and consequently any 

product     z.w.       (j J k)     will appear in exactly ?C     ?     of the pos 

sible samples.    The expected value of the sum     2 z.w. ,      over 
i, h- 1     i   n 

n i       • i^h all samples is 
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E(S. z.w.    -     ,      /.  S.     _    z.w      . (2. 19) 
i,h-l     i   i       N(N-.l)     j,k-l    j    k 

With these results,   a theorem can be proved,  establishing the 

covariance between two sample means,      x   and     y,      from a simple 

random sample.    The use of     x     and     y     instead of     d...      and 

d is made in the interest of greater generality and notational 
ijh 

simplicity-     The proof follows Cochran [1963,   p.   22-23,   Theorem 

2. 2]. 

Theorem 2. 2.      If     x     and     y     are sample means of random 

variables     x     and     y,      observed on units in the same simple random 

sample of size     n     from a population of    N     units,  having population 

means     X     and     Y,      then 

Cov(x, y) - S(x,.y)( 1 - £ ) = S(X, y)( ^ ) 
n     N '      Nn 

IN — — 
where     S(x,y) -——: S.   ,  (x.-X)(y.-Y)      is the covariance betweeen 

N-l     j = l      j 'j 

x     and     y. 

Proof: 

Cov(x,y) = E(x-X)(y-Y) 

= iE[^=1 (--X)]^^ (yh-Y)] 

^E[^1(x.-X)(yi-Y)]+^E[^)h=1(xi-X)(yh-Y)] 

i^h 
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By (2. 18) and (2. 19) 

Cov(x,y) ~T[S
N    (x.-X)(y.-Y)+^J- SN    _   (x. -X)(y, - Y)] . 

nN     j-1    j 'j N-l     j,k-l    j 'k 
jVk 

Now,  note that 

^i(yx)][zvi(vY)] = *r-i(rxnyfY) + z:I!k=i(xJ"
x)(y^Y) 

= 0 

N — N — 
since     S.   ,  x. = NX     and     E    _,y,   = NY.    It follows,  then,  that 

j-l    j k-1   k 

Cov(x, y) - S(x, y)( — - — ) - S(x, y)( —— ) . 
n     N Nn 

Once again following Cochran [1963,  p.   25,   Theorem 2. 4] we 

can prove'. 

Theorem 2.3.     For a simple random sample, 

s(x,y) =  S._   (x.-x)(y.-y) 
n-l      i-l     i i 

is an unbiased estimate of 

S(x'y) =ltl ^(yXMy.-Y) 
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Proof: 

E[s(x,y)] - E( -^-rS"_ . [(x.-X)-(x-X)][(y. - Y)-(y-Y)]) 
n-1     i-l      i i 

= -TECS"_1(x.-X)(y.-Y)] - ^L
rE(x-X)(y-Y) 

n-1 i-l    i i n-1 

which,  by (2. 18) and Theorem 2. 2, 

_    n     N-1    . n    , N-n .„,        , 
r ^r"s(x'y)" —r(i^- )s(x,y) n-1    N n-1      Nn 

= S(x,y) 

It now follows, from equation (2. 9),  that 

Cov&./S,.) = -rts, J, N2,s(d.., ,d.., )( — -77-)] 
ij     iJ        Q2

      h"1     Jh      iJh     ^J11    njh     Njh 
j (i.j.l  = l...n) 

k k 
where     S(d.., ,d.., )     is the covariance between     d...       and     d. .,    . 

ijh    ijh ijh ijh 

ijh    ijh N     -1      k=l     ijh      ijh     ijh     ijh 

where     D...       and     D...       are,   respectively,  the population means of Ijh ijh r J r   r 

d..,       and     d. .,  . 
ijh ijh 

Further, 

ijh     ijh n-v1"^      ^"-^     1J"      1J':1     ^ J*1     ^J" 
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is an unbiased estimate of     SCd... , d... ). 
ijh     ijh 

s* Now,   letting     s(d... , d, ., )    (= sCd... :d„.1 )     with     a..     replacing 
ijh     ijh ijh     ijh ij 

k k a..      in computing the     d...    s     and     d,,., 's)     replace     S(d... »d.., )     in ij f        & ljh ijh r ljh     ^^ 

(2. 9);   and letting     Q.     replace the unknown,  true value     Q.;      the 

estimated covariance between     a..     and     a„ .     will be 

8(1.,2, .) =  -jtsj   N2 ^(d... ,d.     )(— - -—)] (2. 20) 
ij     ij       ^2      h-1    jh       ijh     ijh    n.h     N .h 

(i,j,i  -  1.. .n). 

One final point about the estimated direct coefficients is that 

they are consistent.     That is as    n..   —"  N.,     (h =  1. . . L.;   i  =  1. . . n) 
Jh Jh J 

Pr( H . -a.. I   > € ) —" 0     (i, i  = 1 . . . n).    It is clear,  from the definition 
U     ij    - 

of the    *&.. 's,      that when     n.,    = N..       (h =  1. . . L.;  j  =  1. . . n) 
ij Jh Jh J 

1.  = a...    Further,  from (2. 16) as     n.,   -* N..     (h =  1...L.; j =  l...n) 
ij ij Jh Jh J 

V(d..u)^0     (h = 1.. . L.;   i, j = 1.. . n)     as does     V(a..). 
ijh J ij 

Summary 

In this chapter the sampling distributions of the estimated direct 

coefficients were investigated.    It was found that under two types of 

data collection,   using stratified random sampling,   the estimated 

direct coefficients were asymptotically unbiased.    An approximate 

expression for the variance of the estimated direct coefficients was 

found for models in which sample sizes were large relative to the 
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corresponding population sizes.    In the case of small samples, 

estimates based on sales data were found to have a positive bias and 

the approximate variance could not be applied.     Estimates using pur- 

chases data,   if not unbiased for small samples,   could be made so by- 

proper stratification (grouping to eliminate correlation between 

average firm size in a sample and the estimated coefficient).    In this 

case the variance estimate is applicable. 

Five arguments were made to suggest that purchases data are 

preferable to sales data. It was argued that, relative to sales data, 

purchases data will:     1) reduce small sample bias of the     a..'s, 

2) be more consistent with the goal of minimizing aggregation bias, 

3) eliminate the problem of "balancing" a transactions matrix, 

4) facilitate adjustments for capital expenditures,   and    5) tend to pro- 

vide lower variances for the     a..'s.    As a result of these arguments, 

the use of purchases data was  strongly recommended over the use of 

sales data. 

Finally, in the last section, estimating formulas were given for 

the variances and covariances of the estimated direct coefficients and 

it was shown that the     a..'s     are consistent estimators of the    a./s. 
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III.    SAMPLING VARIABILITY IN INVERSE AND 
SOLUTION ELEMENTS 

A. 
For each possible estimate     A,      there corresponds a single 

value of     (I-A) and     X.     The distribution of the     a.-'s     defines 

a distribution for the  inverse elements,     a..'s,      and the solution 

vector elements,      x.'s-    This chapter investigates these distributions. 

To identify the properties of these distributions,  one must first 

identify the functional relationships between the estimated inverse 

and solution elements and the estimated direct coefficients.     The 

functional relationship between the     a. .'s     and     a ..'s   is defined bv 
ij ij y 

the inversion,      (I-A)     .     The relationships may be written in two 

ways: 

•\  _ 1 oo      An 
(I-A)      = S  _. An (3. 1) n-U 

a.. = C../D (3. 2) 
ij J1 

Equation (3.1) follows,   as previously noted,  from the constraints on 

the column sums of     A.    It applies only to a special class of matrices, 

such as     A     and     A.    Equation (3. 2) is a general expression, 

applicable to all. non-singular,   square matrices.      C..    is the cofactor 

th -A <* 
of the     ji element of     (I-A),      and     D     is the determinant of 

(I-A). 

The functional relationship between the     x.'s     and     a..'s     is 
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X = (I-^^B     or     x.  = S11,   a..b.     (i=l...n). (3.3) 
i J"1     ij   J 

The functional relationship between the     a./s   and    x.'s     is given by 

Cramers Rule,  which follows from (3.2) and (3.3).    It is 

x. - .D/D        (i =  1. . . n). (3.4) 

The term     .D     is the determinant of the matrix formed by replacing 

th ^ the     i column of     (I-A)     with the final demand vector,      B     (or 

the estimate     B). 

The simplicity of (3. 3) allows the means,   variances,   and 

covariances of the     x.'s     to be immediately written in terms of those 
i 

same parameters of the inverse elements. 

E(x.) = Sn     b.E(a..)     (i=l. ..n) (3.5) 
i J"1    J        ij 

Cov(x. ,x.) -22 b.b,   Cov(a .., "a „, )     (i,i  = 1. . . n) 
li j = lk=ljk ij      ik 

(3.6) 

Equations  (3. 5) and (3. 6) imply a known final demand vector,      B.    If 

B     is estimated by     B,      where the     b. s     are mutually independent 

and independent of the     a./s     and     a.-'s,      (3. 5) and  (3. 6) become'. 

E(x.) = 2n      E(b.)E(o..)     (i=l...n) (3.5a) 
1 J = 1 J iJ 
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Cov(x.,xJ = Sn .  S"   .  E(b.)E(b, )Cov(a..,a,. ) + s" . E(a..a    )V(6.) 
i     i j-1     k-1 j k ij      ik j-l ij   ij j 

(i,l  = 1. • .n) (3. 6a) 

Note that,   if     B     is an unbiased estimate of     B,      (3. 5) and (3. 5a) 

are identical.    Also note that     V(x.)     may be determined by (3. 6) or 

(3. 6a) by letting     i = I. 

Unfortunately,  the parameters of the distributions of the     a..'s 

are unknown.     The relationships of (3.1),   (3. 2),   and (3.4) are more 

difficult to work with than (3.3),   and no convenient expressions  such 

as (3. 5) thru (3. 6a) follow immediately from them.     Attention will 

now be focused on the problem of identifying the distributions of the 

a.-'s     and     x.'s,      in terms of the distributions of the     a. .'s. 
iJ i ij 

Previous Work on Inverse and Solution Distributions 

To my knowledge,  only two authors have dealt with the problem 

of identifying properties of the distributions of either the inverse 

elements or the  solution elements when the direct coefficients are 

random variables.     Their work [Quandt,   1958, 1959] and [Simonovits, 

1975] will be discussed in this  section,   prior to proceeding under less 

restrictive assumptions. 

Quandt [1958, 1959],  writing at a time when "Present-day input 

coefficients are obtained by certain indirect estimating procedures 

which in most instances are equivalent to a complete count. "    [Quandt, 
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1958,   p.   156] suggested that a random sampling of firms might be a 

way to reduce data collection costs.     Recognizing that the resultant 

system would be probabilistic,  he investigates the distributions of the 

inverse and solution elements. 

Quandt's work is,   to my knowledge,  the only major work in this 

area prior to this thesis.    Space is simply not available here for a 

thorough treatment of his work.     What is presented here will,  hope- 

fully,   give the reader an idea of what Quandt did and why I chose to 

explore an alternative approach to identifying the distribution of the 

a.,  s     and     x. s. 

In his first paper Quandt [1958] assumes-.     1) the distributions of 

the     a., s     are known",    2) each     a..     is independent of each other 

a.. ;     and the distributions of the determinant and cofactors of     (I-A) 

are known (from the distributions of the     a./s).    He presents equations 

equivalent to (3. 5) and (3. 6) above,   expressing the mean and variance 

of the  solutions in terms of the means,  variances,   and covariances of 

the      a.-'s.    He then develops approximations to the means,   variances, 

and covariances of the     a.-'s,      using the relationship given by (3. 2) 

above.    He shows how the approximations can be computed for a two- 

sector model,   and how,   given alternative assumptions about the shape 

of the  solution distributions,   confidence regions for the solutions can 

be generated. 
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His second paper [Quandtj   1959] presents the results of a large 

sampling experiment used to support the hypothesis that solutions to 

probabilistic input-output systenas can be assumed to have log-normal 

distributions-    The result is based on solutions to  1100 three-sector 

models generated from the same  "true" model.     For each of 11 error 

distributions,   100 systems were generated by randomly assigning an 

error to each true direct coefficient.    Within any one model,  the 

error terms added to the true direct coefficients were independent 

and identically distributed.   He then gives a rough approximation to the 

skewness of the solutions,    x.' s .    With this and with the estimated 
i 

standard errors of the distribution (from his earlier paper [Quandt, 

1958]),   confidence intervals can be generated using the log-normal 

distribution. 

The conclusions of Quandt's work are that,   although the     a..'s 

and     x.'s     are biased with unknown bias magnitude,   it is plausible to 

assume they are consistent.    Under the assumptions discussed above, 

estimates of the standard deviations of solution elements can be cal- 

culated,   as can very rough estimates of the skewness,  from the 

parameters of the distributions of the errors in the direct coefficients. 

Confidence intervals for the solutions may be estimated assuming a 

log-normal distribution of the solution elements.     Quandt's most 

significant contribution was the suggestion of a procedure for generat- 

ing interval estimates,   rather than point estimates,  for solutions 
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to an input-output system. 

There are two principal reasons for not following Quandt's 

approach.    First,  the assumption of mutually independent     a./s     was 

undesirable.    It was shown in Chapter II,  that     a.-'s     in different 

columns are independent if purchases data are used,  but no reason 

exists to suspect that     a. .'s     within any column will be independent. 

Given that such independence would be a testable hypothesis,   there is 

no justification for assuming it.    Second,  for any but very small 

models,   the computational burdens of Quandt's approach would be 

prohibitive. 

In the other work dealing with probabilistic input-output models 

Simonovits [1975] examines the relationship between the expectation 

of the inverse matrix     (I-A) and the matrix     [l-E(A)]     .    He looks 

at the problem under two conditions'.     1) the random coefficients of   A 

are totally independent,   and    2) there is an error rectangle in     A. 

The error rectangle would apply only if the row and column sums of 

A     are deterministic.     This is inconsistent with the approach of this 

thesis,   since',     1) the independent sampling of firms from each sector 

rules out deterministic row sums,   and   2) the fact that leakage coef- 

ficients are variable rules out deterministic column sums in     A. 

The error rectangle will consequently not be discussed. 

In the case where  the     a. .'s     are totally independent,  the 

following theorem is proved'. 
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Theorem 1:    If the elements of the matrix   A   are 
stochastically totally independent,  then the Leontief 
inverse is underestimated: 

E(I-A)"1  > [I-E(A)]-1 

[Simonovits,   1975,  p.   494]. 

(The matrix inequality applies to each pair of corresponding elements, 

and the     ^      on the matrix     A     is added for notational consistency. ) 

Simonovits' view of the problem is that,   in theory we should estimate 

'v -1 
the random Leontief inverse by    E(I-A)     ,      but in practice we can 

only estimate it by     [l-E(A)]     .    This is different from the problem 

of identifying the properties of the estimates     a...     Ideally we want 

to know the value of     (I-A)     ,      where     A     is the unknown true direct 

^ -1 coefficients matrix.    What we have to estimate this with is     (I-A) 

The expected value of this estimator,      E(I-A)       > [l-E(A)] by 

Simonovits1 Theorem 1.    Now if the     a./s     are unbiased estimates 

of the       a.'s,    E(A) = A     and the theorem yields     E(I-A)"     >  (I-A)"   • 
ij -~ 

Thus if the estimated coefficients,      a..,      are mutually independent, 

unbiased estimates of the true coefficients     a..,      the  estinaated 

inverse elements,      a..'s     are positively biased. 

Since,   as stated above,   it was undesirable to assume total 

independence among the     a..'s,      Simonovits1 theorem was not used 

here.     The approach to proving the theorem (which was based on the 

s\ -1 oo       /«oi 
relationship      (I-A)      =11     .  A  )     relied heavily on the total inde- 

n=0 

pendence of the     a.-'s,      and it was found to be unfruitful if 
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dependence exists between the     a./s. 
ij 

To investigate the distributions of the     a.-'s     on     x.'s 

without assuming independence among all     a./s,      the following 

approach was used. 

An Alternative Approach to Inverse and Solution Distributions 

A quick restatement of the properties of the     a. .'s     developed 

in Chapter II may be helpful at this point.    The     a. .'s     are asymp- 

totically unbiased and consistent (for either sales or purchases data). 

Further,   if purchases data are used (as will be assumed for the 

remainder of this thesis) the     a...'s     in different columns will be 

independent.     Also,  with proper stratification and purchases data, 

the     a./s     will be (at least approximately) unbiased.    This section 

investigates the properties of the estimated inverse elements,    a.-'s, 

and  the   solution elements,    x.'s,      given only the previously estab- 

lished properties of the     a..'s     (i.e.,   unbiasedness,   consistency,   and 

independence between elements not in the same column). 

Expected Value of   a  •'s    and   x.'s 
    iJ             i 

Each element     a.,     of the true inverse matrix can be written 

as the ratio between a cofactor of     (I-A)     and the determinant of 

(I-A).    Similarly each element     a..     of the estimated inverse, 

(I-A)      ,      can be written as the ratio between a cofactor of     (I-A) 
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and the determinant of     (I-A).     Letting     D =   |l-A| ,    D =  |l-A| , 

th ^ C.. = cofactor of    ii element of     (I-A),      and    C.. = cofactor of 

th ^ 
ij element of     (I-A). 

a..  = C ./D     and     a\ . = C../D. 

The determinant of any square matrix is the sum of all products 

which can be formed,   taking one and only one element from each row 

and each column of the matrix.    Each such product can be arranged 

with the column subscripts of the element-factors in numerical   order. 

If the number of instances where a smaller row subscript follows a 

larger row subscript (row inversions) is even,   the product is multi- 

plied by     +1.    If the number of row inversions is odd,  the product 

is multiplied by     -1. There are,  for an     n x n     matrix,      n! 

such products that may be formed.    If these are arranged in order so 

each can be given a number     r,    r =  1. . . n!,      and if     k    =  - 1     for 
r 

products with an odd number of row inversions and     +1     for products 

with an even number of row inversions,   one can write the determinant 

•^ n! A D = 2n   ,  k      n   6   .   . (3. 7) 
r = 1    r j = i    rJ'J 

A, th 
where     6...     is the     ii element of     (I-A),      and      ri    is the row 

See,  for instance,  Henderson and Quandt,   1971 pp.   384-385. 
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subscript of the     r product's element from column     j     of     (I-A). 

Similarly 

i n ^n! 
D = s    , k    n   6 

r-1  r j=l 
rJ'J 

At this point,  two well known statistical theorems  are helpful: 

1) the expected value of the sum of a finite number of random vari- 

ables is  equal to the sum of the expected values-,  and    2) the expected 

value of the product of a finite number of independent random vari- 

ables  is equal to the product of the expected values.    It follows from 

the independence between      a..     and    'at; ,     (i 4 h-,   i,j,k,h = l...n) 
ij kh     J J 

that     8..     and     6 will also be independent     (j 4 h-,   i,j,k,h =  l...n). 

This fact and the two theorems just stated yield the result 

i n 

E(.D) = 2n" ,  k      n   E(6   .   .). 
r-1     r rj,j 

And,   since the     a..'s     are unbiased estimates of the     a./s, 

E(D) = D. 

Each cofactor     C..     is equal to     (-1)1  J     times the determinant 
J1 

of the matrix which results from eliminating the     j row and     i 

column of     (I-A).    By the same argument used above it also follows 

that 
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E(C..) = C.. 
J1 J1 

From these two  results and Corollary 2. 1 from Chapter II,   it 

follows that 

E(a..) = a..  - 7: Cov($..,D)     (i,j =  l...n). (3.8) 

Each element,      x.,      of the solution vector can be written as the 
i 

ratio of two determinants.     The denominator is the determinant of 

(I-A),      D,    and the numerator,    .D,    is the determinant of the matrix 
i 

formed by replacing the     i column of     (I-A)     by the final demand 

vector,      B     (or     B).    As long as the elements of     B     are unbiased 

and independent of the     a. .'s     the arguments above apply,  and     .D 

is an unbiased estimate of     .D.    It follows,  then,  that 
i 

E($.) = x.  - 7; COV(X.,I$)     (i=l...n). (3.9) 
i i      D i 

The sign of the bias of     a..     is indeterminant,   as  is the sign of 

the bias of     x..    Recall that the solution for an input-output model can 

be obtained by solving the linear programming problem (1. 8).    The 

solution for the estimated outputs can be similarly solved,   replacing 

A     by     A.    As before,   the dual of (the  revised) problem (1.8) can be 

solved to yield the equilibrium prices,   which by definition are all 

unity.    From the solution of (the revised)problem (1.9),   it follows that 
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equation (1. 11) maybe rewritten 

Sn ,  £..t.  -  1 (j =  1. ..n). (1. 11a) 
i-l     ij   i 

Equation (1. 11a) must also apply in the case where     L     is 

determinate.    Then     S.       a..i    =1     and we can write, 
i-l     ij   i 

^ (3.10) 

It follows from (3.9) and the facts that    i    >  0     (i =  1. . . n)     and 
i — 

V(^i\ .)>0     (i,j = l...n),  that,  for at least one pair     a..     and     a, . 
ij   - ij kj 

(and most likely for many pairs),      Cov(a..,a, .) <   0.    Negative cor- 
ij      kj 

relation between     a..     and     a, .     also implies negative correlation 
ij kj 

XV XS 
between    C..     and    C.. .     This result verifies the common assertion 

J1 Jk 

that errors in input-output models tend to be  "compensating",   (but 

not necessarily exactly offsetting).     That is,  higher than average 

values of some     a...'s     will be associated with (or  "compensated for" 
y 

by) lower than average values of other     a   .'s       in the same column. 
kj 

Thus,   the total inpact on local output per dollar of final demand met 

by sector     j     (i. e. , the output multiplier  for sector     j,    = 2.       a..) 

has variance lower than     2.   ,  V(a..). 
1=1 ij 

An association between higher (lower) than average values of 

A th 
D     (which from an expansion by cofactors of the     i row may be 
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written     D - S.   ,  5..G..)     and a tendency for equal proportionate 
J = 1     ij   ij 

values of each      6. .Q.     to their expected values is not possible.     The 

negative correlation between some    C..'s     and    C    's     would require 

a negative correlation between the corresponding     o... s     and     Q      s. 

/s ^ 
But,   it has already been established that     5..      and     6..,      are inde- 

ij ik 

pendent for     j ¥ k. 

Therefore,   a proportionately higher (lower) than average value 

"v 11 
of     D     must      be associated with greater than proportionate increases 

(decreases) in some     6..C.. s     and with less than proportionate 

increases  (decreases) in others.    It follows from (3. 8) (recall, 

£..  = C../D')     that     E(&\.) ^ a..     as the tendency is for 

C.. /C..  > D/D.    It now follows that the sign of the bias of the     a.,  s 

is indeterminate. 

Recall that     E(x.) = Sn , ECa.. )E(b.).    From this it follows that, 1 J"1 U J 

since the  sign of the bias of the     a./s     is indeterminate,  the sign of 

the bias of     x.     is also indeterminate. 

Consistency of   a./s    and   x.'s 
 ij             1 

To show that the     a./s     and     x.'s     are consistent,   another 

helpful theorem from statistics is used.    A finite sum or finite product 

11 y^ 
It is highly improbable that   D   could be independent of every 

C .,     and this possibility is ignored.    Clearly,   it would result in all 
o^-'s   being positively biased. 
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of consistent estimators is a consistent estimator of the sunn or 

product of the corresponding parameters.     From this theorem,   and 

the consistency of the     a./s,      it follows that     A       is a consistent 
lJ 

2 
estimator of     A  .    From this result,  the theorem,   and the con- 

/*s ^n 
sistency of     A;      it follows,  by induction,  that     A       is a consistent 

estimator of     A       for any,   arbitrarily large,   integer value of     n. 

Further     £     ,  A       is a consistent estimator of     S        A       for any, 
n-1 n=l 

arbitrarily large,   value of     t.     Recall that,   as     n     goes to    00,    A 

and     A       both go to     O     (null matrix).    Thus,  to any specified 

degree of accuracy,      ^      .  A    = £      ,  A       and     £      ,  A    = 2     ,  A 
n=l n=l n=l n=l 

00      /^n 
for some,   arbitrarily large,  value of     t;      and     £   _    A       is a con- 

n-1 
oo n 

sistent estimator of     £     ,  A .    Then,   it is clear that 
n=l 

(1-A)       = i + ZJ        A       is a consistent estimator of 
n=l 

-1 o0 n 
(I-A)       = I + £     . A  . 

n-l 

Given the consistency of the     a..'s,      the above theorem proves 

that,   if the final demand vector,      B,      is known (or if it is estimated 

A ^       ^n      ^s 
by a consistent estimator,    B)     then     x. = £.   ,   a..b.     (or 

1 J = 1     iJ   J 

x.  = £.   ,   a..b.)     is a consistent estimator of     x.  = £.   ,   a..b..    It 
i J-1     ij  J i J = 1     iJ  J 

should be noted that consistency of the ^..'s and x".'s will result 

from either purchases data or sales data, since both yield consistent 

estimators,      a... 
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The Variances and Covariances of the    a./s    and    x.'s 
     ij           i 

Ideally,   if the distributions of the   x.'s    could be identified, 

confidence limits could be placed about the estimated solution,   X. 

This section will show that even a rough approximation to the variance 

of    it.     will present insurmountable computational difficulties.     The 

same argunaents also apply to estimates of the variances of the  'ct./s 

and the covariances among the     "a./s     and     x.'s. 

<^ 
Consider the variance of any element of the solution vector     X. 

A standard result in statistics  is that the variance of any random 

variable is equal to its mean squared error (MSE),   less the square of 

its bias.    We can write: 

V(x.) =  -BJ   + MSE(x.) 
IX. i 

i 

? .D      .D   . 

i D 

. .        .DD-.DD 
,-B4+-LE['-^]2 

"i     D D 

Following the same procedure used to approximate     V(a..), 

v(£.) = -BS + — E[f(e)] , 
xi    D2 
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evaluated at   9 - 1     where 

.DD-.DD 

""■f-D^ri •■  " = D-D 

The Taylors series expansion of     f(l)     about zero yields 

A A2 r^ A2l 
E(.DD-.DD)        2E[(.DD-.DD)   u] 

^      ,       1     r        1 1 11 V($.) =  -B^   + — [ 
Xi      D2 D2 D3 

,,   A A   2    Zn 
3E[(.DD-.DD)   u  ] 

+  i T1  -..•] (3.11) 
D 

This is an exact expression of     V(x.),      and it has a counterpart for 

A ^ expressing     V(a..),      where     C .     replaces     .D     and    C...     replaces 
ij Ji i J1 

A 
.D. 
i 

An expression for     Cov(x. ,x.)     can similarly be developed by 

starting with 

A A 
.D      .D     .D      .D 

Cov&.S ) =  -B    B      + E[(V - ^)(^ - ^)) 
i    j x.    x. D       u      D       u 

(i,j =  l-.-n) 

By an identical argument as that used above, 
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E[(.DD-.DD)(.DD-.DD)] 
Covdc..^.) =  -B^B^   + "Vt— L-7-J ]  

i     J x.    x.       ^^ ^2 
1     J      D D (3.12) 

2E[(.DD-.DD)(.DD-.DD)u] 
-  1 1 J J  + ...]. 

D3 

A corresponding expression for     Cov(a..,a      )     can be generated by 

replacing     .D     with    C..;     .D   with  C..;     .D   with   C, , ;    and     .D 
i Ji      i J1     J kh j 

with    C, , . 
kh 

The simplest approximation to (3. 11),   (3. 12),  or any of the 

corresponding expressions for     V(a..)     or     Cov(a.., a, , ),      would be 
ij ij      hk 

to use an approximation to the series,  which ignores all but the first 

term.     This will only give reasonable results if       u     is small relative 

to     D,      causing the series to converge fairly rapidly to zero.    The 

point to be made here,  however,   is that even this simplest approxima- 

tion results in computational problems which will exceed reasonable 

resources for all but the smallest of input-output models.    To show 

this,   it is only necessary to pay further attention to expression (3. 11). 

The results hold,   as well,  for (3. 12) and the corresponding expres- 

sions for     VCci:..)     and    .Cov(a . .,'a, , ). 
ij ij      nk 

st 
The.     1 order approximation yields 

2 A2 , A ^ 
. .D        E(.D   ) E(.DD) ,£2 

V(2.)=   -Bi  +[1—][—!-- _2_^_+Ei£J]   (i=i...n) 
Xi D2        .D2 iDD D2 

i 
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The corresponding approximations to     V(a..)     are: 

C2.       E(e..)2 E(6..^)      ^ftZ. 
V(a)--B^     +[-L2][--2L— " 2    C   D      + ^~ ] 

ij D C.. ji D 

(i, j =  1. . . n) 

It is interesting to note that the     2 term on the right hand side is 

identical to the approximation which Quandt [1958] develops for 

V(a..),      following a different approach.    His approximation also 

relies on     (D-D)    being small relative to     D,      and it suffers from 

the same computational difficulties. 

One could use sample values of    C..,   .D,      and     D     in place of r ji    i 

their true values to compute     V(x.)     and     V(a .•)     if estimates of 
i iJ 

B^ ,   B^    ,  E(.D   ))E(.DD),  E(D2),  E(Q2),      and     E(C..D)     could be 
x.        a. . i i ii ii 

i ij j J 

generated.    We need only examine the problem of estimating one of 

A2 
these,      E(D  ),      to see that computational problems will exceed 

reasonable dimensions for typical size models.    Recalling (3.7),   we 

can write, 

i n    ^ 

D = S     ,  k      n    6       . (3. 7) 
r"1     rj = i    rJ'J 
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E(B2) = E[(Sn!     ■       "   ^ :n-   k    n t . .f] 
r-l     r rj,j 

. . n n 
r    n!       n! **• K>       -i = E[2     S    k k n   6 . .  n   a . .] 

r=l   t=l   r t rj,] t j, j 

Recall that the expected value of a sum of random variables is 

the sum of the expected values,   and the expected value of a product of 

independent random variables is the product of the expected values. 

Further,   since     a..'s     from different columns are independent, 

6 .  s     from different columns are also independent.     Thus, 

E(D2) = En;is
n_!

1 k k    n  E(t .  t.  .) 
r-l   t-1     r  t rj,j   tj.j 

From the form of this expression,   the computational burden 

may be seen to be of the order of magnitude of computing the deter- 

minants of     n!     matrices.     (In fact,   it can be argued that     E(D   )     is 

the  sum of the determinants of the matrices        P    (r =  l...n!)>    where 
r 

p.. = E(6   .   .   6  .   .)*,    but the argument is tedious and adds nothing to 
r  i] rj,]     ri,j 

the point to be made here. )    To approximate the variances and covari- 

ances of the solution elements would require similar computational 

efforts for     n(n+l)/2     values of     E(.D   )    (i =  1. . . n)     and     E(.D.D) 
1 i   J 

■AA 
(i - 2. . . n",  j -  1. . . n-1;  j  <   i),      and for     n     values of     E(.DD) 

(i =  1. . .n).     Given the cost of computing a single determinant,   the 
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computational costs of the approximations,   as     n     increases,  will 

quickly exceed all reasonable bounds. 

Summary 

The previous work on the distributions of inverse and solution 

elements  in probabilistic input-output models was found to rely on the 

undesirable assumption that all     a..'s     are independent of each other. 

An alternative approach, not relying on that assumption,  was followed. 

It yielded the results that the     a..'s     and     x.'s     are biased,  but con- 

sistent,  estimators of the     a,.'s     and     x.'s;      and that,   while an 

expression for their bias was developed,   the sign of the bias was 

generally indeterminate-    Exact expressions for the variances and 

covariances were also developed, but they were not practically 

applicable.     It was also shown that,  within any column,   errors in the 

a..     would tend to be  "compensating",   and the output multipliers will 

be less variable than the     a.-'s.    For empirically useful estimates of 

the variability of solutions to primary data input-output models,   an 

alternative technique is needed.    Such an alternative is presented in 

Chapter IV. 
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IV.     QUASI-CONFIDENCE REGIONS FOR I-O SOLUTIONS 
AND PARAMETERS 

A major goal of this study has been to establish a way of 

generating interval estimates rather than point estimates for the  solu- 

tions to input-output models.     Examination of the statistical properties 

of I-O models has not led to practically useful results with respect to 

this goal",  the reason being the  complexity of the functional relation- 

ships between the     a..'s     and both the     'a./s     and     x.'s.     The 

approach of this chapter is essentially the same as the approach of 

Chapter III,   in that some knowledge about the variability of the inverse 

and solution elements is sought on the basis of the observed variability 

in the direct coefficients.    Here,  however,   a less ambitious objective 

is pursued.    Instead of trying to identify the distribution of the    "a./s 

and     x.'s,      the goal is to find values of the     a./s     which are,   in a 

probabilistic sense,   extreme values and to which correspond  values 

of the     a..'s     and     x.'s,      which are also extreme in a like probabilis- 

tic sense.    These extreme values may be used to approximate a con- 

fidence region about the solution vector (or the  inverse matrix).    The 

suggestion that     A    maybe changed to some extreme value,  to which 

extreme values of     (I-A) and     X     will correspond,   requires an 

examination of the sensitivity of     (I-A) and     X     to changes in     A. 
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Sensitivity to Direct Coefficient Changes 

One approach to examining the sensitivity of I-O models to 

changes in the direct coefficients would be similar to that used by 

Quandt [1959] in examining the distributions of solution elements under 

different assumptions about the distributions of errors in the direct 

coefficients.    Cohen [1966] used this approach to examine the 

sensitivity to direct coefficient errors of the results of an I-O analysis 

of the impact of import tarrifs on domestic prices in Columbia.     For 

the problem at hand,   the procedure would be to generate a large 

number of direct coefficients matrices from the estimated distribu- 

tions of the     a^.'s.    The distributions of the inverse and solution 

elements could be estimated by the distribution of their values in the 

many models so generated.     This type of analysis  is not likely to 

prove widely useful because of the time and money constraints which 

cause the sampling variability problem. 

An alternative approach to the sensitivity to changes in the 

direct coefficients is based on the work of Dwyer and Waugh [1953]. 

They examine the general case of the sensitivity of the elements of the 

inverse of a matrix to errors in the elements of the original matrix. 

They consider each element of the original matrix to be subject to 

some maximum absolute error.     They then identify the sign of the 

maximum absolute error for each element so as to maximize the 
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positive or negative impacts on any specific inverse element. Finally 

they identify the actual value of the  impact on each inverse element. 

Using Dwyer and Waugh's results,  Evans [1954] investigated the 

general problem of errors in direct coefficients and the resultant 

errors  in the inverse elements and solutions.    He concentrated on 

models generated from secondary data,  where a base year transac- 

tions table was constructed with well established estimates of total 

output in each sector used as control totals for row and column sums. 

He showed that positive errors in some     a. .'s     will be accompanied 

by negative errors  in others,   and the resultant positive and negative 

contributions to solution errors will tend to be offsetting.     This 

tendency is all the stronger when control totals are well established. 

He also showed that rounding errors in the direct coefficients would 

not be a significant source of error in the inverse elements or the 

solutions. 

Evans also investigated one case where errors in the coefficients 

are probabilistic.    The case considered was where the only errors 

were in a single row of direct coefficients.    He uses a first order 

approximation to a Taylors series expansion to estimate the variance 

of the solutions to the model.     The procedure has not been developed 

here for three reasons.    First,   the Taylors  series expansion requires 

that one impose an arbitrary limit on the variability of the     a..'s. 

Second,  while the condition imposed on the variability of the     3i..'s 
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justifies the Taylor's series expansion,  there is no reason to suspect 

that the series will converge fast enough to justify using the first 

order approximation-     Finally,   the generalization from errors in a 

single  row to errors in all elements of the direct coefficients matrix 

is not accomplished with a simple generalization of the results for the 

special case. 

In evaluating input-output models of Pakistan,  Stern [1968] 

also follows the work of Dwyer and Waugh [1953].    He uses their 

results for the special case where all errors are unidirectional and of 

equal magnitude.    He justifies this usage for the specific type of data 

problems encountered with the Pakistan models,  but it is not appli- 

cable to the problem under consideration here. 

Applying Dwyer and Waugh's [1953] procedure is straight 

forward for an input-output model if absolute bounds on the direct 

coefficients are set and absolute bounds on the inverse and solution 

elements are desired.     The maximum (minimum) value of each inverse 

element will result when the direct coefficients are all set at their 

upper (lower) limits.    This follows immediately from the series 

^\ -1 ^      ^n 
expansion       (I-A)       = 2     . A       (which results from the condition n-0 

S.       a..  <   1;   j = 1. . . n).    If the final demand vector,      B,      is either 
i=l     i]   - 

non-negative or non-positive,   the maximum (minimum) magnitude of 

each solution element will also result from setting     A     at its upper 

(lower) limit. 
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If     B     contains  some positive and some negative elements, 

the maximum (minimum) magnitude of each     b.'s     contribution 

(b.a..)     to each     x.     results when each    H?..     takes its maximum 

(minimum) value.    This will not coincide with each     x.     (or more 
1 

likely any     x.)     taking its maximum (minimum) value.    For instance, 

some      a..'s     may be reduced from their maximum values,   causing a 

reduction in the magnitude of each     b.'s     contribution to some one 

x   .    If the resultant reduction in the magnitude of the positive com- 

ponent of     x       is less than the reduction in the magnitude of the 

negative component,      x       will increase from its value when each 

a..     is at its maximum.    Such a reduction in the     a. .'s     will not, 

however,   cause an increase in each     x .    Some will increase,   and 
1 

some will decrease.    There is no: change in the     a./s      from their 

maximum (minimum) values which will yield a solution vector which 

is unambiguously more extreme than that which results when each 

"a,.     takes on its maximum (minimum) value.     Thus,   even if     B     is 

composed of both positive and negative elements,   it is  relevant to 

consider the solution vectors,  which result from the maximum (mini- 

mum)     a., s,      as extreme. 

Probabilistic Bounds on   X 

The setting of probabilistic bounds on the values of     X     is 

considerably more difficult than setting each value of     a--     at the 
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upper and lower bounds of a     100(l-a)%     confidence interval.     This 

would not yield upper and lower bounds of a     100(1 -a)%     confidence 

interval for     X.    In fact,   there is no confidence interval,  but a confi- 

dence region for     X.    This region is bounded by an infinite number of 

points.     The goal here is to find two points,      X        and     X   ,      which 

will define an n-dimensional rectangular region that approximates the 

true region.    Figure 3 shows this graphically for the two-dimensional 

case. 

X 
U (UX1'UX2) 

XL = (LX1'LX2) 

x. 

Figure 3.    Two-dimensional confidence region for   X   with   X   ,   X 
approximation. 
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The elipse bounds the confidence region,   which will contain the 

true solution vector,      X,      with probability     (1-a).    It is desired to 

find the vectors     X        and     X        for which the rectangular region will 

also contain     X     with probability     (1-a).    The rectangle includes all 

vectors for which     x.     lies between     T x.     and     TTx..     The subscripts 
i L   i U   i 

U     and     L     imply that     X        and     X        are the solutions for a 

particular final demand vector which result from "upper" and  "lower" 

values of the matrix     A.     (The sense in which "upper" and   "lower" 

are used here will be discussed shortly. )   As shown in Figure 3,  it is 

not necessary for     T x.  >  _ x..     The negative  correlation shown 
U   i — L  i 0 

between     x.      and     x_     results in        x    <      x   .    Were we to insist on 

TTx.  >  _ x.    (i =  1. . . n),      a region such as     X' , X'       would be gen- 
U  i — L   i LU 0 

erated,   greatly underestimating the true     100(l-a)%     confidence 

region. 

Similarly,   confidence regions exist for     A     and     (I-A)     .   Since 

the covariation among the     x.'s     and     a..'s     are determined by the 

covariation among the     a./s,      the procedure followed here is to find 

upper and lower extreme values  (in a probabilistic sense) of     A   (A 

and     A   ,    respectively) for which     X   ( = (I-A   )     B)     and 

X    ( = (I-A   )     B)     define a region,   such as shown in Figure 3,   which 

approximates the  confidence region for     X.     By  considering the 

covariation among the     a. .'s     in setting the values of     A        and     A    , 

the covariances among the     x. 's     will be reflected in the values of 
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X        and     X   .    The concept of     A        and     A        is,  then,  more 

complicated than simply a matrix of the largest possible values of the 

a. .'s,      and a matrix of the lowest pos sible     a./s. 

What,   exactly,   is meant by upper and lower extreme values of 

A,      in a probabilistic sense?    Clearly "upper" and  "lower" are 

ambiguous terms if defined with respect to individual values of the 

c^.'s     and applied to the matrix as a whole,   particularly if negative 

correlation exists between some     a..'s     (causing a tendency for one to 

increase as the other decreases).    The terms  "upper" and  "lower" 

need to be defined with respect to the matrix as a whole. 

The individual direct coefficients represent the degree of 

interdependence between two sectors of the modeled economy.    As a 

whole,   the direct coefficients matrix describes the degree of inter- 

dependence within the entire economy.     The larger the overall magni- 

tude of the     a./s     the longer it will take for the interdependencies to 

"work themselves out" and the greater the total effect of meeting any 

final demand vector (i. e. ,  the slower the convergence of     A       to zero 

as     n     increases.and the greater the aggregate value of the elements 

of     X     for any given     B).     The sum of the direct coefficients is then 

a reasonable measure of the magnitude of     A,      as a whole.     Being a 

single valued function,   this sum has unambiguous confidence intervals, 

for which upper and lower bounds maybe set.     The matrices     A 

and     A        may now be defined as the direct coefficients matrices for 
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which the sum of the    li. .'s     is equal to the upper and lower bounds, 

n    ^n 
respectively,  of a confidence interval for   2.   ,2.     'a...    These sums 7 i=l   j=l   ij 

are distributed among the     XTa..ls     and     _ a./s     in a manner con- 
U   ij L  ij 

sistent with the estimated parameters of the joint distributions of the 

*    i a., s. 

Generating Values of   A   ,  A   ,  X      and   X 

In order to generate values of    A        and     A        which are 

consistent with whatever knowledge the data yields about the joint 

distributions of the    a./s,     the single valued function, 

_a = S.     S.   .a..,      is introduced.    It is quite simple to construct a 
T i=l   j = l    ij 

100(l-a)%     confidence interval for     _a,     based on the estimate 

_a = S.     S.       a..     and its estimated standard deviation,      s(PT,a). T i=l   j = l     ij T 

Recall from Chapters I and II that 

7. + Sn . -a.. =  1       (j =  1. . .n) (1. 2) 

It follows that 

/\ _ vn     /£ a - n - S.       I. 
T J-l    J 

y\ 

Further,  the     £ . s     are independent when purchases data are used, 

and 

V(Ta) = Sn
=iV(i.) 
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This can be estimated,   using (2. 17) as 

"s   (a) - S.       s   {Si.)  . 
T J"1 J 

Finally,  taking the square root, 

T     ^  j-1     j 

It should be clear that,   since the     a./s     will be unbiased,      ^a 
ij T 

12 
is unbiased.     Chebyshev s Inequality      can then be used to set the 

100(l-a)%     confidence interval for        a     as 

s(Ta) 3(T2) 
TaL = T^ " "^T   ^ Ta ^ T^ +^~ = TaU * (4- ^ 

The confidence interval could be greatly reduced if        a     were 

(at least approximately) normal.    In this case,  the corresponding 

interval is 

TaL = Ta " ta/2/a(Ta)  - Ta - Ta + 'all*^ = TaU ' (4- 2) 

where     t    #?     is the point on the standard normal distribution such 

that 

12 
The inequality holds for any random variable,    y,    for which 

the mean,    Y,    and variance,     s   ,     exist-     For any positive,    e 

Pr{|y-Y| > e} <   s   /e   . 
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Pr(z > t    ,,) = a/2     or    Pr(-t   /o  < z < t   ,_) =  1-a. 
a./<£ ale  —      —   ale 

Now       a     may be rewritten 

a = n(l- - £        i.) . 
T n     J"1    J 

i . 

If    — S.      i.,      the average (over all sectors) estimated leakage 
«     J=1    J 

coefficient for the entire economy,  can be assumed to have a normal 

distribution,   then        a     may also be assumed normal.    Consider that, 

from equation (2.2) 

L. N., y   ., 

L.      n (N.,  /n.h)q., 
:n j jh r       lh     i^    jh    ,   k 
j=l   h=l    k=lL       L. J   jh 

nS.j1. N., q 
J=1     Jh  ^ 

where 

^ = yk.t,/qkv,     (h = I...L.; j = i...n). jh    '.jh ^jh j 

This is a  weighted average of the leakage coefficients,      I     ,      for all 

sampled firms. 

For the large total sample sizes that will exist for most input- 

output models,  the unweighted average leakage coefficient will be 

normal by the Central Limit Theorem.     This may be seen by,  first, 
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recognizing that the weights result from two sources:     1) the stratifi- 

cation of firms into sectors and strata,   and   2) the weighting of 

individual firms' leakage coefficients in proportion to their output. 

Now,   considering a sample of the same total size as implied above, 

but with no stratification (i.e. ,    n =  1    and    L. =  1)     we get: 

K-1       n^ 
v   T      k 

k=l 4 

And ignoring the weighting proportional to output, 

nT    k-1 

which,  by the Central Limit Theorem,   is normal for large     n   . 

If the unweighted average is normal,   it is reasonable,   especially 

for total sample sizes in the hundreds,  to assume that the weighted 

average,   and consequently        a,      will also tend to be normal.    The 

confidence interval (4.2) is,  therefore,  preferred to the interval (4. 1), 

which would greatly overestimate the range of values  (about       "a) 

which include        a     with probability     (1-a). 

The deviations between        a        and        a,      and between        a 

and     ^a ,      maybe distributed among the   a./s    in a way that is con- 
T ij 

sistent with knowledge of the distributions of the     a. .'s.    From (4. 2) 
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it is seen that     Ta     -     a =     a -     a   .    Since the same criteria will 

be used to distribute these changes,   attention will be focused on dis- 

tributing     rpa     - rT
a>      forming the matrix     E    ,      of changes in the 

a. .'s     which sum to     rpZ-j-, - rp3--    By symmetry of the  corresponding 

arguments,   the distribution of        a -     a        will form     E        which will 

equal     "ETT-    This symmetry allows the matrix     E     to be expressed 

without subscripts.     The distribution of     (a    -    a)     is accomplished 

in two  steps.    First it is allocated among the columns of     E,      and 

then the amount allocated to each column is allocated among the (row) 

elements of that column. 

The allocation of     (a   -    a)     among the columns of    E   should 

be done in a way that reflects the contribution of the corresponding 

column of     A     to the variability in        a.     This may be done by allocat- 

ing each column    j,      a part of     (a    -    a)     which is proportional to 

sector     j's     contribution to the estimated variance of        a.     Thus,  for 

any sector     j,     the total change in the     a..'s     is 

S*     e.. = (TaTT-T^
2(i.)/En     a2^.) (4.3) 

i-l    ij        TUT j       j-l j 

(j = 1. . .n). 

This allocation is not unique.     An equally justifiable and acceptable 

procedure would be to allocate the total change among the columns 

proportionally to the standard errors of the     i . s.    This would yield 
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S*     e.. = (TaTT-   £)£(?.)/S"_,s(?.) (4.3a) 
i-l    ij        TUT j       j-1       j 

(j =  l...n). 

Allocation by (4.3a) will be more evenly distributed than allocation by 

(4. 3).     For the sake of conservatism in assessing the variability of the 

model's parameters and solutions,  one would prefer the allocation 

which gives wider confidence regions,   if in fact,  unambiguously wider 

regions exist for either.    An empirical investigation of this question 

is discussed in Chapter VI.    It should be noted that,   using either (4.3) 

or (4.3a),      i.-E.   ,  e.. = T J?. ,      a lower bound estimate for     i .. 
J i"1     iJ     LJ J 

Each leakage coefficient is reduced by the amount,      2.       e..,      that 
i-l     ij 

the direct coefficients in the same column are increased. 

The allocation of the total change,      2.   ,   e..,      in the direct 
i-l     ij 

coefficients in any column,   among the  individual coefficients is a more 

complicated problem than allocating     (a   -    a)     among the columns. 

The reason is that within any column,   the     a. .'s     are not independent. 

The allocation should take into account knowledge of the joint distribu- 

tions of elements within each column.     This can be accomplished by 

allocating each column change according to the  conditional distribu- 

tions of the     a., s     given     1. - Ti..    From these,   the distributions of 
ij J      L  J 

the changes in the     a...'s     given the change,   (Ti.-i.) = -2        e..,      in 

/\ 
I.     maybe determined. 

J 

We can postulate the linear relationship 
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a.. = c.. + f.Jt. + u..     (i = 1. ..m  j = 1.. .n) (4.4) 
ij        ij        ij  J        ij 

where     c..     is an intercept term,      f..     is a slope coefficient,   and 

u..     is an error term such that     E(u..) = 0.    The relationship gives 

the conditional expectation of     a..,      given     i.,      as 
lJ J 

E(c^. At.)  = c. + f. J.. The expected change in  a..,  given the change 

A A /\ 
(Ti.-i.)     in     i.     is     (Ti.-j2.)f...    A first step in allocating the 
L  J     J J L  J     J    ij 
A 
(i.-T^J's     among the     e./s     will be to determine the expected 

J   L  J ij 

changes in the     a./s,      given the changes in the     i.'s.     (Note that the 
li J 

A /A 
change     (Ti.-i.)     in     £.     is the negative of the total change 

L  J     J J 

£._ ,  e.. = U .-   £ .)     in the     a.. 's ',    i =  1. . . n. )   Attention is ,   there- 
i-1     ij J   L  j ij 

fore focused on estimating the     f. .'s     (i,j =  l...n). 

-A A 
From (4.4) and the definitions of     a..     and     i.,      it follows that, 

lJ J 

for any value of     Q. 

L. L. 

h=l     jh'ijh        j   ij       ij    h=l     jh'.jh j   ij J 

That is,   the rate of change  in     a..     with respect to     i.     is the same 
L.        1J_ J        L. 

as the rate of change in     S      ,  N., y..,      with respect to     2   •'    N.. y 
h=l     jh   ijh r h=l     jh7.jh 

Now,   since estimates in any strata are independent of values in any 

other  strata,  these rates of change will depend on*.     1) the way in 
L. 

which the unit of change in     ^1     i N-uy   -v,     ^s distributed among the 

strata",   and    2) the rate of change in     N., y...      with respect to 
jh'ijh 
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N., y  .,      for each strata.    If     f..,       is the rate of change in     y.., 
jh'.jh ijh 6 'ijh 

with respect to     y  .,       (equal to the rate of change in     N., y..,      with 

respect to     N.. y   ., ),      then 

f.. = S, J, w.,f..,      (h = 1...L.;   i,j = l...n). (4.5) 
ij        h-1     jh ijh j 

The weights,      w-i>      are the proportion of any change in 
L. J 

2,     , N., v^   ,      allocated to each strata     h     of sector       i,      and 
h=l     jhy.jh J 

L. 
S, ^ , w..    =  1.    They should reflect the relative variability that each 

h=l     jh L 

strata contributes to the variability cf      ^ = 1  ^"h^   'V.'    Because of the 

L. 
independence between strata,   the variance of     £,     ,  N.. y   .,       is h=l     jh^.jh 

Accordingly,  we let 

w.,   - N2,§2(y   „ )/S   J.  N2V(y       )     (h =  1. . . L.-,   j =   1. . . n) 
jh jh       7.jh       h-1     jh       '.jh j 

=   [g2SnJh(yk      -y )2]/[S    J      g2SnJh(y
k      -y )2] (4.6) Lgjh   k=ry.jh y.jh;   J  L   h=l 8jh   k=ry. jh  y. jh;   J K       ' 

where 

g2    = (N2  -N., n., )/(n2 -n., ) . 

(As noted earlier,  an alternative allocation,   proportional to the 
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standard errors of the     N-. y   .   's,      could also be used. ) Jh'.jh 

The     f... 's     maybe estimated from the simple linear 
ijh 

regressions 

yk.,   = c...   +f..,yk.,   +uk.,      (h = l...L.;i,j = 1. ..n).        (4.7) 
'ijh        ijh       ijh7.jh    .   ijh j 

The     f.. s     could be estimated by substituting the values of the 
lJ 

f..,  's     from (4. 7) and the values of the     w., 's     from (4. 6) into 

equations (4. 5).    It is not necessary,  however,  to do this,   if the 

weights given in (4.6) are used.    The computational formula for the 

/\ 
slope coefficients,      f...  's,      in the regression problems (4. 7) will be 

ijh 

f       =S;ih(yk   -y      )(v
k    -y      )/z: Jh(vk    -7      )2      (4.8) 

ijh        k=lvyijh yijhMy.jh y.jh;     k=liy.jh y.jh;        K       ' 

(h = 1. . .L.;  i,j = 1. . .n). 

Substituting these formulas and equations  (4. 6) into (4.5) 

(i,j = l...n). 

Now let 

k k        _ k k _ 
ijh      7ijh        ijh -jh      7.jh      '.jh 

It follows that 
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n., , n 
2, jh,  e.u^-L. = S, ^ g.uvk.u  = 0     (h =  1. . . L.;  j =  1. . . n) k=l 6jh  ijh k=l 5jh   .jh j'  J 

k k and further that the means of the variables     g., v..,      and     g.. v  ., , 
jh  ijh "jh   .jh 

over all firms in all strata of each sector,      j,      will be zero.     Then, 

f     =S   J  ^^(g    vk   )(g    vk    )/S   J   ^^(g    vk    )2 (4.9) 
ij        h=l   k=lV8jh ijhM8jh  .jh'     h=l   k=lvgjh . jh' ' 

(i,j =  l-.-n) 

is the estimated least squares regression coefficient obtained by 

k k regressing the values     g., v..,       against     g.. v   .,      for all sampled 
jh   ijh        " "jh   .jh 

firms in sector     j.     Thus,   after a fairly simple data transformation, 

each     f..     may be estimated from one,   rather than     L.     regression 
ij 3 

problems.     (Note that this result holds only for the weights given in 

(4-6).) 

A further modification of this result will make some later work 

much easier.    By multiplying each     g    ,      for any     j,      by some con- 

stant,   the regression problem which yields (4. 9) may be rescaled 

without changing the values of the     f. .'s.    Such a rescaling can be used 

to create a regression problem in which the interpretation of the 

errors will be useful for estimating the variance of estimated changes 

in the     a./s,      given the specified changes in the     i.'s.     The desired 

equation would estimate the change in the purchases by firms in 

sector     j     from firms in sector       i,      given some change in the 
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leakages of sector     j,      where the leakage changes are distributed in 

accordance with the weights in equation (4. 6).     The  squared errors 

from such an estimated equation could be used to estimate the vari- 

ance of the change in sector     j's     purchases from sector     i,      about 

the expected value of those changes,   given some change in sector     j's 

k k leakages.     Regressing     g.tV..,       against     g    v   .,      fails to meet 
jh   ijh jh   . jh 

these objectives  in one respect-     The equation identifies some multiple 

of the expected change in sector     j's       purchases from sector     i, 

given the same multiple of the change in sector     j's     leakages. 

Unfortunately,  the multiple,      g    ,      is not the same for all observa- 

tions,   and no rescaling will adjust each     g.,      to a value of one.    What 

can be done to make the regression model as consistent as possible 

with our future needs is to use the rescaling factor     l/k.,      where 
L. L. k 

J 

k. = S   \ n."   g.,/2,    ,  n.,     (j =  l...n).     Then     el, v...       is regressed 
j h=l    jh6jh     h=l    jh     J 5jh  ijh 

on     g'  v   ..      for all sampled firms in sector     i,      where 
jh   -jh r J 

g-i.  = g.i./k..     The mean value (over all firms in sector    j)     of     g.', 
jh      6jh     j J 6jh 

is one,   and the interpretation of the errors is as consistent as pos- 

sible with the desired interpretation.     The values of the     f..'s     will be 

unchanged,   and may be rewritten in an equivalent form to equation 

(4.9) as 

?    =S   J   S^Ng'  vk    )(g'  vk    )/S   j   ^^(g'  vk    )2        (4   9a) ij h=l   k=rgjh  ijhM8jhv. jh;     h = l   k=rgjh  . jh; V*. va; 

(i,j =  l...n). 
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One final observation about all of the work so far on the  condi- 

tional distributions of the     a..'s     is in order.    Any summation over 

the strata of sectors     j    (j =  1. . . n)     will only include those strata in 

which some variability in the base year estimate exists.    Specifically, 

strata for which     n.,   = N.,   ,      will be excluded,   since the lack of 

sampling variability in them precludes their being allocated any of the 

change in sector     j's     leakages which are associated with the speci- 

fied change  in     i.,    (Ti.-i.). 
J       L  J     J 

/\ 
Regardless of how good or poor,   some estimated value,      f.., 

will be generated for each     i     and     j     (i, j =  1. . .n).    Some criterion 

is needed to judge whether each     f..     is   "good enough" to justify its 

use in modifying the values of the     a./s,      given the changes in the 

values of the     l.'s.    No assumption about the normality of errors,   in 

k k 
the regression cf  the values of     g!, v...       on     e'  v   ., ,      has been 5 ejh   ijh ejh   .jh 

made.    If one is willing to assume normally distributed errors,   the 

A 
standard t-test of the significance each     f..     may be made.    Given 

that there is no a priori  reason to expect     f..     to be zero,   it would 
  ^ 

be well to accept a fairly high probability of rejecting the hypothesis 

f..  = 0     if it is true,   and,  thereby,   reducing the probability of failing 

to reject it when it is false- 

If one is unwilling to assume normally distributed errors, some 

relatively arbitrary criterion must be used. Critical values of the t 

statistics for the     f. •'s     or the coefficients of determination,      R   , 
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for each equation maybe set in some subjective manner.    In this case, 

R        maybe preferable to the     t     statistics.     The     t     statistics may 

have to be interpreted differently for different equations,   depending on 

how the error term's deviation from normality affects the     t     sta- 

2 
tistic s distribution in each equation.     The     R       value reflects the 

13 k k 
degree of association      between the     s,'   v.., 's     and the     s'   v   .. 's S &jh   ijh sjh  .jh 

in a consistent manner for each equation. 

Once the sets     F.    (i =  1.. . n)     of paired values     (i,i)     for 
J 

Ss 
which acceptable values of the     f.. s     have been determined, the pro- 

ij 

cedure for identifying changes,      e..'s,      in the     a...'s     maybe con- 
ij ij 

eluded- First an intermediate change, e.'., is computed for each 

a.. for which (i,i) e F.. These intermediate changes are changes 

in the expected value of     a..,      given the change in     1 ..     They are 

e.'. = Li.-?.)£».        (i,j = l...n) (4. 10) 
l3       L J     3    l3 

where 

Now,   in order that     2.   ,  e.. -  -(_i.-i.),      a total change of 

(1+Sn A'..)(l .-_ I.)     must be distributed,   for each     j    (j  = l...n). 

13 2 
In simple linear regression,    R   ,     is equal to the square of   r, 

the correlation coefficient between the two variables. 
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//>    J I \ I. among the     (a. .+e..) s.     This can be done proportionally to the 
6 ij     ij 

variances or standard errors of the changes in the     a. .'s,      given the 

changes     (   H.-H.)     in the leakage coefficients. 

The values of    e.'.     given in (4. 10) are the expected changes in 

the     "a./s,      given the changes  in the     i.'s.    The variances of these 

expected changes are: 

V(e.'.) = Li.-l^vtf.'.)     (i,j=l...n) (4.11) 

where 

V(f..)     if   i,j e   F. 
va:.) = 

1J       •   0 if   i,j i F. 
J 

If the error terms for the observations used in the regression prob- 

^ 2 
lem yielding     f..     are independent and all of equal variance      cr..  , 

/\ 
the variance of the     f     s     will be 

VV = ^^hM^iVV2 (i'j = 1" •n,    <4'm 

In addition to the variability of the     e.'.'s,      an actual error,      e.., 

will denaonstrate variability about its expected value,      e.'..    For 

ii ^   F.,      the variance of     e..     about zero is  simply the variance of 

a..,      which is approximated by equation (2.8);   and the estimate, 

s   (a..),      is given by equation (2. 17). 
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The variance of the     e..'s     about the     e.'.'s     for     i,j e  F. 

Z k 
can be related to the variances,      cr..,      of the     g'  v... 's     about the 

ij jh  ijh 

regression lines of     g'  v...      on     g.'. v   .,       (i, i =  l...n).    This is the 6jh ijh 6jh  .jh 

variance of the  change in purchases of firms  in sector     j,      from 

firms in sector     i,      about the expected value of those changes,   given 

that the leakages from sector     j     change as specified and the  changes 

are allocated among the strata of sector     j     in accordance with the 

weights given by equations (4. 6).    These changes,  divided by     Q., 

sector     j's     output,   are the changes in the     a. .'s     given the changes 

in the     i. s     (equal to the changes in the leakages,  divided by     Q.). 

It follows that the variances of the changes in the     a...'s     about the 

e.'.'s     are 

.   o-2./Q2      .        . i.j.e  F. (4. 13) 
lJ      J J 

(i,j -  1. -.n) 

2 
An unbiased estimate of     cr..     is 

S-   - -^-r [S, 2, Si1  (g»  v"., -f..g'  v"., )]       (i,j =  1. . .n) 
n.-2       h-1    k-1    jh  ijh    ij  jh   . jh J 

J 

and the variance of     e..     about     e.'.     may be estimated 

A2  /62 
s../Q. (i,j =  1. . .n). (4. 14) 

L. 
(Note that     n. = 2, J . n.,   . ) 

J h=l    jh 
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The va riances of the     e.^s,      given the changes,      {,&.-&.)> 
l3 L  J     J 

are the sums of the variances of the     e.'.'s     and the variances of the 

e..'s     about the     e.'.'s.    These are 
l3 lJ 

V(.   )^ 

f'*i-l+ ll     \      ?}      if     i'J*  F- 
*  Q2      S. S   (g'  vk.h)2 J 

j h   k &jh   . jh 

V 
V(^..) if     i,j ^ F. 

and they may be estimated as 

r*2 r J- 4. s..L — + 

s   (e..) 

L   1     1 

^   ^    '  S   S   (g'  vk    )2 
Wj h   kVgjhV.jh; 

A^ .A     > s   (a..) 

i'j e  F. 
J 

i,j </ F. 

(4.15) 

These values maybe calculated and used to allocate the amount 

(1+2. f.'-M?-   i.)     such that 
i   iJ      j   L j 

e.. - e .'. + (1+2. £.'.)(?.-_ i.)^2(e..)/2. s2(e..)     (i,j = l...n) (4. 1 6) 

Alternatively,  the standard errors     s(e..)     maybe used in place of 

A2 

s   (e..)     in equation (4. 16),  yielding, 

..  = e.'. + (1+2. f.'.)(i.-Ti.)s(e..)/2. ^(e..)     (i,j =  l...n)    (4.16a) 
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Equations (4. 16) or (4. 16a) define the matrix     E     of changes in 

the     a..'s     associated with a change of     rr,aTT - ^a     in     ^a     (or a 
ij T   U      T T 

change of     Ta     - T
a)-    We can write 

AU = X + Eu = S + E U U (4.17) 

AL = X + EL = X " E 

and generating     A        and     A        is trivial once     E     is known- 

Once     A        and     A        are determined,   it is also trivial to find 

X        and     X   .    These will be 

XU = (I-AU)"1B 

(4.18) 

XL = (I"AL)"   B 

This procedure identifies     X        and     X        which result when 

ii      is changed to upper and lower values,   respectively,  of the 

100(l-a)%     confidence interval,  and the change from        a     is dis- 

tributed among the     a..'s     in a manner consistent with the estimated 

ioint distributions of the     a., s     and     i. s.     The procedure also 
ij J 

guarantees that,  for non-positive or non-negative final demand vectors 

B,      the magnitude of the estimated total output   2 x.  (2. x.) 0 ri-lUii=lLi 

will increase (decrease) from.     Z        x.       as      rra-TT    increases    (rp.a 

decreases) from        a.    Each     i.     decreases or remains unchanged 

as a      increases,   so that     S        I,     decreases.    Now recall that 
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Sn     ^..t. = 1     (j = 1.. -n). (1. 11a) 
i-l     ij   i 

A well known inequality [Hardy,   Littlewood and Polya,   1952] states 

that the sum of a number of products must be less than or equal to 

the product of the sums.    The product     (£.   .  i.)(2.       a..)     cannot 
1=1     i       i=l     ij 

drop below one •    As a     increases and     £.       i.     decreases  (with a 

limit of zero)     S.   .a...     must increase.    The estimated total output 
i = l     ij 

is 

£._i  x.  = 2.     S.   ,   a..b. - 2.       b.S.       a..  . 
i-l    i i-l   j-l     ij  j j-1    j    i=l     ij 

For     B >  0,    S.   .  x.      increases (decreases) as     ^a     increases 
— i-l    i T 

(decreases).    For    B  <   0,    the magnitude of this estimate increases 

(decreases) through negative values.    This result adds some intuitive 

appeal to the subscripts      "U"     and      "L"     on the bounds for the solu- 

tion vector.     Also,  recall that the output multipliers of each sector 

values increase (decrease) from i,      are 2 a..,      and these J i=l     ij 

S.   ,   a.. as     ^a     increases (decreases), 
i-1     ij T 

The Case Where   B   is Estimated by   B 

To this point the final demand vector,      B,      has been assumed 

known.    From the standpoint of judging the variability of the model, 

the case where     B     is estimated by     B     is irrelevant.     From the 

standpoint of assessing the variability of the solution for any specific 
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estimated final demand vector,   the variability of     B     is important. 

A 
The procedure for including variability in     B     follows exactly the 

same line of reasoning as the procedure discussed above.    A confi- 

dence interval can be set for        a +     b,      where        b = £        b.      (and 

^b = 2.       b.).    If the     b.'s     are independent of the     a. .'s, 
T i=l     i i r ij 

V(T£+Tb) = V(T£) + V(T1>).    The difference     [u(Ta+Tb)-(Ta+T^)] 

(or     [    (    a-   b)-(a-   b])     can be allocated,  first among the columns 
XJ   X i. JL        i- 

of     A     and     B,      and then among the individual     a. .'s     and     b.'s. 

Some Absolute Restrictions on the   a..'s 
 ij 

Some absolute restrictions on the values of the     a. .'s     exist. 

It is unlikely that these (except,   perhaps for one) would ever prove 

important in practice,  but the possibility of having to make adjust- 

ments to     A        and     A        should be noted.    Consider,  first,   any 
L. L. 

a.. = S   J    N., y...  /£.     ,  N.. q., .     The numerator is an estimate of the 
ij h=l     jb^ijh     h = l     jhMjh 

total purchases of firms in sector     j     from firms in sector     i.     The 

minimum possible value of     a.,     would correspond to the case where 

the only firms in sector     j     which purchase anything from firms  in 

sector     i     were included in the sample.    This minimum possible 

L.      n.h     k 

value is a.. = 2   J   S  J , y.., /Q.,      and could be approximated as 
m  ij h=l   k=l    ijh     j 

i ih     k     /^ 
S.     ,S  •' ,  y..,  /Q..    Similarly,   the maximum possible value of     a.. 

h=l   k=l 'ijh     j r ij 

would correspond to all unsampled firms in sector     j     purchasing the 
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entire value of their production from sector     i.    This maximum 
L.      n., 

possible value is   ^a.. = 1  -(£, J
1S 

J , (q..u-y..u)/Q.)-    This could be r M ij h=l   k=l    ijh     ijh       j 
L.     n., 

approximated as      1  - (2, J ,S  J    (q ., -y... )/Q.).    If any     TTa..     or 
h=l   k=l     jh     ijh       j U  ij 

T a..     lies outside the bounds of a..     and     .,a..)      an adjustment 
L  ij m ij M  ij 

should be made to bring it back inside these bounds,   and the amount 

of the adjustment allocated among the remaining coefficients in the 

same column. 

In like fashion,  maximum and minimum possible values exist 

for each     I.    (= 1  - S.   ,  a..).    These are 
J i= 1    ij 

m j        h = l   k=l  -jh     j h=l   k=l • j*1     J 

and 

Again,   if any     TTi .     or     x i.     lies outside the bounds of i. .     and 5 7     U   J L  j m  j 

J. .,      an adjustment     should be made with the value of the adjustment 

being reallocated among the other columns of    A.      or     A    . 

Finally,   since     Ta = n - S._    i.,     maximum and minimum 
J J 

values of        a    will be 

L.      n 
_n .        ^,n    ^ 

a = n - 2"     Mi. - sf.S. _j
1Sif[

h
l(q

k.-yk.J/Q. 
j-l M j j-l   h-1   k-1 ^jh /. j«     j 

j-l   h-l   k-1 njh '.jh      j 
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and 

a = n - S* i. = n - ^^ S J , sjV.   /Q.) 
MT j-1 m j j-1   h-1    k-1   .jh     J 

J-1   h-l   k-1   -Jh     j 

The values of    rp3-        and        a        should be constrained to lie within 

the bounds of ^a     and     , ,rr,a.    As stated above,   it is very doubtful 
mT MT 

that these absolute constraints would   ever   be binding,   except    per- 

haps,  for some small,   relatively variable,      a...    In this case a.. 
ij m  ij 

might be binding. 

Summary 

In this chapter,   a procedure is presented for generating 

approximations to a     100(l-a)%     confidence region for the solution 

vector     X,      of an input-output model with sampling variability in the 

a./s.     The steps of the procedure are:     1) find a     100(l-a)%     confi- 

dence interval for     -.a = S.   ..S..  a..,      a measure of the size of the 
T i-l   j-1     ij 

direct coefficient matrix,  taken as a whole-,    2) allocate the difference 

between the estimate        a     and the bounds of the     100(l-a)%     confi- 

dence interval among the elements of     A     in a way consistent with the 

estimated ioint distributions of the     a. .'s;    3) take the inverse 

(I-A) for the     A    matrices associated with the extreme values of 

^ A A   -1 /\ 
a ,      and compute    X = (I-A)     B     for each.    The two values of    X, 
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X        and     X    ,    so generated define an approximation to a     100(l-a)% 

confidence region for   X.    Similarly,  the two values of   A,   A        and 

A   ,      and the two values of   (I-A)     ,   (I-A   )        and ,(I-A   ) define 

approximations to the confidence regions for     A     and     (I-A) 

respectively. 

While the above procedure is crude relative to    the goal of 

exactly identifying the distributions of the     x.'s ,      it does employ the 

knowledge available from the data about the joint distributions of the 

a./s     and     i.'s,      and it will yield reasonable  "ballpark" estimates 

of the sampling variability in the model.    The main limitation of the 

procedure is its reliance on just two points to estimate the confidence 

regions.    This is not a fault of the procedure,  but a result of the 

resource limitations which preclude larger scale investigations of the 

confidence regions.   The procedures are easily applicable and not 

expensive-    They provide a very usable technique for assessing the 

variability of solutions to an input-output model,   and they make 

interval estimates possible where,  before,  only point estimates were 

possible. 
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V.    THE TYPE AND NUMBER OF FIRMS TO SAMPLE 

In any analysis relying on sample data from several populations, 

or strata, a question arises as to the proper way to aillocate any given 

sample among the populations,or strata.     Also,a question arises as to 

what total sample size would be required to achieve some specified 

level of precision in the analysis.     This chapter addresses these two 

questions in order. 

Optimum Sample Allocation 

As noted in Chapter I the underlying cause of the variability 

examined in this thesis is the resource constraint which prevents 

sampling every firm in the economy being modeled.     The ability to 

determine an optimum allocation of any given sample size or sampling 

budget requires some criteria by which one sample allocation can be 

judged preferable to all others. 

An Optimization Criterion 

The ultimate concern is with the precision of solutions 

generated by the model.    Let the weights,      w.  > 0   i =  1. . . n,      reflect 

the relative importance of precision in the solution elements     x".. 

The variances,      V(x.)  (i = 1. . .n),     are measures of the precision of 
i 

each     x.,      and it would be desirable to allocate the limited sampling 

resources so as to minimize the weighted sum,      S.   ,  w.V(x.).     As 0 i=l     i       i 
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was shown in Chapter III,  however,  no convenient expression of 

^ ^\ /N oo      ^n 
V(x.)     is available.    We can express     X     as     X = (I + 2     ,  A  )B, 

i n=l 

using the power series expansion of     (I-A)     .     Using the first order 

approximation     (I-A).     = I + A     we generate the first order approxi- 

mation     X,   = (I+A)B.     The variance of the elements,      , x.,      of    X, 
1 111 

may be written 

VLx.) = V[b.+Z:n ,  a..b.] = Sn , b2V(l.). (5. 1] 

This result holds because of the independence between   a.,     and     a., 
ij ik 

when purchases data are used.    Replacing    V(x.)     by (5. 1) in the 

previously stated objective function yields the objective 

minimize i-.   , W.ZJ.       b.V(a..). 
i-l     i   j-1    j ij 

The first order approximation used above is not intended to 

accurately represent     (I-A) by     I + A.     The purpose is to replace 

the     V(x. )'s     in the objective function with identifiable terms  such 

that,  when the revised objective function is minimized,  the original 

objective function will tend to be minimized.    It is intuitively appealing 

that,   if the weighted sum of the variances of the initial and first round 

impacts of     B     are minimized,   the weighted sum of the variances of 

the total impacts will also tend to be minimized.    Put another way,   if 

a,   in some sense,  best estimate of     (I+A)     (or,   just     A)     is 
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generated,   it will tend to yield a,   in the same sense,  best estimate of 

(I-A)     •     Also there is precedent in the literature for such an approxi- 

mation.     As discussed in Chapter I,   Theil [1957],   Fisher [1958], 

Morimoto [1970],  and Neudecker [1970] all use a similar approxima- 

tion in their discussions of aggregation bias. 

2. 
A point of caution with respect to the values of the     b.   s     is in 

order-     First,any input-output model is not likely to be constructed to 

project output for a single final demand vector or to estimate output 

impacts of a single vector of final demand changes,      B.    Conse- 

quently,  the values of the     b.'s     cannot reflect the actual magnitudes 

of known values,  but will have to reflect the magnitudes of some 

average anticipated values.    Further some sectors may have no 

2 
anticipated non-zero values of    b..     This will yield     b.   = 0     in the 

J J 

above objective,  with the intuitively unappealing result that the vari- 

ance of each element     a.,     for these sectors, will be irrelevant to the 

objective.    Of course,   this is a "side effect" of the first order estima- 

tion adopted above.     To avoid this result,  no     b.     should be allowed 

to take on a zero value. 

It may be impossible to anticipate the uses to which the model 

will be put,   and the values of    b.     which would result.    In this case 
J 

it may be desirable to let     b. = 1      (j =  1. . .n).     This implicitly, 

assumes that the relative magnitudes of the anticipated     b.'s     are all 
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the same,   and the use of this procedure would be up to the individual 

constructing the model. 

It is necessary that,   if the objective function is to be minimized 

with respect to the allocation of the sampling resources,  it must be 

expressed in terms of the amount of these resources committed to 

each strata.    It follows from (2. 8) and (2. 16) that 

V(a..)=  -V[S. £.  N?,S^      (— --F
i-)] (5.2) ij       Q2      h-1     jh  d..h  n.h     N.h 

i, j =  1. . . n 

Substituting (5. 2) into the previously stated objective function, 

,n „n     ,2     ^ 
mm imize     2.   , w.S.   , b.V(a..),      yields the objective function 

i=l     i   j = l    j ij J 

L.     b.N., L.     b.   _ _ 

J-l   h-1     Q i-l    i  d   h     jh j-l   h-1   Q jh   x-1     i d      . 

(5.3) 

Note that the entire term following the minus sign in (5. 3) is a con- 

stant.    It can be dropped from the objective function,   yielding 

minZf.S J it-irk)   S* ,  W.SJ       /n.,    . (5.4) i-l   h-1     Q. i-l     i  d...       ih J J ijh     J 
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Any set of sample sizes,    n., ,      which satisfies  (5.4) will also 

satisfy (5. 3). 

The Optimization Technique 

The problem of optimizing (5.4) is,   as already stated, 

constrained by limited sampling resources.     This constraint may be 

viewed as a budget constraint where the total sampling budget is     C. 

The most typical sampling cost structure will be a linear function of 

the number of firms  sampled in each strata.      The budget constraint 

is 

L. 
'   J 

> 1^=1 >"jh - 
s?-iS,J,  dn-t.  <   c* (5-5) 

where     c.,   (> 0)     is the cost per sampled firm from strata     h, 

sector     j;      n       is the sample size drawn from strata     h,      sector   j", 

C* = C      - c    ;      and     c.  (« C    )     is the constant term in the linear 

total cost function. 

Two other constraints on the permissible values of the     n., 's 
Jh 

must be added.    The objective function is undefined at     n..   =0,      and 

values of   n.,    <   0     are an impossibility.     Thus we have the constraint 

n.,   > 0        h = 1. . . L.,  j = 1. . . n. (5. 6) 

Further,   it is irrational to sample more than 100% of the firms in any 
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strata,  and the constraint is added that 

n.,    <   N.. h=l...L.,  j =  l...n (5.7) 

In addition to these constraints,   values of the     n., 's     should be 

integers. 

Our goal is to solve the problem 

L.     b.N., 
mm 2      2   i   (—"—     )  S        w.S In.. 

i-l   h-1     Q. i-l     i d...       ih 
J iJh     J 

L. 
s.t.   Sn_  SJ    c.,n.,   <   C* (5. 8) 

j-1   h-1    jh  jh  - 

n..    >  0        h =  1. . . L.,  j =  1. . . n 
Jh J 

n.u <   N.,        h = 1. . .L.,  j = 1. . .n 

The terms     b.,  N., ,   w.,   c.. ,      and     C*     are known constants.     The 
J       Jh       i      Jh 

2 
terms     Q.     and     S., are unknown constants which can be esti- 

mated.    Cochran [1963,   p.   77] identifies four ways to generate 

advance estimates of such population parameters.     These are-.   1) by- 

sampling in two steps-,    2) by using a pilot survey,    3) from past 

sampling of the same or similar   populations-,   and   4) by guesswork 

aided  by some mathematical results.     The first method delays the 

survey,  but it gives the most reliable estimates. 
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If equation (5. 2) is replaced by equation (2. 17),   a numerical 

solution could be generated for any model.    This could be accom- 

plished by assigning each     n.,       a value of one,  then adding one to the 

sample size of the strata for which the reduction in the objective func- 

tion,  per dollar,   is greatest.    This procedure would continue,  with 

each     n.,       restricted to integer values    <   N., ,      until the total 
Jh B -     jh 

sampling cost was less than or equal to the budget,      C    ,      and 
L. 

and     C* - S.   , S     ,  c, n..    <  min  (c, ). 
j = l   h=l    jh jh jh 

If the constraints are slightly modified and dealt with in 

piecemeal fashion,  a general analytical solution can be generated.   The 

first modification is to allow non-integer values for the     n    's.    This 

allows constraint (5. 5) to be written as a strict equality,   since there 

is no reason not to allocate the entire sampling budget if non-integer 

values of the     n.,  's     are allowed.     (Unless,   of course, 

C^ > C- + 2.   .£,  •'    c., N.v,-,      in which case,  there would be no prob- T 0 j = l   h=l    jh   jh 

lem- )   Once optimum values,      n* 's,      are found for the     n.. 's , 

they may be rounded to the nearest integer value.     This may cause the 

total sampling budget to be exceeded by some relatively small amount, 

but it is reasonable to assume sufficient flexibility in the budget that 

this  could be accommodated.    If the budget overrun is not tolerable, 

the     n., 's     could be rounded in a way that would eliminate it.    With 

these modifications,  the following piecemeal approach yields a general 
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analytical solution for the optimum sample allocation. 

Considering the revised budget constraint (strict equality) only, 

we have the problem 

L.     b.N., 
mm   S. _, £  i A   •'•'    )    2        w.S /n 

i-l   h-1     Q. i=l     i  d...       ih 

(5.9) 

.n    „   j 
s.t.   E.-E   J    c., n.,   = C: 

j=l   h=l    jh jh 

which can be solved by the Lagrangian multiplier technique.    We: form 

L.     b.N.,    , , L. 
L - ^-i^-^-k^) sn-i w-s^   /n^ + K(sn-isJi c-hn-h-c*) 1-1   h-1     Q. i-l     i d..,       ih i-l   h-1     in  i" J j ljh     J J     J 

(5.10) 

where     X. >  0.    The set of     n., 's     which minimize     L     will be the 

solution to problem (5.9).     The first order,   or necessary,   conditions 

for the minimization of     L     are that the first partial derivatives of   L 

with respect to each     n.,       and     X.      all equal zero.    Differentiating 

(5. 10) with respect to the     n     's     and     \,      and setting each first 

derivative equal to zero yields 

b.N.,    , _ 
oL     _      _j ih/„n _<£       I  2    ,  . _ _ u -  i        T 

Z.        -     L 2._    w.S        /n.,   + \c.,   - 0 h - 1. . . L.; 
Bn., Q. i=l     i d..,      ih ih i 

jh j ijh    J J J 

j =  1. . .n' 

-fr   = Sf .S, J    c.,n.,    - C*= 0 . (5.11) 
8K j = l   h=l    jh jh 
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Alternatively, 

n^ = +   /r1- t-!^")2^-! W
-
S

H h=l...L.;  j = l...n 
Jh     "^yXcjh       Qj 1-1     ldijh 3 

(5.12) 
L. 

Sn ,2, J    c.,n.,   = C* . 
j=l   h=l    jh jh 

Equations (5. 12) define the relative extreme points of     L.    All but one 

of these involves at least one negative     n., .    If the constraint b ih 

n.,   > 0 h = 1.. .L.;  j = I., .n (5. 13) 

is added to problem (5. 9),  only one of these relative extreme points 

will lie in the newly defined range of feasible solutions.     This will be 

the point defined by 

n.     =+   Ir^l-y^fe*-! w.S^ h=  1...L.;  j = l...n 
Jh JXCjh      Qj 1-1     ^ijh J 

(5.14) 
L. 

S° -S, ±.  c.,n.,   = C* 
j = l   h-1    jh jh 

This point defines a relative minimum since 

^ = 2(-^)2Z:n , w.S^       /n3    >  0     h=  1...L.,  j =  l...n 
Q   2 Q. 1=1     i  d. jh — j 
9n.h j ijh 
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4 = 0=4 >< = 2...«. 

2,2 k     ,     k 
And since if     9   L/dn.,   = 0,    9   L/gn.,   = 0.    This last result follows 

from the fact that     92L/9n.1   = 0     implies     Sn . w.S.        = 0 .     (Recall 
ih 1=1      i  d... 

the earlier decision to impose the condition    b. i 0",  j =  1. . . n. ) 

Given that the point defined by (5. 14) is a relative minimum 

point and the only relative extreme point over the,  thus far defined, 

feasible region;  it defines the minimum feasible solution to problem 

(5. 9),   augmented by constraint (5. 13).    The optimum values,      n* 's 

can be determined from equations (5. 14).    Multiplying both sides of 

the first set of equations by     c.,       and summing over all strata,      h, 

and sectors,      j,     yields 

vn    ^   J -    1     ^n    ^   J /     i     ih ,  /„n 2 
j = l   h=l    jh jh     N/\      j = l   h=l N/    jh        Q. /    i=l    id. 

(5.15) 

Combining (5. 15) and the last of equations (5. 14) yields 

N/K j = l   h=lN/    jh Q.       '/     i=l    i d. 

Substituting (5. 16) into the first set of equations (5. 14) yields 
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|b. IN., n L. Ib.lN.,     , 
n*   =[-^-(-^)/z:n

iw.s'      ]/[Sf    z:   J       C.J-J—^j/sf.w.^    ] 
h . c..        Q.        V     1=1    i  d.., i = l   h=W   jh     Q.        V    i=l i d... J N/    jh j ijh        J J j ijh 

h =  1. . .L.,  j =  1, . .n (5. 17) 
J 

the optimum solution to problem (5.9) augmented by constraint (5. 13). 

Note that     b.     is the only term in any of the above equations which 

can take on negative values.     As a result,   it is the only term in the 

last three equations which is expressed as an absolute value. 

If equations (5. 17) satisfy constraint (5. 7)  (i. e. ,      n*   <   N., ), 
Jh ~     Jh 

the  solution to problem (5. 8) will be equations (5. 17) modified in two 

ways.    First,  as previously mentioned,  the     ^S'3     must be rounded 

to the nearest integer value.    Second,   in order to replace constraint 

(5. 13) with constraint (5. 6),   any     n?'   <   1     must be rounded up to 

one. 

The possibility exists however that the     n.;L1
,s     will not satisfy 

constraint (5.7),   and some further modification will be required. 

Assume that,  for some values     p   (1  <^ p <_ n)     and   q    (1  <_ q <_ n), 

n*    > N     .     This violation of constraint (5. 7) may be remedied by 
pq      pq 

forcing     n       = N and using the procedure described above to 
pq      pq 

allocate the remaining     (C* - N     c     )     in the sampling budget among 

the remaining strata.    This would yield the revised optimum sample 

sizes 
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n** = N 
pq      pq 

(C*-c     N     )     |b.|N IN      )       b.   JN.,        / _ 
m^(^^)i^lWiSd 

n**=  ^-^ T^ -& (5.18) njh                   L.                  b.   N., K0-l°> 

En j _, Jh    /    n 2 
j = l   h=l"N/   jhV      Q.       V     i=l    id... 

L |b   |N ,     , . 
+ S   P     ,c      (     P     Ph)/sn     w.S2 

h=l -s/    phV      Q W     i=l     id.   , 
h^q P iph 

h =  1. . . L.,    j =  1. . . n,    jh y pq 

while this revision would not be generally valid for all constrainted 

optimization problems,   it can be shown to be valid for this particular 

problem. 

The reduction of the objective function associated with a unit 

increase    in sampling funds allocated to stratum     jh     may be 

expressed as a function,      r., (n., ),      of the existing sample size 

(prior to the increased allocation).     A unit of sampling funds will 

allow the sample size to be increased by the amount     l/c., .     (c., 

may be expressed in any monetary unit    desired. )   It is clear from the 

objective function (5. 4) that each     r.. (n.. )     is independent of the 
jh    jh 

sample size in all other strata,  and 

r    (n., ) = k., (—) - k., ( 777 > = k-v,( 7 ) ih    jh ih n.. jh  n., +1/C., ih 2   , J       jh J       jh jh J     c.,n.u +n._ J J J jh jh     jh 
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where     k..   = (   ''    —)   2.   , w.S n      .    Each     r.. (n., )     is a decreasing ih Q. i=l     i d... ih    ih J J ijh 

function of    n.,      over positive values of    n.. .    Since     n*    > N     , 
jh Jh pq      pq 

r     (n*   - — )<r     (N     -  -^- ) . (5.19) 
pq    pq    cpq pq     pq    cpq 

Also,   since the     n?; 's     are optimal over all non-negative values of 

the     n.. 's, 

'kl 
'jh

(nfh,^'ki(-iEi-.7-) (5-20) 

for any two strata     ih     and     ki .    Note that     r, , (n^, -   )     is the 
' J ki     ki      c, . 

ki 
amount the objective function was reduced from the last unit of 

sampling funds allocated to strata     ki .    It is also the amount the 

objective function will increase if     n*       is reduced by     1 /c     . 

Now if     n*       is reduced to     N     ,      funds are released from 
pq pq 

strata     pq     to be allocated to other strata.    It follows that 

n** > n*       (jh y pq)     and that 

r., (n**)  <   r., (n* )       h =  1. . . L.,   j =  1. . . n, (5.21) 
jh    jh     -    jh    jh j 

jh y pq. 

Combining equations  (5.19),   (5.20),   and (5.21) yields 
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r.Jn**) <   r.h(n., ) <   r     (n*    - -^) <   r     (N     - — )  . 
jh    jh     -    jft    jh    -     pq    pq     c pq     pq     c 

Thus,   any further reduction of     n below     N     ,      and the resultant 
pq pq 

re allocation of the funds,  will result in a net increase in the objective 

function.    Equations (5. 18) are,  therefore,  justified',   and,   if rounded 

to integer values greater than zero,   they define the optimum solution 

to problem (5. 8) (provided,   of course that no     nfif* > N.. ).     The 

modification could be applied equally well if more than one     n*   > N., . 

It could also be reapplied if some     n** > N , . 

A simplified, but generally applicable,   solution to problem (5. 8) 

will result from the case where the cost per sampled firm will be the 

same  in each strata.     That is,      c.. = c     h=l...L.,   j =  1. . . n.    In 
U J 

this case the optimum sample sizes will be 

r*      lb-lN-u     / ■> L-      lb-lN-u 7 
n?<    = (-)(^7jlL)>n_1w.S.2       /[S?    S   J   ( -J-Jfe ,/Sf     w.S^ 

ih c Q.        M    i-l     i  d... i-l    h-1       Q.        V    i-l     i  d.., 
J iJh J ijh 

h =  1. . . L.,  j =  1. ..n (5. 22) 
J 

if each     n*   <  N..   , or 
jh -     jh » 

n** = N 
Pq        Pq ^. |b.|N.u      1 

c pq        Q. N/    i-l    i  d... 
^^ _ ] ijh  

njh   ' L.      |b.|N.u      . _ L |b  |N  ,      , 
^n j   (^L-Jh)/^ 2 p p     ph     /   n 2 

i=l   h=r    Q.        V    i=lwi0d..1 h=l  K     Q V    i=l    id 
j^p J ljh h^q P '^ 

h =   1. . . L.,   j  =  1. . . n,   jh 4 pq (5.23) 
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if any    n*    > N       .    Note that     C*/c     is the total sample size that 
pq      pq 

may be drawn.    If the original constraint had been that the total 

sample size not exceed a number,      n* ,      the optimum sample  sizes 

would be given by equations  (5. 22) or (5. 23).    Here the term     C*/c 

would be replaced by     n*.     As before,   the optimum sample sizes 

must be rounded to integers greater than zero. 

One special case which maybe useful is when    b. = w. =  1 

i, j =  1. . . n.    It has already been indicated that,  for models being 

generated for general use,   it may not be possible to select values of 

the     b.'s     which represent the  relative magnitudes that exports or 

changes in exports maybe expected to take.     Letting all     b.'s =  1 

implies that,  over all anticipated uses of the model,   the     b.'s     may 

be expected to take on values of roughly equal magnitude.    In this 

case the weights,     w.,      assigned to the variances of the output (or 

change in output) of each sector may also differ over the various uses 

to which the model may be put.     The weights should then reflect the 

average anticipated weights over the various uses,   which may well be 

unknown at the time the model is constructed.     Thus,   for a model 

intended for multi-purpose use,   it maybe desirable to let    b   = w   =  1 
J i 

i, i =  1. . . n.    In this case the terms     b.,  b   ,    and     w.      all drop from J J       P i K 

equations  (5.17),   (5.18),   (5.22),   and (5. 23). 
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An Alternative Criterion 

The criterion and procedure discussed above were used to 

allocate the sample for the Tillamook County model discussed in the 

next chapter.    Subsequent to that work an alternative criterion was 

developed.    It is computationally simpler (and therefore preferable) 

and it is no less justifiable than the one developed above. 

Consistent with the procedure of Chapter IV,  for approximating 

a confidence region for the solution vector,  one may wish to allocate 

the total sampling budget so as to minimize the variance of the sum 

of the direct coefficients     _a.     Recall that     _a = n - S._  I       and 
T T I"1   J 

V(_S) = Sn .vtf.).    Now     V(i\)     maybe written,  parallel to (5.2), 
T J=1       J J 

as 

/> . = J- rv.LJ   "2 ~2,i        i V(i.)=— [Sj    N    S (  "—)] (5.24) 
J        ^2       n-1     ih  d ..     n..       N., 

Q. J       .jh      jh jh 

(j =  l...n). 

As with equation (5.2),   (5. 24) follows from (2. 8) and (2. 16),   and it can 

be estimated by (2. 17).    It follows from (5. 24) that 

L       N 
V(T^) = Sn_1Ej1(-^)2S,2       (-L-^-) 

T j-1   h-1    Q. d>jh   njh      Njh 

Minimizing     V(   a)     subject to the same constraints as problem (5. 8), 

and following the same procedure, the optimum sample sizes will be 
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i^-T^T^-S,       ^ ^u\    l^-^SA (5.25) 
Jh     ^jh    Qj     d.jh     J-1   h-lN/   Jh  Qj      d.jh 

Here again the     n?u's     must be rounded to the nearest integer greater 

than zero;   and,   if any     n*    > N     ,      the modification used above will 
pq      pq 

apply.    Also,   as above,   if all     c,   = c,     (5.25) simplifies to 

jh      c     Q.     d   .h     j-1   h-1   Q.     d  jh 

Minimum Sampling Requirements 

The question of the minimum sampling budget or sample size 

requires some  specification of the minimum degree of reliability in 

one or more of the estimated parameters of the model.     The calcula- 

tion of minimum sample sizes follows quickly once the optimum sam- 

ple allocation is determined.    Here we would like to find the minimum 

sampling requirement to achieve a coefficient of variation in one or 

more parameters that is less than or equal to some value,      a.    The 

coefficient of variation of any random variable is the ratio of its 

standard error to its expected value.    It will be approxinaated here as 

the  ratio of the estimated standard error to the estimated value of 

the parameter. 
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First,   consider the minimum sampling requirement to achieve 

a coefficient of variation     <   a     for every     a...    It follows from 

JV(S..) 
-LL-<   a.     (i.j =  1. ..n) (5.27) •s 

that 

or 

¥(2..) <   (aa..)2     (i.j -  l...n) 
iJ    - ij 

(aS..)2 >  -T^J,  N2S2      (-J--^-)] xj      -Q2       h-1     jh  d..h  n.h      N.h 

Then 

(i, j -  1. . . n). 

L.     N.,    ,   - ,      L.   N., 

jh-    h-1    Q. dijh ij       Ti-l   Q2      d.^ 

From   any  of the  optimum   sample  allocation formulae   above, 

n*      may be determined to be some fraction of either     C*     or     n* . jh T 

Let     C* = k., n*      and     n*  = t., n*   ,      where     k.,       and     t..      are the 
jh jh T       jh jh jh jh 

inverted fractions of      C*     or     n* ,      respectively,   allocated to 

strata     jh     by the appropriate optimum allocation formulae.     Then 

the nainimum sampling budget,      C     = c    + C*,      to achieve (5. 27) 

will be 

J (5.28) 
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The minimum sample size will be (for the case where each     c,   - c) 

L.     N.,    ? L.    N 
n^=t-A-»(7^) S^     /[<a^-) ^-I-^SH    ]        (5-29) 

T       jh   h-1    Q. d.^ xj h-1   Q2      d.jh 

Equations  (5. 28) and (5. 29) would have to be solved for each     a..     and 

the highest     C        or     n*     would be the minimum required to 

achieve (5.27) for all     a..'s. 

An alternative to solving all these problems is to find the 

minimum sampling requirements to achieve a coefficient of variation 

<_ a     for        a,      the sum of all estimated direct coefficients.     This 

would be consistent with the procedure of Chapter IV which set upper 

and lower solution bounds based on the upper and lower bounds of a 

confidence interval for        a.    Here we have that 

<   a (5.30) 

and 

N 
ih^  2 

J -jh    jh        jh 

It follows that 

N.,    ,   „ , L.    N. 
n      =sn j     _ih2   2       /[(      S)2      n j    ^    2       ] 

jh        j = l   h = lv Q. d L     T   '        j = l   h=l      2 0d      J 

•jh J Q.        .jh 
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N.,    „   , . L.    N. 

T        0        ih   i-l   h-1    Q. d   .. T i-l   h-1    _2    d   ., J J -jh Q.        .jh 

(5.31) 

J J -Jh Q.        .jh 

(5.32) 

The advantage of minimizing C or n* subject to (5.30) rather 

than (5.27) is that equation (5.3 1) or (5.32) need only be solved once 

to generate     C        or     n* . 

Summary 

The two questions answered in this chapter are important to any 

study based on sampled data.     The optimum allocation formulae will 

allow one to get the most (in terms of model precision) out of limited 

sampling resources.     The minimum sampling requirements formulae 

allow one to achieve a desired level of precision,  with a minimum 

commitment of resources.     Both of these uses of the material in this 

chapter can be accomplished,   using a two-step sampling procedure, 

with no prior knowledge of the required population parameters. 

Another use of this material would develop over time if the 

procedures were followed and the results made public for a nunaber of 

input-output models.    This would allow researchers and administrators 
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some prior estimates of the population parameters.     The result would 

be better knowledge in the project planning and funding process of the 

resource requirements of an input-output model of specified precision. 
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VI.    AN APPLICATION TO TILLAMOOK COUNTY,   OREGON 

This chapter describes an application of the theoretical results 

presented in earlier chapters.    The application resulted from a 

University-wide project funded under Title V of the Rural Development 

Act of 1972.    Its goal was to investigate employment and income 

potential of four industries (agriculture,   aquaculture,  forestry,   and 

recreation-tourism) in Tillamook County,  Oregon.     The project, 

having a relatively low budget,  was unable to support a very detailed 

investigation of any one industry.    It was decided that a single I-O 

model could be constructed to investigate the income and employment 

potential in each of the industries.    This work proceeded in the spirit 

of a number of earlier small-areal-O models developed at Oregon 

State University [Bromley,   Blanch,   and Stoevener,   1968; Collin, 

Youmans,   and Stoevener,   1973; Reiling,   Gibbs,   and Stoevener,   1973; 

Stoevener,   et al. ,   1972;  and Youmans,   et al. ,   1973].   The modeling 

was modified,  however,   and the analysis extended,  on the basis of 

the theoretical issues developed  in Chapters I thru V.    Aspects of 

the model,  not related to those issues are discussed elsewhere [ives 

and Youmans,   1976]. 
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Sector and Strata Definitions 

The decision of what sectors to include in the model was made 

in conjunction with the faculty members who would be using the model. 

This was done concurrently with the development of a list of all the 

firms and agencies that comprise the Tillamook County economy.     (A 

listing of households was not made,   even though one sector of the 

model was known in advance to be households.    Sampling funds were 

not adequate to include a household survey,   and estimation of the 

direct coefficients for this sector was done with sales data,   as will be 

discussed in the next section. ) 

About 130 different types of firms were found to exist in the 

county.     The total number of firms was slightly more than 1200.     The 

population was identified with the aid of local telephone directories, 

interviews with local businessmen,  the Tillamook Office of the Oregon 

State University Co-Operative Extension Service,   the Tillamook 

County Chamber of Coramerce,   and the Oregon State Fish Commis- 

sion.     Twenty-four sectors were defined for the model; 22 business 

sectors,  one local government sector,   and one local household sector. 

The business sectors were divided into 46 strata.     The definitions (in 

terms of types of businesses included),   population sizes,   and sample 

sizes of all sectors and strata are presented in Appendix A.    Con- 

sistent with the conclusions of Chapter II,   it was decided that purchases 
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data would be used,   and sectors and strata were defined to group 

firms with as similar as possible production processes.    In addition 

some stratification was done to reduce the variance of estimated 

total output and estimated sales to firms exogenous to the model. 

This second goal was achieved in addition to,  not at the expense of, 

the first goal of grouping firms with like production processes. 

Data Used 

As noted above,   purchases data were collected for the Tillamook 

County model.    The calander year  1973 was used as the base period, 

and the capital expenditures adjustments  suggested in Chapter II were 

employed.    The estimated     a..' s     represent the cost of sector   i's 

goods used,   per dollar of sector     j's     output.    Most of the data used 

was generated in personal interviews with firms in sectors  1-Z3.    The 

questionnaire used in these interviews is presented in Appendix B. 

Equation (2. 2) was used to estimate the     a..' s     and     i .' s     (i = 1. . . 24: 
iJ J 

j -  1...23) 

L. L. 
a.- = S, J. N.,y.., /S, J    N.,q.. (2.2) 

ij h=l     jh'ijh     h=l     jh^jh 

fVi 
For the     k sampled firm in strata     h,      sector     j 

k (k =  1. . . n.. ; h = 1. . . L.; i =  1. . . 23),      y.      = total value of purchase 
jh j 'ijh 

from sector     i,      minus capital purchases from sector     i,      plus 
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depreciation on capital goods from sector     i   (i =  1. . .24).     For 

instance     y, .,   = N. 3  - N. 31 + N. 59     (question no. s) from the 

relevant questionnaire.    Similarly, 

yk.1   = N. 28 + N. 29 - N. 56 - N. 57 + N. 84 + N. 85.     The firms output, 

q.,   = N. 86 + N. 96a,      its sales plus the  increase (minus the decrease) 

in its  inventory.    The firm's sales to outside firms, 

b1*    = N. 88 + N. 92 + N. 93 + N. 94 + N. 95.     (This was used in construct- 

ing a transactions table,  but was irrelevant to the direct coefficients 

and inverse elements.) 

Since funds were not available to  interview households,  the 

"a.^.'s     (i =  1. . . 24)     and     i_.     had to be estimated by some alternate, i24 '24 y 

less desirable method.     The     a.0/1's     (i =  1...23)     were estimated by 

f v* 
a modified sales data technique.    From the interviews of the     k 

sampled firms  in strata     h,      sector     i    (k =  1. . . n.. ; h =  1. . . L.; 

j =  1... 23),      the amount sold to households is    z-u?4 ~ N.87 - N.88. 

The total sales to households of each sector     j     (j =  1. . .23)     were 
L. 

estimated as     2,  J. N., z., _ .     and this   was divided by an independent 
h=i     jh  jhZ4 

estimate of total household income,  of $83, 1 81, 000 .    The source of 

this estimate was the U.S.   Department of Commerce,   Regional 

Economics Information System,   Bureau of Economic Analysis' 

"Personal Income by Place of Residence" for Tillamook County, 

Oregon,   1973. 
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To estimate     a.   .   ? .,      an independent estimate of interhouse- 

hold transactions was divided by the estimate of total household 

income.    Interhousehold transactions were assumed to be rent pay- 

ments and miscellaneous transactions (sale of used items,   baby 

sitting,   yard work,  house cleaning,   etc.).    Rent payments were esti- 

mated as $1,215,000,  from Oregon Department of Revenue figures 

showing renter's claims,   under Oregon's property tax relief program, 

based on $972, 000 in reported rent payments by Tillamook County 

residents in 1973.    A statewide estimated participation rate of 80% 

yielded the $1, 215,000 estimated rent payments.    No information at 

all was available on miscellaneous interhousehold transactions,  and 

they were "guesstimated " as $400,000.     (This seems reasonable, 

being about $22 per capita per year.    Effects on the model of letting 

this figure change by +^$100,000 were negligible. )   The value of 

A a (=  1,615/83,181)     was assumed constant for lack of the 
24,24 

ability to treat it otherwise.     The household leakage coefficient,      £->A> 

was  computed as a residual -  1  - S        a 

Sampling Procedure 

Firms were randomly selected from each strata.    Initially the 

interviewing was contracted to a private survey research firm.    A 

total sampling budget of about $4000 was available,   and the contracted 

price was $21. 50 per interview.     A sample of 120 firms was selected 
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as the first stage of a two-stage sample.     The allocation of the first 

stage was based on the author's a priori   notions of the relative 

heterogeneity of firms  in each strata.     The first stage was to be used 

to estimate the     Q.'s     and    's   (d... )' s     needed to determine the 

optimum sample allocation from (5. 23),  with     b. = w.  =  1;  ijj =  l...n. 

(It was determined in advance that certain small strata would have a 

100% sample. )   The second stage was to be allocated to meet,   as 

nearly as possible,  the optimum sample allocation,   given the first 

stage sample sizes. 

In the first stage of the data collection,problems of inadequate 

communication between interviewers and the author were experienced, 

as well as inadequate understanding of the problem on the part of the 

interviewers.    Consequently,   the second stage of sampling was con- 

ducted by the author with a crew of three graduate students.     The time 

available was limited,  and the new constraint became one of getting 

the most interviews possible in a four week period.    Equation (5. 25) 

was used to generate optimum sample proportions,   and the second 

stage sample was  chosen to get as many interviews as possible and, 

in so doing,  to get as close as possible to optimum sample propor- 

tions . 

Non-responses were handled by replacing the firm by another 

randomly sampled firm,   and assuming that data from non-respondents 

would have the  same distribution as data from responding firms.   This 
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assumption allows the statistical properties derived in Chapters I 

thru V to be applied in spite of non-responses. 

Estimated Coefficients and Their Distributions 

Tables of the estimated coefficients and estimates of various 

parameters of their sampling distributions are presented in Appendix 

C.    Table C. 1 presents the estimated direct coefficients matrix,      A, 

augmented on the bottom by the row of estimated leakage coefficients. 

As described above,   these were estimated from equation (2.2) for 

columns  1 thru 23,  and from a modified sales data technique for 

column 24. 

Table C. 2 presents the estimated standard errors for the 

coefficients in Table C. 1.     These values are computed from equation 

(2. 17) for columns  1 thru 23.    An estimate for the standard errors 

of the coefficients in column 24 requires an examination of the 

statistical properties of these modified estimators.    We have from 

an earlier section: 

VB(Sh=lVjM4)/S24     (J = l--.«) 

-a = $1,615,000/0,. (6.1) 24,24      ■•''"-• —-"-24 

23 _Li  ..    _ .vs. 
I24 = l  - [($1,615,000 + =j = 1=hi1N.h5jh24)/Q24] 
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where 

Q24 = ^83,181'000- 

Without knowledge of the distribution of the estimated values 

of household income and interhousehold transactions it is not possible 

to identify the distributions of the     a...  s     and     i _ ..    These distribu- y j24 24 

tions can be determined, however, under the assumption that the inde- 

pendent estiraates of household income and interhousehold transactions 

are the true population values. 

Since     z"., _. .      is the mean of a simple random sample from 
jh24 

strata     h,      sector     j,      it is an unbiased estimate of the population 

mean,      Z., _..    It follows that     a.-,    (i =  1...23)     and     H _, .      are 
jh24 j24     J 24 

unbiased estimates of     a.?4    (j =  1...23)     and     ^?4»      respectively. 

Also,   it follows from the assumptions that     a_, .   -A  = a^ .   _ .. 
24,24        24,24 

The variances of the     a._ .'s    (i =  1. . . 23)     and     i_ .     may also 
j24 J 24 , 

be identified.    It follows that the relevant variances (assuming     Q 

and     a_ to be constants) are: 

24 
(6.2) 

V(i     ) = -^— 223 S   J    N2 V(z ) VU24; 2       j = l    h=l iNjhVUjh24; 

U24 
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Now     z., _ .      is the mean of a simple random sample and 
jh24 ^ 

V(z.,?,) = S2 (—-;r-)    (h =  1...L.;  j =  1...23) 
jh24 z.. _ .    n..       N.. j J jh24      jh jh J 

where 

N 
C2 - 1 T     Jh   (k 7 \Z 

^.uo. " N-u"1     k=1      jh24"Z'jh24J 

jh24        jh 

(h = 1. . .L.;  j = 1. . . 23) 

Unbiased estimates of the     S 's     are 
Zjh24 

S2(z.   ,J =^—^ />       __ ,2 •u?J = 7s,     i (z u^-z-u^)       (h =  1. . .L.;  j =  1. ..23) jh24       n-u-1    k=l     jh24     jh24 j    J 

The variances of the coefficients in column 24 of Table C. 1 were 

estimated as 

<v2,0       , - J_  v   J     --2-2' "    l l S   (a.7A) =—r- S, J    N.,§   (z., _.)( -—)     (j =  1...23) 
j24       Q2       h-1     jh jh24    n.h      N 

A2.A     .  _     1     ^23   ^2.^       . 
S   (i24)-~r2

j = l  
S   (aj24) 

Q24 

The estimated standard errors follow immediately from equations 

(6. 3). The computed values are shown in column 24 of Table C. 2. 

The covariances between the     a..,   's     and other direct 

(6.3) 

J24 

coefficients can also be determined under the assumption that     Q 
24 
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and     a. .   _ .     are constants.    First,   since each     a..        is estimated 
24,24 j24 

with data from sector     j     only,  the     a       's     are mutually independent, 

and have zero covariance.    By the same reasoning each     a._ .      is j24 

independent of all     a.,'s     (and     £,'s)     where     j ¥ k,      and any pair of 

such variables has zero covariance. 

The only possible non-zero covariances involving     a-7A     are 

with     a.,    (i =  1...24)     and     i..     By definition 

Cov(a. ., a.,   ) = E[(a    -a..)(a       -a       )] 
ij     j24 ij     ij      j24     j24 

L _ L. _ 

where 

L ^iiW 

ijh      7ijh        ij  jh 

Following the same argument used to establish equations (2. 8) and 

(2.9), for the approximate variances and covariances for the     a..'s 

(i =  1. . .24;  j =  1. . . 23),      yields 

1 L-        2 
Covfa. .,'a.7/l) - Z—Z—   su^i  N.,   Cov(d.     ,z ) 

ij     j24        0:024       h"1     Jh ijh     Jh24 

(i =  1. . .24;  j =  1. . .23) 

which,  by Theorem 2.2 
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—^— SJ    N2 S(d.., ,z )(— - J-) (6.4) 
QjQ24     h-1     Jh       1Jh     Jh24    njh     Njh 

whe re 

N. _ 
S(d.., .z.,,,.) = —L--S,  ^ (dk.u-D..u)(z

k
u9 .-Z.u_ .)  . 

Bv Theorem 2.3,  unbiased estimates of the     S(d.., ,z., T.J'S     are 7 ijh     jh24 

s(d.     ,z )-     z'1
J-i   (d--u"d--u^z-u9/i"^-u7/i) 

ijh     jh24       n-v1"        l!C""1      '■J'1     IJ'1      j'12'*     Jh24 

Now,   letting     s(d..1 ,z., _.)    (- s(d.., ,z.1 _.)     with     a..     used in 
ijh    jh24 ijh    jh24 ij 

place of     a..     in computing     d... )     replace     Sfd... ,z.1 _ .);      and 
ij ijh ijh     jh24 

/\ 
letting     Q.     replace the unknown true value of     Q.;      the estimated 

J 3 

covariance between     a..     and     a....     will be: 
ij J24 

8(a...a.?.)   =  ss-^-   S, J-   N2,^(d.., ,Z.,_.)(-L-.-]-). (6.5) 
ij     j24 QjQ24      h"1     Jh       ijh     Jh24    njh     Njh 

One could,  for each     ci\ _ .    (i -  1...23),      estimate 25 covari- 
j24     J 

ances using equation (6. 5).     These would be the covariances between 

£i._ .      and     a.,    (i = 1. . . 24)     and     i..    Similarly,   one could compute, 
J24 ij J 

for each of columns  1 thru 23,   a     (n+1) by (n+1)   variance-covariance 

matrix for the     a., s     and     i..     (The matrices are symmetric,   and 
ij J 

the diagonal elements are the squares of the standard errors in Table 
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C. 1.    Thus,   it would only be necessary to compute the     n(n+l)/2 

elements above or below the main diagonals. )   These covariances,   not 

being needed for any of the analysis conducted with or on the 

Tillamook County model,  have not been computed. 

Quasi-Confidence Regions 

With the distribution of the direct coefficients determined,   the 

quasi-confidence region for the inverse matrix may be established.    A 

region is developed according to the conditional distribution technique 

presented in Chapter IV.    A matrix,      E,      is generated for which the 

quasi-confidence region for     (I-A) is defined by     (I-A-E    ) and 

^ -1 
(I-A-E    )      .     E     = E,     and   E     =  -E    (as modified later).    The esti- 

/^ - 1 
mated inverse    (I-A)        is presented in Table C.3. 

The first step in this technique is to construct a confidence 

interval for        a.    For a 95% confidence interval,   the critical value 

t  noc     is  1.96,   and the interval will be 
. Vc.D 

Ta = TS+ 1.963(£T) . 

The identification of     s(   a)     presents a problem for the Tillamook 

County model,  not encountered in Chapter IV.     The leakage coefficient 

A /\ 
£-.      is not independent of the     1 . s     (j -  1. . . 23),     as it would have 
^ J 

been,  had a household survey been conducted.    As a result, 
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's(   a) 4   / S.       s   (?.).    This problem may be dealt with by letting        a 

^ equal the sum of the     a.. s     in the first 23 columns of     A.    Now 

/v    <±\ s(    a)     maybe computed from Table C.2 as 

%{Ji) -   / s"   ^(l.) = .29486 <>-Js"i J 

and the 95% confidence interval for        a     is 

Ta + .57794. 

The next step is to allocate the  . 57794 among the first 23 

leakage coefficients.    This is done proportionally to the variances of 

the leakage  coefficients,   in accordance with equation (4.3).     The 

amounts allocated to each leakage coefficient are presented in the last 

row of Table C.4.    No change was allocated to column 24,   since        a 

was  redefined as     S.   ,2.   ,11...     The individual     a.   _, ,' s    (i =  1...23) 
i-l    j = l     ij j,24 

may change,  however,   if well correlated with the     i.'s    (j =  1...23). 

The negative signs on the changes in the     i. s     reflect that they must 

be reduced to allow the     a..'s     to be increased. 

The total change was also allocated among sectors  1-23 

proportionally to the standard errors of the leakage coefficients,   in 

accordance with equation (4.3a).    The amounts allocated to each 

sector under this scheme are shown in the last row of Table C. 5. 
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The third step requires the change in     a..,      given the change 

computed for     i .     (i =  1. . . 24;  j =  1. . . 23).     Also the  change in 

A 
a.,,,      given the change in     i.     must be determined.    Recall the i -. , >      given the change in     i . 
j24 j 

least squares estimation: 

ij h=l    k-1    jh  ijh      jh   . jh       h-1    k-1    jh   . jh 

(4.9a) 

By a similar argument to the one used in deriving (4.9a),  the esti- 

A ^ 
mated rate of change in     a.74>      with respect to     SL .,      is 

%». - (Q
J
/Q

24»sh=ii\ihite;hV24»<^hvk
jh

,/sHiiskihi'^hvk
jh»2 (6'6> 

where 

k        _    k 
Vjh24      Zjh24 " Zjh24 

That is,   the rate of change of     a-o4     with respect to a change in     i . 
J L 

is equal to     (Q./Q-, .)     times the rate of change in     S   J
1  N.. z., _ . 

j      24 L 
0 h-1     jh  jh24 

with respect to a change in     £,     , N.. y   .,       (distributed among the 
h= 1     jhy.jh 0 

L.      strata according to the weights given by (4. 6)).    The term 

A. S\ S\ 
(Q. /Q^ „)     enters because a unit change in     It .     (a change of     Q. 

J      24       L j j 
i -» >A A 

units in     2   J    N.. y   ., )     will be associated with a change of     Q.f* 
h=l     jh7. jh 6 j j24 
L 

units in     S   J    N.. z., _ _,,      or a change of     (Q. /Q0 . )f* .      in     a.- .. 
h=l     jh jh24 0 j      24   j24 j24 
A 

The value     f* is the slope coefficient from the regression of the 
j24 
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k k ^ g\ v.-.'s     on the     g'   v   .   's.    The variance of    f._.     will then be sjh  jh24 sjh   .jh j24 
^^ 2 y^ 

(Q./Q^.)       times the variance of    f*-,.-    Equations (4.9a) and (6.6) 
J      24 j24 

were used to compute the     f. .'s     and     f._.  s    (i-  1...24-, j -  1...23). 
lJ J24 

/\ /\ 
The basic rule of acceptability for the     f. .'s     and     f .,,' s     was 

ij J24 

2 
that they be estimated with     R    >  . 25.     The value of . 25 was chosen 

on the belief that no significant loss of accuracy would result from 

ignoring values of    f..     which explain less than a quarter of the varia- 

tion (sum of squared deviations about the mean) of the     g!, v.., 's. 

It is also believed high enough to avoid the possibility of grossly incor- 

rect estimates,      f..     (which can result in cases of low correlation l3 

between the dependent and independent variables,   when the dependent 

variable has greater variability than the independent variable).    This 

basic rule was tempered by examining t-statistics and scatter dia- 

grams of the variables for each equation.    The only cases where the 

rule was overturned were in sectors  14 and 21,   where the sample size 

was three.     Those     f.. s     and     f._..'s     accepted as significant were 
ij J24 

then used to compute the non-zero values of the expected changes, 

el.'s     and     e!     's,      in the     a..'s     and     a._   's,      given the changes l3 J24 ij J24 

•\ 
in the     4 .' s . 

J 
/\ 

Using the changes  in the     2 . s    (j =  1. . .23) given in Table C.4, 

the     el.'s     were computed from the equation 

e!. = $!.(, 1.-7.)     (i =  1. . .24;  j =  1. . .23) 
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where 

. t.     if     ij «   F. 
f!. = ^   1J J 

^        '  0        if     ij ^ F. 
(4.10) 

F.     is the set of paired values     (i, j)     for which     f..     is acceptable. 

Similarly,  the     e'     's     were computed as. 

j24       j24 L j     j 

where 

j24 

f.,.      if    j «   F. . 
j24 J 24 

0 if     j </ F 
(6.7) 

24 

F   .    is the set of values of     j     for which the regression yielding 

/\ 
f._ .      is significant. 

The variances of the     e.^s     were then estimated by equation 

(4. 15). 

r 
r ̂

 

1             (T^-^)2 

J_ + kJ 1  

j h   k "jh   . jh 

s2(l.) 

i,j €  F. 

i.j ^F. 

(4. 15) 

(i = 1. . .24;  j = 1. . -23). 

The     e..'s     were computed from (4. 16). 
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e..  - e.1. + (1+S. ?.'.)('/.-    i.^tcJ/S.  s2(e..) 
ij       y 

A, . .^        .    ^2, 
i "ij"~j   L~j "    •   ij- li 

(4.16) 

(i = 1. . .24;  j = 1. ..2 3). 

These,  of course,   are the entries in rows  1-24,   columns  1-23 of 

Table C.4.    Similarly,   the     e--?A'
s     were computed as 

ej24 " ej24 '       +S2(e..,JS23,-e.,,./223, S2(e....)     (i  =  1...23] 
»j24)SjSl-j

,24/S
j = l"<«j24>     <JSl 

where 

r.z 
^2 

S 
24 

LQ 
s   (e       ) =■< 

24 

A2, A     2 
Q.  Ti.-i. 
 1 L 1 ]  j €   F 24 

A2.A       . 
S   (aj24) ^F 

24 

(6. 8) 

These values are entered in column 24 of Table C. 4. 

The values of the     e..'s     in rows  1-24,  columns  1-23 of Table 

C. 5 were generated by allocating the total changes in each column 

proportionally to the standard errors of the     e..'s     in that column. 

Equation (4. 16a) was used 

>..  - e.'. + (1+S. £'..)(?.-    i.)$(e..)/S. s(e..; 
ij ij i   ij      J   L  j ij        i        ij 

(4. 16a) 

(i = 1... 24-,  j = 1.. .23). 

Similarly the     ^o,/3     were computed as 
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e.?, = e'      + 'S(e.?, )S
2_3    - e.'     /S2_3 t(e.-, )     (j = 1. . . 23). (6. 8a) j24        j24 j24     j-l        j24      j-1       j24 

The same values of the     f.'.'s     were used in computing the entries in 

both Table C.4 and Table C. 5. 

Each matrix    E    ,      generated by the two schemes for allocating 

the change in        a     (i. e   ,   the first 24 rows of both Tables C.4 and 

C. 5) was added to the estimated direct coefficients matrix,      A,      to 

yield the matrix     A        for the corresponding allocation scheme.    A 

is the   "upper bound" of the 95% quasi-confidence region for the matrix 

A,      corresponding to the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval 

for        a.     The   "lower bound "is AT = A + E    •    E       is not the negative 

of     E        for either allocation scheme.    In each case absolute minimum 

values of some     a..'s     (discussed in Chapter IV)    become binding, 

and adjustments to the matrices given in Tables C. 4 and  C. 5 are 

necessary to form    E    • 

Table C. 6 gives columns of adjustments to both Table C. 4 and 

Table C. 5.    Each column of Table C.6- was added to the indicated col- 

umn of either Table C.4 or Table C. 5.     The negative of the resultant 

two modified matrices are the appropriate matrices     E        for the 

A 
two allocation schemes.    For each scheme,      A     - A + E        was then 

computed.    The negative entries  in each column of Table C. 6 are com- 

puted so that the corresponding elements of     A        will equal their 

absolute minimum values.     These elements are the ones which would 
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fall below their minimum values if     E        were set equal to     -E    . 

The non-negative entries in each column reallocate (proportional to 

2 
either     s   (e..)     or     s(e..)     as appropriate) the sum of the negative 

entries so that the sum of each column of     E        is the same as the 

sum of each column of     -E    .     Thus,   the allocation of the change in 

a     among the columns of     A     is unaffected by the imposition of the 

absolute minimum constraints on the     a..'s. 

For each allocation scheme,  the  "upper" and "lower bounds" of 

the 95% quasi-confidence region for     (I-A) were computed as 

(I-A-E   ) and     (I-A-E    ) respectively.    The output multipliers 

A  _i 
for these four matrices,   and for the matrix     (I-A) are presented 

in Table C. 7.    For all but three sectors (9,   11,   and 13) the allocation 

of the  change in     Ta     proportional to the standard errors (of,  first, 

A. 
the     & .'s     and then the     e./s)     yields more variation in the output 

J ij 

multipliers than the allocation based on variances.     This  strongly 

(although not unequivocally) suggests that the use of the standard 

errors to allocate the  change in        a     will give wider quasi-confidence 

intervals for the total output than will the use of the variances of the 

i.'s     and     c.'s .    On the basis of this observation and the belief that 

it is better to overestimate the confidence region than to underestimate 

it,  the allocation scheme based on standard errors appears preferable 

(at least for the Tillamook County model) and is recommended.    Of 

course,  if one has the time and money,  both allocation schemes can 
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be used, as was done here, and a similar comparison can be made for 

any model. 

One might reasonably wonder what type of final demand vectors 

would yield total output with wider 95% quasi-confidence intervals 

using variances,  rather than standard errors to allocate the change in 

a.     Clearly any final demand vector having zeros for all elements 

except the     9     ,11        and    13 will have a wider interval about the 

total output estimate if the allocation based on variances is used. 

These sectors are:    formal tourist lodging,   sport fishing and 

marinas,   and service stations.    Almost all of their exports are sales 

to recreationists and tourists.    We may satisfy our curiosity on this 

point by generating an estimate of the total output stimulated by 1973 

recreation-tourism exports  in Tillamook County.     These exports may 

be estimated from the sample data,  letting firms'  sales to non-local 

private individuals (question 88) be considered as recreation-tourism 

exports.    Since our purpose here is to examine the variability in the 

model,   variability in this final demand vector  is not included in the 

analysis.     The vector of recreation-tourism exports,  the model esti- 

mate of the output stimulated by them,   and the bounds of the two 95% 

quasi-confidence regions for the stimulated output are presented in 

Table  1.    The width of the  interval for total output stimulated using 

standard errors is 97% of the width of the one using variances.     Thus, 

no  serious underestimate of the confidence region is likely with a 95% 



Table 1.    Tillamook County output stimulated by 1973 recreation-tourism exports: model estimates and bounds of the 95% quasi-confidence 
regions under two schemes for allocating the total change in    'a',   rounded to the nearest thousand dollars. 

Sector 

Recreation- "Lower Bound" "Lower Bound" "Upper Bound" "Upper Bound" 
Tourism Using Using Model Using Using 
Exports Std. Errors Variances Estimate Variances Std.  Errors 

0 4 5 6 6 7 
0 3 3 4 4 5 
0 19 22 25 27 32 
0 6 7 8 9 11 
0 23 35 43 51 66 
0 11 13 14 15 17 
0 3 5 5 5 7 
0 22 25 25 25 28 

2036 2037 2041 2042 2044 2049 

377 381 381 381 381 382 

358 367 371 372 373 379 

1705 1967 1965 1978 1992 1991 

1689 1913 1943 1945 1946 1979 

0 748 760 829 901 919 

0 47 59 71 85 98 

380 1337 1347 1479 1617 1634 

4563 7550 7294 8093 8931 8682 

4 35 39 42 45 51 

156 402 404 409 413 417 

0 274 297 319 339 365 

0 146 152 216 291 290 

849 1968 1989 2054 2121 2145 

0 457 467 498 528 542 

0 5601 5621 6002 6419 6446 

12118 25321 25247 26860 28570 28540 

L Silvaculture 
2. Logging & log hauling 
3.. Sawmills 
4. Other wood processing 
5. Commercial agriculture 
6.. Commercial fishermen 
7. Oyster aquaculture 
8. Seafood processing 
9. Formal tourist lodging 

10. Informal tourist lodging 
11. Sport Fishing & marinas 
12. Cafes & taverns 
13. Service stations 
14. Auto & farm implements 
15. Manufacturers 
16. Construction 
17. Retail & wholesale sales 
18. Transportation 
19.. Medical services 
20. Other professional services 
21. Financial services 
22. Retail services 
23. Local government 
24. Households 

Total 
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quasi-confidence region based on standard errors. 

Recreation-tourism exports are just about the worst possible 

case to demonstrate variability in the model.   Over a third of the total 

exports are from sectors 9,   11,  and  13.    As measured by the standard 

errors of the leakage coefficients,  these are the three most variable 

columns in the model.    As a result,   the estimated output for the indi- 

vidual sectors shows considerable variability.    The difference between 

the upper bound (using standard errors) and the model estimate for 

each sector's output,  expressed as a percent of the model estimate, 

varies between . 1% and 52. 9%.    Eight of the differences exceed 25%; 

six lie between 10% and 25%; three lie between 5% and  10%; and seven 

are under 5%.    The difference for the total output stimulated by the 

recreation-tourism exports  is 6. 3% of the model estimate.    The out- 

puts with the greatest variability are for sectors with zero or very 

small recreation-tourism exports.    Relying solely or heavily on the 

model's accuracy in describing patterns of recirculation within the 

economy,   these outputs are particularly sensitive to variability in the 

direct coefficients.    In the example at hand,  with high variability in 

the  coefficients describing the first round impact of a third of the total 

exports,  highly variable output estimates result. 

A second example is presented in Table 2. The final demand 

vector used here was the estimated final demand for all sectors for 

1973.     The solution represents the equilibrium output required to 



Table 2.    Tillamook County equilibrium output for  197 3 final demand;   model estimate and bounds of 
95% quasi-confidence region (with change in   -pa   allocated proportional to  standard errors), 
rounded to the nearest thousand dollars. 

Sector Final Demand      "Lower Bound"     Model Estimate     "Upper Bound" 

1. Silvaculture 
2. Logging & log hauling 
3. Sawmills 
4. Other wood processing 
5. Commercial agriculture 
6. Commercial fishermen 
7. Oyster aquaculture 
8. Seafood processing 
9. Formal tourist lodging 

10. Informal tourist lodging 
11. Sport fishing & marinas 
12. Cafes  & taverns 
13. Service stations 
14. Auto   & farm implements 
15. Manufacturers 
16. Construction 
17. Retail & wholesale sales 
18. Transportation 
19. Medical services 
20. Other professional services 
21. Financial services 
22. Retail services 
23. Local government 
24. Households 

Total 

16,228 21,133 21,379 21,443 
283 4, 140 4,399 4,647 

19,223 1.9,782 19,845 19,911 
30,055 30,332 30,336 30,352 
4, 187 13,544 . 13,719 13,907 

267 810 856 906 
216 236 244 251 

1,274 1,360 1,37& 1,395 
2,053 2,070 2, 134 2,215 

377 422 422 424 
361 437 4 55 474 

1,714 5,285 5,246 5,216 
1,961 4,783 4,910 5,067 
2,024 12,335 12,664 13,030 
17,145 19,806 20,027 20,262 

2,039 13,600 14,223 14,900 
5,045 28,359 31,038 13,900 

9 507 577 663 
355 3,723 3,658 3,598 
146 2,886 3,014 3, 162 
188 1,686 1, 944 2,222 

1,022 11,675 11,827 11,990 
2,272 9,424 9,557 9,714 

24,272 76,661 78,511 80,518 
132,715 285,189 292,361 300,169 in 
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sustain this level of final demand.    Here the final demand is more 

spread out than in the previous case.    In particular,   sectors 9,   H, 

and  13 comprise only 3. 3% of the total final demand.    Here the range 

of percentage deviations (of upper bound estimates from model esti- 

mates) of sector outputs is from . 1% to  14.9%.    There are only three 

deviations greater than 6%,   sectors  17,   18,   and 21.     The deviation for 

the total output is only 2. 7 percent. 

In general,   the model appears to provide good estimates of total 

output for most final demand vectors.     The percentage deviation for 

any total output will be a weighted average of the percentage devia- 

tions of the output multipliers.     The weights will be the fraction of 

the total final demand met by each sector.     The percentage deviations 

of the output multipliers range from 1. 2% to  10. 5%.    Sectors 9,   11, 

and  13 are the only sectors with deviations greater than 7%.    It was 

shown in the example in Table 1 that a final demand vector heavily 

weighted toward these three sectors had a percentage deviation of total 

output of 6. 3%.     Thus,   it appears  reasonable to expect most total 

output estimates to have 95% quasi-confidence bounds in the neighbor- 

hood of j^5% or better.     (Note that this is   only  a "rule of thumb", 

and the quasi-confidence intervals are not symmetric. ) 

While there is good reason for confidence in the Tillamook 

County model's estimates of total output,  the model's estimates of the 

distribution of that total merit less confidence.     This is particularly 
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true for final demand vectors with few non-zero elements.     The 

extreme example of this is given in Table 3.    In the Fall of 1974,   one 

of two plywood mills in Tillamook County went out of business. 

Approximately $14 million of exports from sector four were lost. 

Table 3 presents the model estimate for the impact of this loss on the 

local economy,  along with the  "upper bound" and "lower bound" of a 

95% quasi-confidence region for the estimate.    The percent deviation 

of the total output estimate from its upper bound is  1. 8%.     The percent 

deviations of the individual sector outputs from their upper bounds 

range from . 04% for sector four to  106% for sector nine.    Six sectors 

had variations between 20% and 40% and six others between 10% and 

20%.    Output estimates in the hundreds of thousands and greater all 

had percentage deviations of 12. 6% and below.     The greater deviations 

are all in sectors which,   combined,   account for only . 66% of the total 

estimated output.    This  relatively high variability of individual sector 

output estimates is not great enough to destroy confidence in the order 

of magnitude of the estimates.    For small output estimates such as for 

sectors 6 thru  11 in Table 3,   this may be quite adequate. 

For any final demand vector,   the 9 5% quasi-confidence region 

can be generated for the solution vector along with the model estimate 

of the solution.     The variability of any total or individual sector output 

estimate may then be judged for the specific case at hand. 
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Table 3.     Tillamook County output reduction from a $14 million loss of 
exports from Sector 4s   model estimates and bounds of a 95% 
quasi-confidence   region,    rounded  to   the nearest thousand 
dollars. 

Sector 
"Lower 
Bound" 

Model 
Estimate 

"Upper 
Bound" 

1. Silvaculture 
2. Logging & log hauling 
3. Sawmills 
4. Other wood processing 
5. Commercial agriculture 
6. Commercial fishermen 
7. Oyster aquaculture 
8. Seafood processing 
9. Formal tourist lodging 

10. Informal tourist lodging 
11. Sport fishing & marinas 
12. Cafes  & taverns 
13. Service stations 
14. Auto & farm implements 
15. Manufacturers 
16. Construction 
17. Retail & wholesale sales 
18. Transportation 
19. Medical services 
20. Other professional services 
21. Financial services 
22. Retail services 
23. Local government 
23. Households 

686 701 719 
617 708 797 

9 11 12 
4, 104 14,098 14,092 

12 17 23 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 3 3 
1 4 9 
2 3 3 
4 5 6 

202 198 195 
201 208 220 
558 573 590 
23 28 34 

561 587 615 
1, 186 1,314 1,451 

12 17 22 
188 183 178 
121 131 145 
63 72 82 

581 590 600 
350 361 373 

4,352 4,433 4,521 

Total 23,837 24,24 5 24,693 
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Minimum Sample Size 

It was  intended that minimum sample sizes necessary to achieve 

various coefficients of variation for a     would be presented in this 

chapter.    Time,  however,  was too short at the conclusion of this work 

to allow the proper computations from Chapter V. 

It is possible however to identify the coefficient of variation 

actually achieved.    As noted earlier the estimated standard error of 

a     is .29486.    This,  divided by the estimate, a =  13.81083, 

o 
yields an estimated coefficient of variation of . 02135.     This value 

could have been reduced by better allocation of the current sample 

size,  had the data collection gone more smoothly.    Sector  13,  par- 

ticularly,   exhibited much greater variability than the author's a priori 

impression.    In the time-limited 2       stage of sampling,  not enough 

interviews with service stations could be arranged to bring this sector 

up to its optimum sample proportion.    The same problem existed to a 

lesser degree with other sectors because much of the 2       stage was 

st completed before the data from the  1      stage could be thoroughly 

analyzed and optimum sample allocations calculated. 

Ideally one could set values of     s(   &)     which correspond to 

different coefficients of variation.     For each of these,   the 95% quasi- 

confidence region for     A     and     (I-A) could be generated,   and the 

variability of solutions for final demand vectors such as used in Tables 
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1,   2,   and 3 could be assessed.     The minimum total sample size or 

budget could also be computed for each coefficient of variation to gain 

insight into the impact of increasing sample size (or budget) on solu- 

tion variability. 

The minimum sample size required to achieve a coefficient of 

variation of less than 10% for each     a..    (i =  1. . . 24;   i =  1. . . 23)   was 

computed prior to the development of the work in Chapter IV (in which 

the use of        a     was introduced).     Subsequent work on Chapter IV has 

made these calculations unnecessary,   since they involve much more 

work than basing the minimum sample size on some maximum 

acceptable coefficient of variation for        a.     Also,   subsequent correc- 

tion of then existing errors in the model and the combining of all local 

government into one sector have made these calculations somewhat 

inaccurate.     They should still be reasonably accurate,  however,   and 

some  insight can be gained from the results.    The estimated total 

sample required to achieve a coefficient of variation less than 10% for 

each    'a..      (i =  1. . . 24;   j =  1. . . 23)     was  1040.    This is about 85% of 

the total population,   and over five times the sample actually drawn. 

Since the coefficients of variation of each     a..     (i = 1. . . 24)     for any 

j     are simultaneously determined by setting     n.,   (h =  1...L.),      most 
Jh J 

a. .'s     will have coefficients of variation much less than 10% when the 

sample sizes are chosen to let the maximum coefficient of variation 

(in each column) be 10%.    While the relationship between the 
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maximum coefficients of variation for all     a..'s     and the variability of 

inverse or solution elements is unknown,   it appears that such sampling 

efforts would yield a model with quite accurate estimates of individual 

sector outputs as well as extremely accurate estimates of total out- 

puts.     The total sample size required can be reduced to 794 if the 

maximum coefficient of variation of 10% is imposed only on those 

a..'s     greater than .001. 

The questions which need to be answered are:     "How does the 

solution variability reduce as the sample size increases?"   and, 

"At what point does the marginal value of reduced solution variability 

equal the marginal cost of sampling?"   A procedure for answering 

the first question was suggested above,  but time was not adequate to 

implement it here.    The second question has not been addressed at all 

here,   as  it could be the topic of an entire thesis in and of itself. 

As it is,   the Tillamook County model seems  reasonable for 

estimating total output,   and does a fair job of estimating output of 

individual sectors with substantial final demands.     An increase of 50% 

in the total sample size (to about 300) would have probably yielded 

very good total output estimates,  but equally good estimates for all 

individual sectors may require extremely large (perhaps prohibitively 

so) samples. 
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VII.    SUMMARY 

The major contribution of this thesis has been the demonstra- 

tion of the possibility and practicality of generating interval estimates 

for solutions  to input -output models.     The quasi-confidence region 

developed in Chapter IV and applied to the Tillamook County,  Oregon 

I-O model in Chapter VI is the first applicable procedure for estimat- 

ing the sampling variability of solution vectors,  direct coefficients 

matrices,   and inverse matrices.    It makes possible the publication, 

with any I-O model estimated from primary (purchases) data,  of a 

way to identify the reliability of the model and the solutions which it 

generates. 

Enroute to developing this  ability to assess the variability of 

I-O models estimated from primary data,   several other significant 

contributions were made-    The sampling distributions of the direct 

coefficients were investigated in Chapter II.    It was shown that,  under 

two types of data collection (collecting purchases data and collecting 

sales data),   using stratified random sampling,  the estimated direct 

coefficients are asymptotically unbiased.    Approximations to the vari- 

ances and covariances of the estimated direct coefficients were given 

for  sample sizes which are large,   relative to the corresponding 

population sizes.    For small samples,   estimated direct coefficients 

based on sales data were shown to have   positive bias,   and estimated 
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direct coefficients based on purchases data were shown to be,  with 

proper stratification,   unbiased.     The variance and covariance approxi- 

mations derived for large samples can also be applied in the case of 

small samples if purchases data are used.    It was shown that the 

estimated direct coefficients are consistent,   and estimating formulas 

were presented for the variance and covariance approximations. 

These properties of the sampling distributions of the estimated 

direct coefficients were,  of course,   crucial to the eventual development 

of the quasi-confidence regions.    An equally significant result of 

Chapter II,   however,  was the demonstration that purchases data are 

preferable to sales data.    Five arguments support this position. 

1) Small sample bias  is not a problem if purchases data are used and 

proper stratification of firms is used.    2) The stratification used to 

control small sample bias and reduce the variability of the estimated 

direct coefficients when purchases data are used is consistent with the 

goal of minimizing aggregation bias in the model.     3) The use of pur- 

chases data eliminates the need for "balancing" a transactions matrix. 

4)   Certain desirable adjustments for capital expenditures are facili- 

tated by the use of purchases data.     5) What information may he 

brought to bear on the subject suggests that estimated direct coeffi- 

cients based on purchases data will have lower variances than their 

sales data counterparts.    On the strength of these arguments  it is 

recomnaended that purchases data be used to estimate I-O 
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models from primary data.     The thesis,  beyond Chapter II,  has been 

developed for a model based on purchases data. 

The examination of the distributions of the inverse matrix and 

solution vector elements was presented in Chapter III.     These ele- 

ments were shown to be biased,  but consistent.    Expressions for the 

bias,   variance,   and covariances of these elements were derived but 

found to be of no practical significance.    The bias was generally 

indeterminate,   and the variances and covariances,   even if approxi- 

mated to an arbitrary and unknown degree,  would require prohibitive 

computational resources to be estimated.    It was this "practical dead- 

end" -which led to the quasi-confidence region approach developed in 

Chapter IV. 

It was shown in Chapter V that,  by collecting the sample in two 

stages,  the first stage data could be used to estimate required vari- 

ances to allow the second stage to be allocated so as to achieve an 

optimal allocation of the total sample.    It was also shown that mini- 

mum sample sizes required to achieve some specified degree of 

reliability in some one or more of the model's parameters can be 

determined. 

The procedures developed in Chapters II thru V were applied to 

an I-O model of Tillamook County,Oregon in Chapter VI.    Several 

modifications of the procedures and formulae of Chapters II thru V 

were required in Chapter VI because of the procedures used to 
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estimate the direct coefficients for the household sector.     The results 

of the application show the Tillamook County model to give quite 

reasonable estimates of total output multipliers (and,  therefore of 

total output for any final demand vector).     This is very encouraging, 

since the Tillamook County model was based on a sample of only 200 

firms and agencies.     The extent to which individual inverse elements 

(and individual sector outputs) could be improved by increased 

sampling is an area which time would not allow to be investigated. 

Implementation of the procedures suggested in Chapters V and VI 

would shed light on this question and would be a first step toward 

determining an optimum sample size.    Of course the major effort 

required in this determination would be finding a way to measure the 

value of improving the model's estimates. 

Other work is also suggested as desirable.    It is hoped that the 

arguments of Chapter II are strong enough to convince researchers to 

use purchases data in constructing I-O models from primary data. 

Many sales data models already exist,   however,   and a procedure for 

estimating quasi-confidence regions for the inverse matrices and 

solution vectors of these models may have a positive payoff. 

Further work on finding practical procedures for identifying 

or estimating the distributions of the inverse and solution elements 

would,   if successful,   be a significant contribution.    This author's 

lack of success in that effort is by no means as indication that success 
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is impossible,  or even improbable.    Until that happens,  however,   the 

procedure for generating quasi-confidence   regions   offers a very 

usable technique for identifying variability in input-output models. 

In general,   the theoretical procedures developed in this thesis 

have been shown to be readily applicable in practice,   and it is believed 

they constitute a significant contribution to the state of the art in 

input-output analysis based on primary data. 
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APPENDIX A 

Sector and Strata Definitions for Tillamook County Input-Output Model 
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Sector 
No. 

Strata 
No. Sector Name/Strata Definition 

Population     Sample 
Size Size 

04 

01 Silvaculture:   Firms and government agencies engaged 
in the establishment, culture,  and sale of standing 
timber 

01 U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 
Oregon State Forestry Department,  and divisions of 
private companies engaged in the establishment, culture 
and sale of standing timber in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
02 Logging and log hauling firms 

Logging firms in Tillamook Co. which do their own log 
hauling 
Logging firms in Tillamook Co. which do not do their 
own hauling 
Log hauling firms in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
03 Sawmills 

Firms, or divisions of firms, which operate sawmills in 
Tillamook Co. requiring the purchase of timber 
Sawmills with their own timber supply in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Other wood processing firms 
Plywood mills in Tillamook Co. 
Shake and shingle companies and other primary wood 
processing companies in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Commercial agricultural firms 
Tillamook Co.  dairy farms which sell their milk to 
firms located in Tillamook Co. 
Tillamook Co. dairy farms which sell their milk to 
firms not located in Tillamook Co. 
Fur farms in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
06 Commercial fishermen 

Liscensed commercial fishermen who live and own 
boats in Tillamook County and derive primary income 
from fishing, crabbing,  etc. 
Liscensed commercial fishermen who live and own 
boats in Tillamook Co.  and derive secondary income 
from fishing,  etc. 

Total 
07 Oyster aquaculture firms 

01 Firms which raise oysters commercially  in Tillamook Co. 
Total 

05 

01 

02 

03 

01 

02 

01 
02 

01 

02 

03 

01 

02 

4 4 

5 2 

12 4 

15 2 
32 8 

3 2 

1 1 
4 3 

2 1 
7 4 

9 5 

175 6 

74 6 

8 2 
257 14 

13 5 

36 

49 

3 



Total 
12 Cafes and  taverns 

01 Bars and taverns in Tillamook County 
02 Fast food establishments in Tillamook County 
03 Restaurants and cafes in Tillamook County 
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Sector      Strata Population     Sample 
No. No. Sector Name/Strata Definition Size Size 

08 Seafood processors 
01 Firms which process seafood in Tillamook Co. 4 2_ 

Total 4 2 
09 Formal tourist lodging 

01 Hotels and motels in Tillamook County 79 9 
02 Neskowin Lodge and Condominiums 1     1_ 

Total 80 10 
10 Informal tourist lodging 

01 Campgrounds in Tillamook County operated by agencies 4 4 
of the Federal, State, or County governments 

02 Private campgrounds and trailer parks in Tillamook Co. 21 
Total 

11 Sport fishing and marinas 
01 Marinas and moorages in Tillamook Co. 
02 Charter fishing services in Tillamook Co. 

25 11 

9 5 
7 2 

16 7 

20 4 
10 4 
44 7 

Total 74 15 
13 Service stations 

01 Gasoline stations in Tillamook County 45 5_ 
Total 45 5 

14 Automobile and farm implement sales firms 
01 New and used car, truck, and farm implement sales 8 3 

firms in Tillamook County   
Total 8 3 

15 Manufacturing firms 
01 Food manufactures (Tillamook County Creamery Assn. ) 1 1 
02 Iron works, machine shops, marine builders and repair 12 4 

co. s, tipi makers, non-wood roofing materials manu- 
facturers,  and non-profit manufacturing by handicapped 
workers in Tillamook Co.   

Total 
16 Construction firms 

01 Building contractors and developers in Tillamook Co. 
02 Plumbing, heating,  painting, roofing, electrical,  and 

floor covering contractors, and cabinet makers in 
Tillamook Co. 

03 Excavating,  paving, sand and gravel, landscaping,  and 18 3 
forest road building co. s in Tillamook Co. 

04 Building materials suppliers in Tillamook Co. 8 3_ 
Total 79 13 

17 Retail and wholesales sales firms 
01 Grocery stores, bakeries, pharmacies, retail'liquor and 70 10 

wine stores,  and gift shops in Tillamook Co. 

13 5 

25 4 
28 3 
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Sector      Strata 
No. No. Sector Name/Strata Definition 

Population     Sample 
Size Size 

17 02 

03 

04 

18 

19 

20 

01 

01 
02 

01 

21 

22 

01 

01 

02 

03 

04 

Hardware, sporting goods,  appliance,  auto parts and 
accessories, clothing, yardage, variety, music, 
catalogue, pet, office equipment and supply, book, 
carpet, paint, bicycle,  gun,  jewelery,  and furniture 
stores, florists, nurseries,  and printing shops in 
Tillamook Co. 
Art galleries,  antique shops,  2nd hand stores, rock, 
candle,  and ceramics shops in Tillamook Co. 
Wholesale suppliers of firms listed above,  feed and seed 
and other agricultural supply stores, loggers and welders' 
supply stores, beer, wine and soft drink distributors, hotel 
and motel suppliers,  and petroleum products and bottled 
gas distributors in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Transportation firms 
Rail and motor transportation co; s in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Medical services 
Hospitals and nursing homes in Tillamook Co. 
Physicians, osteopaths,., chiropractors, and dentists 
practicing in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Other professional services 
Accountants, business and tax consultants, surveyors, 
lawyers, morticians, veterinarians, consulting engineers, 
dental laboratories, ambulance services, real estate and 
insurance agencies,  and credit referal services in 
Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Financial services 
Banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions,  and 
finance co. s in Tillamook Co. 

Total 
Retail services 
Barber and beauty shops, cleaners, and recreation places 
in Tillamook Co. 
Auto and appliance repair shops, breeding services, 
private day care centers and kindergartens, janitorial 
services, auctions, towing services, pet grooming shops, 
septic tank cleaners, garbage collection services, dis- 
patching co. s, towing services, and photographers in 
Tillamook Co. 
Telephone and telegraph co. s, newspapers, broadcasting 
co. s, private grade schools and high schools, industrial 
parks, and electric utility co. s in Tillamook Co. 
Public water systems in Tillamook Co. not operated by 
the incorporated cities of Tillamook, Bay City, 
Garibaldi, Rockaway, Wheeler, Nehalem,  and Manzanita 

89 11 

20 

31 

13 

33 

210 32 

5 2 
5 2 

5 3 
26 3 

31 6 

66 6 

66 6 

10 3 

10 3 

42 8 

55 4 
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Sector     Strata Population     Sample 
No. No. Sector Name/Strata Definition Size Size 

22 05 Churches in Tillamook Co. _34 3_ 
Total 177 24 

23 Local Government 
01                Tillamook County Government (excluding a county                      16                 15 

operated campground included in sector 10) the 
governments of the seven incorporated cities in 
Tillamook County, the seven school districts in 
Tillamook County, assorted other small taxing authorities 
including sanitary districts, rural fire protection districts, 
special districts,  and port authorities (excluding the 
airport industrial park of the Port of Tillamook Bay which 
is included in sector 22)   

Total 16 15 

24 01 Households in Tillamook County N/A N/A 

  i  ——^ , ■ '  • —  

1 
The assorted small taxing authorities accounted for about 2% of the total local government sector. 
Rather than interview all of these, they were lumped together as if a single entity and assumed to 
have the same direct coefficients as the other, larger components of local government. 
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APPENDIX B 

Tillamook County I-O Model Questionnaire 

Firm Code //  -  r-   

1.     First,  from the sale of what products or services does your business derive 

the major part of its income? 

I will ask for tiro sets of factual information about your firm's business in 1973. 

The first set deals v;ith your firm's expenditures,  and the second deals with its 

revenues. 

Expenditures;    This information should be for your business only,  and should 

not include information abput your personal, non-business expenses.    For each 

of several types of businesses or government agencies inside and outside of 

Tillamook County, I would like to know three things: 

1. What were the total expenditures you made to that type of business in 

1973?    This should Include purchases of goods and services,  taxes,  fines, 

fees,  interest,  rent,  commissions, dividends, etc.    In short - all payments 

except the repayment of principal on outstanding debts.     If you purchased 

any items on credit in 1973,  the full purchase price should be included. 

2. How much,  if any, of these expenditures were for capital goods?    This 

would include buildings, machinery,  automobiles, major equipment or 

building repairs, etc. 

3. How much,  if anything, was the depreciation on your firm's stock of 

capital goods that would be purchased from the given type of business or 

government agency? 

This sounds like a lot of information, but you will see as we go that many of 

the answers will be zero. 
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Sector Descriptions and Special Instructions 

Firms or agencies engaged In ... standing timber; U.S.B.L.M., U.S.F.S., and 
Oregon State Forestry Dept. In Tlllamook County as well as the major 
private timber land owners in the county. 

Other wood processing firms; plywood and shake and shingle companies in 
Tlllamook County. 

Commercial agricultural firms;  dairy and mink farms in Tlllamook County. 

Commercial fishermen; licensed commercial fishermen who live in and own 
boats in Tlllamook County. 

Manufacturing firms; manufacturers, machine shops, marine repair firms in 
Tlllamook County.  Includes Tlllamook County Creamery Assn. 

Construction firms: contractors (building, plumbing, electrical, etc.), 
paving and excavating companies, and building materials suppliers in 
Tlllamook County. 

Retail and wholesale sales firms; drug, food, liquor, gift, hardware, 
clothing, antique, auto parts, sporting goods, office supply, 
appliance, furniture, and loggers supply stores, etc., oil and 
gas distributors in Tlllamook County. 

Other professional services; veterinarians, morticians, accountants, lawyers, 
surveyors, consultants, ambulance services, dental laboratories, real 
estate and insurance agencies and credit referral services in Tlllamook 
County. Note: purchases from real estate and insurance agents should 
only include their commissions. 

Financial services: include in expenditures any service charges, purchases of 
goods, and interest payments. Do not include repayment of principal on 
outstanding debt. 

Retail services; barber and beauty shops, churches, recreation places, cleaners, 
repair shops, private schools, electric utilities, telephone and telegraph 
companies, dispatchers, travel agencies, septic tank cleaners, garbage 
collectors, public water systems not operated by incorporated cities and 
port authorities. 

Tlllamook County government; include county taxes but exclud payments to county 
operated campgrounds. 

City governments in Tlllamook County: the Incorporated cities of Tlllamook, 
Bay City, Garibaldi, Rockaway, Wheeler, Nehalem, and Manzanita. 

Households: include gross wages, salaries, bonuses, etc. and personal with- 
drawls of the business' owners. 

Government agencies outside Tlllamook County:  include license fees, etc., plus 
employer contributions to social security and unemployment.  Do not include 
employee taxes withheld. 

Businesses and individuals outside Tlllamook County; goods imported into the 
County, wages paid to non-residents, withdrawls by non-resident owners, 
dividends to non-resident stockholders, etc. 
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First,  consider businesses  and government  agencies inside Tillamook County 

Total Capital 
expendi- expendi- Depreci 
tures tures ation The types of businesses and agencies  are: 

Fittns  or agencies primarily engaged in the 
establishment, protection,  culture,  and 
sale of standing timber * 3. $       31..$ 

Logging and log hauling firms 4. $       32.   $_ 

Sawmills 5. $_ 

Other wood processing firms * 6. $_ 

Commercial agricultural firms '' 7. $_ 

Commercial fishermen * 8. $_ 

Oyster aquaculture firms 9. $_ 

Seafood processors 10. $ 

Formal tourist lodging (hotels, motels) 11. $_ 

Informal tourist lodging (camps, trailer parks)12. $_ 

Sport fishing firms and marinas 13. $_ 

Cafes and taverns (include private clubs) 14. $_ 

Service stations 15. $_ 

Auto and farm implement sales firms 16. $ 

Manufacturing firms * 17. $_ 

Construction firms * 18. $_ 

Retail and wholesale sales firms * 19. $_ 

Transportation firms 20. $_ 

Medical services 21. $_ 

Other professional services * 22. $_ 

Financial services * 23. $_ 

Retail services * 24. $_ 

Tillamook County Government * 25. $_ 

City governments inside Tillamook County * 26. $_ 

Households in Tillamook County * 27. $_ 

Now consider two groups not in Tillamook County:  

33. 

34. 

35. $_ 

36. $_ 

37. $_ 

38. $_ 

39. $_ 

40. $_ 

41. $_ 

42. $_ 

43. $_ 

44. $_ 

45. $_ 

46. $_ 

47. $_ 

48. $_ 

49. $_ 

50. $_ 

51. $_ 

52. $_ 

53. $_ 

54. $_ 

55. $ 

59. $_ 

60. $_ 

61. $_ 

62. $_ 

63. $_ 

64. $_ 

65. $_ 

66. $_ 

67. $_ 

68. $_ 

69. $_ 

70. $_ 

71. $_ 

72. $_ 

73. $ 

74. $^ 

75. $ 

76. 

77. 

78. $_ 

79. $ 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83.   $ 

All government  agencies not located in 
Tillamook County * 28.   $_ 

All businesses   and  individuals  outside 
 Tillamook_Count2_* 29^_$_ 

Totals $ 

56. $_ 

57. $ 

$ 

84.   $_ 

_85i_$_ 

$ 

See description or special instructions 
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Revenues: The last few questions deal with your firm's revenues. 

86. $    What was the revenue from your total sales of all mer- 
chandise and services during the year 1973? Be sure to 
include rent, interest, royalities, dividends, and com- 
missions.  Exclude principal repaid on outstanding loans. 

87. $    Now, thinking about Tillamook County only, what amount of 
your sales in 1973, if any, was to private individuals 
inside Tillamook County? 

88. $ How much of this was to non-residents of Tillamook 
County (visitors, tourists, etc.)? 

89. $ What amount of your total sales during 1973 was to 
businesses in Tillamook County? 

90. $ What amount of your sales for 1973, if any, was to 
or city government inside Tillamook County? 

county 

91. $    And, what amount of your total sales was to the Oregon 
State Forestry Department, the U.S. Forest Service or the 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management during 1973 inside 
Tillamook County? 

92. $    Turning now to sales outside Tillamook County, what amount 
of your total sales in 1973, if any, was to businesses and 
private individuals not located in Tillamook County? (in- 
clude agents of non-Tillamook County firms who come to the 
county to make purchases) 

93. $     Next, what amount of your total sales in 1973 was to any 
city or county government outside of Tillamook County? 

94. $     What amount of your sales, if any, was to any State gov- 
ernment agency, not including the Oregon State Forestry 
Department inside Tillamook County? 

95. $     And, what amount of your total sales in 1973 was to any 
Federal agency, not including the U.S. Forest Service or 
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management inside Tillamook 
County? 

(INT:  ITEMS 87 PLUS 89 THROUGH 95 SHOULD TOTAL AMOUNT SHOWN IN Q. 86)  

96. 3 - Higher (Ask Q. 96a)  Finally, was your inventory of goods for sale higher 
2 - Same or was it lower at the end of 1973 than at the be- 
1 - Lower (Ask Q. 96a)  ginning of the year? 

96a.  $       How much (higher) (lower) was your inventory of 
goods for sale at the end of the year? 
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APPENDIX C 

Tables 



Table C. 1.   Estimated direct input coefficients and leakage coefficients for Tillamook County, Oregon, base year 1973. 

Sector (1) (2). (3). (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(1) Silvaculture .00126 .00143 . 18176 .04944 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(2) Logging & log hauling .01263 .06902 .10806 .04604 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills .00002 -0- .02052 .00011 -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- .00666 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- . 00001 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .42574 

(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00569 .00467 

(8) Seafood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .01571 -0- .01555 

(9) Formal tourist lodging -0- .00022 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(10) Informal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(12) Cafes & taverns .00033 .00035 . 00005 * -0- .00149 -0- .00156 

(13) Service stations .00018 .00682 .00159 .00442 .00793 .03307 .01501 .00467 

(14) Auto & farm implements .00151 .01818 .00389 .00134 .04488 .02808 .00575 -0- 

(15) Manufacturers -0- .00098 .00038 -0- .17320 .01098 -0- .00109 

(16) Construction .04550 .00002 .00094 .00070 .01719 .00894 -0- .00669 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales .00319 .05833 .02700 .00595 .11221 .11382 .03683 .00467 

(18) Transportation .00057 .00084 .00052 .00042 .01939 -0- -0- .02955 

(19) Medical services .00004 -0- .00010 .00003 .00291 . 00685 -0- .00156 

(20) Other professional services -0- .00843 .00063 .00021 .02671 .00440 .01298 .01166 

(21) Financial services -0- . 00703 * . 00003 .02609 .01457 -0- .00311 

(22) Retail services .00304 .01625 .02166 .00636 .04068 .01204 .05085 .01555 

(23) Local government .11734 .00686 .00673 .00467 .02684 .01162 .02890 .00327 

(24) Households .11444 .43833 .19161 .18577 .24681 .46834 .37494 . 23521 

(25) Leakages .69996 .36692 .43459 .68783 .25517 .27010 . 46906 . 23547 

-vl 



Tabled.   Continued. 

Sector (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- -  -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00027 

(2) Logging & log hauling -0- -0- .00061 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills -0- -0- .00030 -0- -0i- -0- -0- .01348 

(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * .00403 

(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- .00274 -0- -0- .47271 -0- 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- .00088 .00763 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- .00216 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(8) Seafood processing -0- .00709 .00429 .00968 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(9) Formal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00001 -0- 

(10) Informal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas -0- .00993 -0- -0- -0- .00003 -0- -0- 

(12) Cafes & taverns -0- .00138 .00345 -0- -0- .00052 .00005 .00097 

(13) Service stations .00226 .01829 .01070 .00631 -0- -0- .00024 .00690 

(14) Auto & farm implements .01669 . 00078 . 00567 .00274 .00258 .00158 .00057 .02808 

(15) Manufacturers -0- .00156 .02837 .01062 .00022 .00065 .00022 .00034 

(16) Construction .03851 .11552 .03643 .00500 .00611 .00337 .00330 .24160 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales .02589 .06582 .11695 .27162 .44724 .01711 .00980 .01748 

(18) Transportation -0- . 00007 .00171 .00058 -0- .00133 .00022 .00470 

(19) Medical services -0- -0- -0- .00023 -0- .00030 .00008 .00162 

(20) Other professional services .02314 .01184 .00730 .01341 .00571 .00099 .00118 .01452 

(21) Financial services .02863 .04733 -0- .00852 .00070 .00654 .00023 .00687 

(22) Retail services .10416 .13894 . 03497 .04118 .01587 . 00498 .00389 .01645 

(23) Local government . 04276 .05443 .01493 .00680 .00287 .00202 .00378 .00405 

(24) Households .26441 .22567 .37743 .41560 .17605 .14404 .14243 .28548 

(25) Leakages . 45355 .30045 . 34926 .20281 .34268 .81656 .36130 .35315 

oo 



Table C. 1.   Continued. 

Sector (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00061 .00002 
(2) Logging & log hauling -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00008 -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills .00046 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- . 00006 
(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- . 00003 .00028 
(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00065 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * 
(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00010 
(8) Seafood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00013 

(9) Formal tourist lodging .00005 .01499 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00089 

(10) Informal tourist lodging .00005 -0- -0- .00007 -0- -0- -0- .00055 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas .00041 -0- -0- -0- -0- .00115 -0- .00081 

(12) Cafes & taverns .00011 -0- .00117 .00128 -0- .00101 .00104 .04409 

(13) Service stations .00320 .00450 .00467 .02160 -0- .00763 .00153 .02752 

(14) Auto & farm implements .00285 .01139 .00663 .00476 -0- .00957 .00265 .11464 

(15) Manufacturers .00003 -0- .00067 -0- -0- .00050 .00387 .00444 

(16) Construction .00286 -0- .00894 .01136 -0- .01529 .02081 . 08450 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales . 08008 .00051 .01971 .02547 .02480 .04909 .05101 . 19271 

(18) Transportation . 00298 -0- .00054 -0- -0- .00021 .00067 .00034 

(19) Medical services .00020 -0- .01690 .00029 -0- .00035 .00100 .03999 

(20) Other professional services .00462 .00540 .02895 .01735 .00008 .01592 .00902 .01839 

(21) Financial services .00309 .00139 .00318 -0- -0- .00650 .00162 .01063 

(22) Retail services .01536 .01051 .03447 .03144 .01852 .03836 .02854 .08931 

(23) Local government .00464 .06119 .00792 .00519 .00868 .03838 .02180 .03631 

(24) Households .207S5 .34779 .62889 .67348 .77073 .37292 .54458 .01942 

(25) Leakages .67146 .54232 .23737 .20770 .17719 .44305 .31122 .31421 

* 
Non-zero values less than . 000005. 



Table C. 2.   Estimated standard errors for direct input coefficients and leakage coefficients for Tillamook County, Oregon. 

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- .00128 .00142 .00101 -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(2) Logging G log hauling -0- . 02045 .01565 .00551 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills -0- -0- .01065 .00007 -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- .00375 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- .00001 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .11642 

(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00616 
(8) Seafood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00603 -0- .02052 

(9) Formal tourist lodging -0- .00013 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(10) Informal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(12) Cafes & taverns -0- .00032 .00001 * -0- .00035 -0- .00205 

(13) Service stations -0- .00364 .00009 .00017 .00326 . 00507 -0- .00176 

(14) Auto & farm implements -0- .00379 .00117 .00024 .00990 .00481 -0- -0- 

(15) Manufacturers -0- .00065 .00002 -0- .03461 .00502 -0- .00144 

(16) Construction -0- .00002 .00004 .00012 .00613 .00289 -0- .00003 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales -0- .01062 .00061 .00035 . 02349 .02290 -0- .00616 

(18) Transportation -0- .00035 * .00018 .00779 -0- -0- .00060 

(19) Medical services -0- -0- * * .00180 .00307 -0- .00205 

(20) Other professional services -0- .00426 .00022 .00006 .00469 .00106 -0- * 

(21) Financial services -0- .00217 * .00002 .01063 .00408 -0- . 00410 

(22) Retail services -0- .00397 .00013 .00026 .00952 .00287 -0- .00073 

(23) Local government -0- .00178 .00004 .00028 .00686 .00272 -0- .00079 

(24) Households -0- .02101 .00259 .00331 .03403 .03267 -0- .00300 

(25) Leakages -0- .03790 .00640 .00835 . 03945 .04206 -0- .07423 

OO 
o 



Table C. 2.   Continued. 

Sector (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (IS) (16) 

(1) Silvaculture 
(2) Logging & log hauling 
(3) Sawmills 
(4) Other wood processing 
(5) Commercial agriculture 
(6) Commercial fishermen 
(7) Oyster aquaculture 
(8) Seafood processing 
(9) Formal tourist lodging 
10) Informal tourist lodging 
11) Sport fishing & marinas 
12) Cafes & taverns 
13) Service stations 
14) Auto & farm implements 
15) Manufacturers 
16) Construction 
17) Retail & wholesale sales 
18) Transportation 
19) Medical services 

(20) Other professional services 
(21) Financial services 
(22) Retail services 
(23) Local government 
(24) Households 
(25) Leakages 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00024 

-0- -0- .00042 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- .00024 -0- -0- -0- -0- .00680 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * .00209 

-0- -0- -0- .00250 -0- -0- .00205 -0- 

-0- .00069 .00308 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- .00076 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

-0- .00623 .00192 .00364 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * -0- 

-0~ -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- ' -0- 

-0- .00692 -0- -0- -0- .00001 -0- -0- 

=0- .00089 .00192 -0- -0- .00019 * .00069 

00116 .01209 .00624 .00242 -0- -0- .00015 .00302 

01120 .00067 .00294 .00081 .00112 .00155 .00011 .01271 

=0- .00057 .01283 .00575 .00015 .00065 .00007 .00023 

01423 .03672 .01157 .00204 . 00275 .00182 .00011 .05500 

01432 .01231 .03445 .03983 .16285 .00732 .00045 .00499 

-0- .00007 .00076 .00021 -0- . 00007 .00004 .00264 

-0- -0- -0- .00017 -0- .00030 .00006 .00109 

00615 .00600 .00259 .00301 .00156 .00033 .00015 .00339 

02263 .01036 -0- .00312 .00032 .00526 .00019 .00485 

01969 .02278 .00930 .00469 .00539 .00182 .00007 .00475 

01040 .00631 .00338 .00138 .00068 .00097 .00012 .00119 

05047 .02568 .03814 .02897 .02291 .00779 .00129 .03030 

09069 .06871 .09774 .02581 . 17883 .01322 .00150 .06047 

oo 



Table C. 2.   Continued. 

Sector (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) 

-0- 

(24) 

-0- (1) Silvaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(2) Logging & log hauling -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00008 -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills .00040 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00018 

(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00041 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * 
(7) Oyster aquaeulture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(8) Seafood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00009 

(9) Formal tourist lodging .00003 .00101 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00068 

(10) Informal tourist lodging . 00004 -0- -0- .00009 -0- -0- -0- .00018 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas . 00041 -0- -0- -0- -0- .00118 -0- . 00022 

(12) Cafes & taverns .00008 -0- .00096 .00155 -0- .00062 -0- .01321 

(13) Service stations .00117 .00667 .00244 . 00292 -0- .00251 -0- . 00476 

(14) Auto & farm implements .00078 .00616 .00401 .00193 -0- .00164 -0- .04204 

(15) Manufacturers .00003 -0- .00056 -0- -0- .00038 -0- .00016 

(16) Construction .00114 -0- .00411 . 00453 -0- .00602 -0- .01671 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales . 02996 . 00076 . 00197 .00653 .00418 .02566 -0- .04494 

(18) Transportation .00114 -0- .00021 -0- -0- .00012 -0- .00026 

(19) Medical services .00013 -0- .00657 .00035 -0- .00036 -0- .01364 

(20) Other professional services .00110 .00693 .00552 .00579 .00010 . 00696 -0- . 00780 

(21) Financial services .00163 .00206 .00231 -0- -0- .00531 -0- .00628 

(22) Retail services . 00323 .00609 .00246 .01272 .00281 .01663 -0- .02901 

(23) Local government .00121 . 00345 .00481 .00230 .00230 .00903 .0- -0- 

(24) Households .03013 .00623 .03892 .06483 .03612 .04260 -0- -0- 

(25) Leakages .05171 .03045 .05062 .06713 .03134 .07702 -0- . 07343 

* 
Non-zero values less than . 000005. 

I—" 

oo 



Table C. 3.    Estimated direct and indirect coefficients matrix for Tillamook County, Oregon, including output multipliers. 

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(1) Silvaculture 
(2) Logging & log hauling 
(3) Sawmills 
(4) Other wood processing 
(5) Commercial agriculture 
(6) Commercial fishermen 
(7) Oyster aquaculture 
(8) Seafood processing 
(9) Formal tourist lodging 

(10) Informal tourist lodging 
(11) Sport fishing & marinas 
(12) Cafes & taverns 
(13) Service stations 
(14) Auto & farm implements 
(15) Manufacturers 
(16) Construction 
(17) Retail & wholesale sales 
(18) Transportation 
(19) Medical services 
(20) Other professional services 
(21) Financial services 
(22) Retail services 
(23) Local government 
(24) Households 

Output multipliers 

1.00168 .00187 .18621 . 05009 .00039 .00040 .00030 .00038 

.01378 1.07435 .12117 .05057 .00025 .00024 .00017 .00022 

. 00143 .00134 1.02195 .00076 .00155 .00165 .00115 .00155 

. 00049 .00055 .00039 1.00696 .00058 .00064 .00047 . 00061 

.00132 .00312 .00189 .00120 1.09147 .00852 .00226 .00567 

.00008 .00019 .00011 .00008 .00016 1.00705 .00016 . 43562 

.00006 .00014 .00009 .00006 .00012 .00023 1.00585 .00495 

.00018 .00042 .00026 .00019 .00035 .01653 .00036 1.02319 

.00029 .00092 . 00045 .00032 .00090 .00074 .00057 .00113 

.00017 .00040 .00025 .00018 .00035 .00044 .00034 .00041 

.00032 .00080 .00050 .00035 .00075 .00088 .00072 .00081 

.01365 .03203 .01952 .01417 .02695 .03577 .02708 . 03426 

.01024 . 03007 .01653 .01485 .02934 .05822 .03494 .04268 

.03961 .10587 .05970 .04091 .12393 . 12244 .07990 .10050 

.00232 . 00545 .00329 .00200 .19251 .01677 .00379 . 01082 

. 09845 .08514 .06524 .04193 .09986 . 10461 .07406 .10057 

.08817 .25435 .15331 .09383 .30030 .34018 .20681 .25533 

.00160 .00260 .00184 .00120 .02304 .00268 .00143 .03205 

.01236 .02918 .01798 .01307 .02806 .03864 . 02494 .03418 

.01009 .02860 .01419 .00932 .04815 .02664 . 03067 .03454 

.00513 .01837 .00764 .00514 . 03860 .02691 .00942 .02070 

.03984 . 09594 . 07384 .04216 .11715 .09933 .12026 . 10228 

.13416 .04085 .05100 .02578 .06234 .04840 .05937 .04455 

.29433 .70934 .43293 .31668 .60034 .76674 .60531 .71685 

1.76975 2.52187 2.25029 1.73181 2. 78742 2. 72465 2. 29032 3.00387 

00 
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Table C. 4.   Matrix  E  (E,,)  of changes in estimated direct coefficients corresponding to the upper bound of a 95% confidence interval for     a 
with changes in coefficients jjroportional to their estimated variances. 

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(1) Silvaculture 
(2) Logging & log hauling 
(3) Sawmills 
(4) Other wood processing 
(5) Commercial agriculture 
(6) Commercial fishermen 
(7) Oyster aquaculture 
(8) Seafood processing 
(9) Formal tourist lodging 
10) Informal tourist lodging 
11) Sport fishing & marinas 
12) Cafes & taverns 
13) Service stations 
14) Auto & farm implements 
15) Manufacturers 
16) Construction 
17) Retail & wholesale sales 
18) Transportation 
19) Medical services 

(20) Other professional services 
(21) Financial services 
(22) Retail services 
(23) Local government 
(24) Households 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

.00072 

.00037 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

.00001 

-0- 

-0- 

.00005 

.00589 

.00022 

.00018 
* 

.00047 

.00001 

-0- 

.00805 

.00007 

.00017 

.00010 

.00468 

* 

.00018 

.00008 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 
* 

* 

* 

* 

00003 -0- -0- 

00102 -0- -0- 
* -0- -0- 

00018 -0- -0- 
* -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- .00027 

-0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- 
* -0- -.00008 

00001 .00005 .00019 

00002 -.00127 .00017 

-0- .00529 .00019 

00001 .00017 -.00065 

00003 .00244 .00394 
* .00027 -0- 
* .00001 .00007 
* -.00066 -. 00025 
* .00050 .00012 
* -.00100 -. 00029 

00001 -.00054 .00006 

00038 .00511 .00801 

-0- 
-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 
-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

-0- 
-0- 
-0- 

-0- 

-0- 

.03523 

.00010 

.00109 

-0-. 
-0- 

-0- 
.00001 

.00001 

-0- 

.00001 
* 

.00010 
* 

. 00001 
* 

.00004 
* 

* 

.00002 

Leakages -.00955 ,00027 -.00046 .01035 .01176 -0- -.03663 

oo 



Table C. 4.   Continued. 

Sector (9) (10) (U) (12) (13) (14) (IS) (16) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * 
(2) Logging & log hauling -0- -0- * -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills -0- -0- * -0- -0- -0- -0- .00028 

(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * .00003 

(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- .00074 -0- -0- .00002 -0- 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- .00002 .00019 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- .00007 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(8) Seafood   processing -0- .00129 .00008 -. 00022 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(9) Formal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * -0- 

(10) Informal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas -0- .00160 -0- -0- -0- * -0- -0- 

(12) Cafes & taverns -0- -.00024 .00008 -0- -0- * * * 

(13) Service stations .00008 .00487 .00080 .00069 -0- -0- * .00005 

(14)Auto & farm implements .00745 .00002 .00018 .00007 . 00001 .00005 * .00097 

(15) Manufacturers -0- -. 00021 .00336 . 00390 * * * * 

(16) Construction . 01203 .04494 .00274 -.00012 .00004 .00006 * .01816 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales .01219 -. 00465 .02423 -.00164 .20357 .00104 * .00015 

(18) Transportation -0- * .00001 -.00002 -0- * * -.00045 

(19) Medical services -0- -0- -0- * -0- * * .00001 

(20) Other professional services .00225 -.00148 .00014 .00107 .00137 .00002 * -. 00069 

(21) Financial services .03043 -. 00246 -0- .00115 * .00054 * .00014 

(22) Retail services -. 00355 -. 00301 .00177 .00260 . 00500 .00006 * .00014 

(23) Local government .00642 -.00226 .00023 -.00005 * .00019 * .00001 

(24) Households -.01262 -. 00704 .02970 -.00382 .00259 -.00017 .00001 .00551 

Leakages -. 05468 .03138 .06351 ,00427 . 21257 .00161 .00001 .02431 

00 
-0 



Table C. 4.    Continued. 

Sector (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) 

(1) Silvaculture 
(2) Logging & log hauling 
(3) Sawmills 
(4) Other wood processing 
(5) Commercial agriculture 
(6) Commercial fishermen 
(7) Oyster aquaculture 
(8) Seafood processing 
(9) Formal tourist lodging 

(10) Informal tourist lodging 
(11) Sport fishing & marinas 
(12) Cafes & taverns 
(13) Service stations 
(14) Auto & farm implements 
(15) Manufacturers 
(16) Construction 
(17) Retail & wholesale sales 
(18) Transportation 
(19) Medical services 
(20) Other professional services 

, (21)Financial services 
(22) Retail services 
(23) Local government 
(24) Households 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 
-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * -0- -0- 
* -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00001 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00005 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

-0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * 

* .00003 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00014 
* -0- -0- .00001 -0- -0- -0- -.00004 
* -0- -0- -0- -0- .00008 -0- -.00010 
* -0- .00013 .00208 -0- . 00002 -0- .. 00089 

00001 .00122 .00081 -. 00207 -0- -.00029 -0- -.00293 

00001 .00104 .00220 -.00039 -0- -.00054 -0- -.00004 
* -0- .00004 -0- -0- .00001 -0- .00001 

00001 -0- .00231 -.00176 -0- .00204 -0- -.00196 

00874 .00002 -.00071 -.00221 -.00103 ..03703 -0- .01432 

00001 -0- -. 00005 -0- -0- * -0- .00002 
* -0- -.00161 .00011 -0- .00001 -0- -.00190 

00001 .00132 -.00118 -. 00103 * .00273 -0- -.00125 

00003 .00012 .00073 -0- -0- .00159 -0- -. 00035 

00010 .00102 -.00149 -. 00066 -. 00098 .01556 -0- -.00510 

00001 .00033 .00316 -.00023 -.00055 -. 00367 -0- -0- 

00884 .00107 .01270 .03611 .00909 -.01520 -0- -0- 

Leakages -.01778 -.00616 -.01703 . 02995 -.00653 ,03943 -0- -0- 

Non-zero values with absolute value less than .000005. oo 
oo 



Table C. 5.    Matrix E(ETJ) of changes in estimated direct coefficients corresponding to the upper bound of a 95% confidence interval for      a 
with changes in coefficients proportional to their estimated standard errors. 

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- . 00327 . 00015 .00105 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(2) Logging & log hauling -0- .00300 .00168 .00573 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(3) Sawmills -0- -0- .00115 -.00002 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -.00052 -0~ -0- -0- -0- 

(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- * -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(6.) Commercial fishermen -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .02859 

(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00151 

(8) Seafood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00177 -0- .00504 

(9) Formal tourist lodging -0- .00033 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(10) Informal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(12) Cafes & taverns -0- .00082 * * -0- -.00016 -0- .00050 

(13) Service stations -0- .00932 .00001 .00004 .00076 .00149 -0- .00043 

(14) Auto & farm implements -0- .00040 .00013 -.00011 -. 00241 .00142 -0- -0- 

(15) Manufacturers -0- .00165 * -0- .00802 .00148 -0- .00035 

(16) Construction -0- .00004 * .00010 .00142 -.00126 -0- .00001 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales -0- -.00041 .00007 -.00009 .00544 .00674 -0- .00151 

(18) Transportation -0- . 00006 * .00019 .00180 -0- -0- .00015 

(19) Medical services -0- -0- * * .00042 ,00090 -0- .00050 

(20) Other professional services -0- .01090 .00002 .00006 -.00127 -.00047 -0- * 

(21) Financial services -0- .00036 * * .00246 .00120 -0- .00101 

(22) Retail services -0- .00061 . 00001 .00027 -.00187 -.00045 -0- .00018 

(23) Local government -0- .00027 * .00022 -.00101 .00080 -0- .00019 

(24) Households -0- -. 00984 .00028 -.00233 .00789 .00961 -0- .00074 

Leakages ,02079 -.00351 .00458 -.02164 .02307 .04072 

oo 



Table C.5.   Continued. 

Sector (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- . 00007 
(2) Logging & log hauling -0- -0- .00017 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 
.(3;) Sawmills -0- -0- .00010 -0- -0- -0- -0- .00183 

(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * .00056 
(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- .00313 -0- -0- .00068 -0- 

(6) Commercial fishermen -0- .00057 .00127 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(7) Oysterm aquaculture -0- -0- -0- .00010 -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(8) Seafood processing -0- .00514 .00079 -.00034 -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(9) Formal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * -0- 

(10) Informal tourist lodging -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas -0- .00571 -0- -0- -0- * -0- -0- 

(12) Cafes & taverns -0- -. 00021 .00079 -0- -0- .00007 * .00019 

(13) Service stations .00089 .00997 .00258 .00303 -0- -0- .00004 .00081 

(14) Auto & farm implements .00858 .00055 .00121 -.00012 .00024 .00059 .00004 .00343 

(IS) Manufacturers -0- -. 00023 .00530 .00720 .00003 .00024 -.00001 .00006 
(16) Construction .01089 .03028 .00478 -.00014 .00058 .00069 .00003 .01484 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales .01097 -.00469 .01423 -.00326 .08892 .00277 .00015 .00135 

(18) Transportation -0- . 00006 .00032 -. 00004 -0- -.00001 . 00001 -.00054 

(19) Medical services -0- -0- -0- .00022 -0- .00011 .00002 .00029 

(20) Other professional services .00471 -.00113 .00107 -. 00376 .00075 .00012 .00005   . -.00081 

(21) Financial services .01733 -.00102 -0- :00390 .00007 -. 00199 : 00006 .00131 
(22) Retail services -.00231 -. 00023 .00384 .00588 .00250 .00687 -.00001 .00128 
(23) Local government .00796 -. 00108 .00140 -. 00005 .00015 .00037 .00004 .00032 
(24) Households -. 00927 -.00600 .01575 -. 00998 .00486 -. 00038 .00029 .00818 

Leakages .04975 .03769 -.05361 -.01416 .09809 .00725 -.00082 .03317 
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Table C.5.   Continued. 

Sector (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) 

(1) Silvaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(2) Logging & log hauling -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00008 -0- -0- 
(3) Sawmills .00016 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(4) Other wood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00025 
(5) Commercial agriculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- . 00056 
(6) Commercial fishermen -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- * 
(7) Oyster aquaculture -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 
(8) Seafood processing -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00012 

(9) Formal tourist lodging .00001 .00043 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- .00093 
(10) Informal tourist lodging .00002 -0- -0- .00060 -0- -0- -0- -.00002 

(11) Sport fishing & marinas .00016 -0- -0- -0- -0- .00114 -0- -.00007 

(12) Cafes & taverns .00003 -0- .00176 .01049 -0- .00059 -0- -.00220 

(13) Service stations .00046 .00283 .00445 .00058 -0- -.00015 -0- -.00061 

(14) Auto & farm implements .00030 .00261 . 00732 .00089 -0- -.00052 -0- .00004 

(15) Manufacturers .00001 -0- . 00102 -0- -0- .00037 -0- .00022 

(16) Construction .00044 -0- .00751 -.00127 -0- .00581 -0- -.00108 

(17) Retail & wholesale sales .01170 .00032 .00013 .00109 -. 00268 .02477 -0- .00988 

(18) Transportation .00044 -0- -. 00005 -0- -0- .00012 -0- .00036 

(19) Medical services . 00005 -0- -.00147 .00240 -0- .00034 -0- -.00205 

(20) Other professional services . 00043 .00294 .00013 .00209 .00007 .00672 -0- -.00113 

(21) Financial services . 00064 .00088 .00421 -0- -0- .00513 -0- -.00016 

(22) Retail services .00126 .00258 -.00081 .00205 -.00222 .01606 -0- -. 00505 

(23) Local government .00047 .00146 .00877 .00093 -.00123 -. 00374 -0- -0- 

(24) Households .01177 .00264 -. 00521 . 01698 .02326 -.01449 -0- -0- 

Leakages -.02837 -.01670 -. 02777 -.03682 -.01719 -.04224 -0- -0- 

Non-zero values with absolute value less than . 000005. 
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Table C.6. 

Sector 

Additions to columns of Tables C. 4 and C. 5 necessary to generate the lower bound estimate, A    = A + E   (E   = 
tinder two schemes for allocating the change in     a'. 

Additions to Table C. 4 
Column 9 Column 20 Column 2 

Additions to Table C. 5 

Column 12  Column 19 Column 20   Column 24 

■E      )> 

modified 

Sector 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.00001 

. 00085 

0 

.00137 

.00139 

0 

0 

.00026 

,00506 

.00001 

.00073 

.00043 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

* 

0 

.00002 

* 

* 

0 

0 

* 

0 

-. 00091 

* 

.00088 

.00231 

.00299 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.00019 

0 

0 

.00058 

.00428 

.00066 

.00100 

.00003 

.00044 

.00006 

0 

.00290 

.00037 

.00077 

.00035 

.00564 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.00083 

0 

.00002 

.00001 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.00007 

* 

.00017 

.00001 

.00018 

* 

.00008 

.00009 

.00009 

.00014 

* 

.00013 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-.00073 

-.00032 

-.00320 

-. 00075 

-.00155 

.00031 

.00001 

.00027 

.00050 

-.00226 

.00039 

-. 00225 

.00959 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.00053 

0 

.00071 

.00011 

.00005 

0 

.00003 

.00014 

0 

.00213 

.00012 

0 

.00010 

.00004 

.00277 

0 

0 

0 

.00013 

.00001 

0 

0 

.00006 

.00014 

* 

* 

.00002 

.00002 

.00002 

* 

.00004 

.00030 

.00015 

.00002 

.00001 

.00002 

.00001 
0 
0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Positive values less than . 000005. 
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Table C. 7.   Tillamook County output multiplierss   model estimates and bounds of the 95% quasi-confidence intervals under two schemes for 
allocating the total change in    'a. 

"Lower Bounds" "Lower Bounds" "Upper Bounds" "Upper Bounds" 
Using Using Model Using Using 

Sector Std. Errors Variances Estimates Variances Std. Errors 

1. Silvaculture 1.75023 1.75492 1.76975 1.78493 1.79105 
2. Logging & log hauling 2. 42979 2.46682 2.52187 2.58405 2.62506 
3. Sawmills 2.21149 2.22776 2. 25029 2. 27384 2. 29272 
4. Other wood processing 1.70264 1.71632 1.73181 1.74780 1.76380 
5. Commercial agriculture 2.68142 2. 72223 2. 78742 2.85435 2.90136 
6. Commercial fishermen 2.62081 2. 65222 2. 73465 2. 79928 2.83687 
7. Oyster aquaculture 2. 25352 2. 25873 2. 29032 2.32254 2. 33060 

8. Seafood processing 2.82943 2.85608 3.00387 3.15847 3.19334 
9. Formal tourist lodging 2. 18836 2.18253 2.34857 2.52648 2.52255 

10. Informal tourist lodging 2.57095 2.59684 2. 72989 2. 87746 2. 90998 

11. Sport fishing & marinas 2. 37648 2. 36823 2.54364 2. 72706 2. 72490 

12. Cafes & taverns 2. 69901 2. 74068 2. 79736 2.85624 2.90581 

13. Service stations 2. 08756 1.90577 2. 30895 2. 73718 2.55140 

14. Auto & farm implements 1.41919 1.43486 1.44676 1.45886 1.47670 

15. Manufacturers 2.66231 2. 68601 2.72451 2. 76383 2.79158 

16. Construction 2. 46073 2.48971 2.59478 2. 70583 2.74046 

17. Retail & wholesale sales 1.67553 1.70368 1.75799 1.81431 1.84695 

18. Transportation 2. 07265 2. 10177 2.13842 2. 17697 2. 21053 

19. Medical services 2. 78327 2.81833 2.89749 2. 97847 3.02048 

20. Other professional services 2. 80927 2. 83038 2.95242 3.07532 3.10783 

21. Financial services 2.93927 2.97793 3.03056 3.08334 3.12765 

22. Retail services 2. 23079 2.25650 2.35514 2.46114 2. 49466 
23. Local government 2. 63989 2. 65021 2.68371 2.71739 2.73151 

24. Households 2. 43589 2.44897 2.49090 2.53226 2.55083 

00 


